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Summer Furniture

May 1946 Price 35 Cents 40 Cents in Canada
You'll be glad you waited for Wamsutta!

Fortunate, indeed, you brides of 1946! This year there'll be more of those sought-after Supercale® sheets for your trousseaux. Fortunate, too, you who have a feeling for modern! For you, Wamsutta asked New York's famous Muller-Barringer to design this bedroom in the modern manner.

Curl up on the window seat and admire! Fresh red-and-pink plaid paper . . . gay Mimosa chintz accents . . . rich burgundy broadloom — perfect setting for the cool white bed. Notice the Jumbo monogram on its headboard . . . the monogrammed sheets and pillow cases of lustrous white Supercale . . . proclaiming this bedroom for the years undeniably yours.

Yours, too, the comfort and luxury of Wamsutta workmanship, found only in the finest of cottons. There may not be enough of these dainty, long-wearing trousseaux sheets to meet all your needs, but supplies are increasing. And five generations of brides will testify: "You'll be glad you waited!"

WAMSUTTA MILLS, New Bedford, Mass.

Distribution of
Springfield Blankets • Wamsutta-Somerset Towels
“The Three Weavers” Handwoven Throws
UTOPIA UNDER THE SUN! Friends and gracious living,
with the sky your roof from May on! Capture it in groupings of Aquamist
wrought-iron with distinctive sailcloth covers in rose, aqua or yellow. Salterini-designed, with
"Neva-rust" finish guaranteed for six years against corrosion under any weather conditions.

Above: Table with glass top, two arm-chairs, four side chairs, $145.00.
Console, convenient extension to table, $25.00.
Left: Comfortable Chaise, $79.50.
Below: Sofa with matching arm-chair, lounge chair and ottoman, $245.00.
Glass-top cocktail table, $29.95.
Plus freight charges, or express collect, outside of New England
Jordan's Summer Furniture Department
Seventh Floor Annex
STARTS THE DAY RIGHT!

The breakfast table set with brilliant Cape Cod crystal... family companionship... good food... starts the day right in gracious living! The 18th Century English heritage of the Cape Cod design is the family's choice because it combines sturdy durability with sparkle and a modern gracefulness of line. A fine crystal for fine people.

*Hand-crafted at IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION, Bellaire, O.*
There goes Junior—over to the Joneses again for a posh-wow with the sophomore Big Three. Might as well not have a son, he's home so little. Father, if your boy is too often at the neighbors', perhaps it's because you keep his room in sissy-breeches. He wouldn't ask the crowd in on a bet.

Sloane's will help you make a room to express your son's own tastes and interests. We'll give him big, roomy chairs where he can curl up with a book. The right kind of lamps. Rugs to stand shuffle and scuffle. A desk to make study seem important. A bed long enough to grow in. Draperies with masculine character and forthright design. With Sloane counsel, you'll plan your boy's ideal GHQ—for now and through the years ahead.
For that dramatic... different look... reflecting the American spirit, Scalamandre interprets in a new hand screened print, the elegant, rhythmic beauty of the horse... galloping in leaps and bounds... into a new era of modern American fabrics.
The Polka Rose makes merry in your kitchen

Fast-stepping polka dots and lush, lavish roses whirl gaily over an entire kitchen ensemble. Eye-catching combinations of red with pink roses or green with red roses on sturdy, forthright cotton. Pretty assurances of roses in your kitchen every day of the year. Linen Shop, SECOND FLOOR

- Cottage Curtains 4.75 a set
- Apron 1.50
- Dish Towel 5c
- Pot Holder 2c
- 8 pc. Daily Set 2.95
- Tablecloth 34x63" with six napkins 6.50 a set
- Cloth 32x32", 2.50
- Napkins 17x17", 5c ea.
- Tablecloth 65x65" with eight napkins 13.95 a set
How dull a dinner without wit or laughter. How dull a table without glass. For glass tunes to the color about it and sets little prisms of light flying over the scene. To make your china and silver seem right . . . you must have glass . . . good glass treated soundly like these candlesticks . . . this bowl . . . these sparkling plates from Viking.

Treasured American Glass from New Martinsville, West Virginia

Viking Glass Company
Honey blond pine from the great Southwest...mellow and smooth...developed by Ficks Reed into pieces as invitingly relaxing as they are beautiful. Presented in comprehensive groupings for play, living or dining...in gay, earthy colours for your own spirited environment.
Family Pride is many things. It is an ancestor who builds a dynasty, it is a child’s first smile. And the focal point of family pride is your home — stage of every day living set with familiar and beautiful possessions.

With each new generation, family pride in Solid Silver by Reed & Barton grows. Any Reed & Barton masterpiece, in tea service or flatware, is indeed a proud and highly personal possession. For your Reed & Barton Sterling speaks the ageless language of family pride.
Dedicated to the art of living . . . authentic period

furniture and reproductions with complementary accoutrements.

RICH'S

Connoisseurs' Gallery

ATLANTA
Sleep well—and you'll look well

Chatham makes good blankets

Chatham Manufacturing Company, Elkin, North Carolina
Fair Morning  To wake up gorgeously rested and
refreshed, lay you down to sleep between a pair of heavenly Pacific sheets! They’re superbly soft and
smooth and fine-textured against your skin. Pacific sheets are made the balanced way: they bring you
the most comfort and the longest service for the least cost. Look for them at good stores everywhere.

PACIFIC PERCALE • PACIFIC EXTRA-STRENGTH MUSLIN • PACIFIC TRUTH MUSLIN
Made by the makers of Pacific Factag Fabrics—Cottons and Rayons
Pacific Mills, 214 Church Street, New York 13
Twenty-five years!

Sounds long...seems long—to a young man. But when you’re facing the other way, it seems a very short time indeed.

Yes, a silver wedding anniversary can roll around quicker than you think.

We knew that the kids had what they thought was a surprise party planned for us. But before they could spring it, Kate and I had a little celebration of our own.

We went to the dining room of the finest hotel, and I asked for a secluded table for two, just as we’d done on that memorable evening twenty-five years ago. It wasn’t the same city, nor the same hotel, and they weren’t playing the same kind of music, for the years had brought many changes. But there was one thing that was still unchanged...I ordered Cresta Blanca Wine.

Then, as now, it was Cresta Blanca Wine you ordered when you wanted to impress your best girl. And as I looked across the rim of my glass into Kate’s misty eyes, I couldn’t help thinking how alike they were...Cresta Blanca Wine and my Kate...unfailingly fine, unvaryingly good, dependable and constant through the years, with the matchless character that only time can prove. For character goes back to the right beginning...and in wine, it can come only from the finest of the vines.

Oh, the years had brought me many things, some good, some bad—but I still had the same girl...the same wine.
IF you cherish life’s finest things, then certainly you’ll choose the Lincoln. For here is more than a superb motor car... here is a symbol of taste and discernment. Many things contribute to Lincoln excellence: sweeping styling, rich comfort, versatile performance. And the Lincoln heritage of fine craftsmanship is apparent everywhere. This car is planned and built with greatness as its goal. See it, and you’ll agree that here is the leader in the fine car field.
Charm is remembered...

A lovely lady in the gracious setting of her home casts a spell that brings her tribute. With unerring taste she turns to Goodall Fabrics to complement her charm.

The draperies, chair coverings, carpeting—and the suit fabric, too—are by Goodall... each is Blended-for-Performance—for service and beauty.
Kensington Bent Glass, beautiful, practical, different . . . gifts of real distinction for that shower, wedding or hostess remembrance—you’ll love it for your own home and use it constantly . . . See it at leading department, jewelry and giftware stores.

KENSINGTON, INC., NEW KENSINGTON, PA.

Handy, decorative 12” octagonal tray in popular pineapple pattern. $4.00. Also available in other designs.

Subtly graceful 14” x 24” rectangular tulip tray. $10.50. Also available in stagecoach and clipper ship designs.

The two hemispheres in useful, interesting 11½” plates. $4.00 each, $8.00 a pair.

Handsome rectangular tray in famous clipper ship design 14” x 24” $10.50. Other sizes and designs available.

Plateaus in gay thistle motif. 4” size $.75—6” size $1.00, 8” $1.25. Pineapple or dolly design at same prices.

Useful plates richly styled in shell design. 11½” size $4.00. Other sizes from $2.50 to $4.75.

Strikingly beautiful platters in sunburst design, 31½” diameter $4.00. In 21” size $10.50.

Octagonal plate sporting a sprightly stag design that will brighten any table. 10” diameter $3.25.

Useful plates richly styled in shell design. 11½” size $4.00. Other sizes from $2.50 to $4.75.

Useful plates richly styled in shell design. 11½” size $4.00. Other sizes from $2.50 to $4.75.

Useful plates richly styled in shell design. 11½” size $4.00. Other sizes from $2.50 to $4.75.

Octagonal plate sporting a sprightly stag design that will brighten any table. 10” diameter $3.25.

Kensington Bent Glass

(1) A variety of delightful ash trays and small dishes—smart and sparkling—from $1.00 to $2.00.

(2) Morning glory oval platter, bright as the morning, 15½” x 30½”—$3.75 Other sizes $2.75 to $10.50.

(3) Zodiac 15” platter—useful tray or decorative plaque $4.50. In rose design $4.50, morning glory or shell at $4.75.

(4) Lovely, oblong 15” x 5½” utility tray in the much-desired wheat design $2.75.
There is a double measure of versatility in this handsome new Handi-Tray Server by Drexel. The unique top drawer with its colorful interior and clever handles removes easily for use as a charming hostess tray. Another drawer—fitted with PACIFIC Silver Cloth, an exclusive Drexel feature to safeguard precious silverware from tarnish.

The Handi-Tray Server is part of a new Drexel dining room ensemble. This new collection, made of mellow pine in the Georgian manner, will bring charm and utility to your traditional atmosphere.

For gracious living plan your room settings around Drexel masterpieces. There are collections to fit every budget. Each piece is carefully branded “by Drexel”. Ask for Drexel furniture by name at leading department and home furnishing stores.

Write today for booklet showing traditional furniture by Drexel in various room settings. Send 10c to Dept. C to cover cost of mailing.
New England windows... cheerful with crisp curtains that sparkle through sun and suds... need no starch to keep their permanent-finish newness!

Left: white "Frost Dot" organdy, 35" wide on each side, 3½" picot ruffles.
63" length, $3.95 a pair; 72" length, $4.50 a pair.

Right: ruffled cotton marquisette with 6½" ruffles... each side 50", wide enough to criss-cross!
In ivory, 72" length, $5.95 a pair; 90" length, $6.95 a pair.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED. Delivery charges collect outside of New England and New York State.
Is your crystal hand-made
LIKE DUNCAN?

The original, priceless Sandwich glass, designed and fashioned by early American craftsmen, was made with no more skill than that used now in Duncan Sandwich. Every step in the making of this pattern involves handwork by skilled workmen.

Duncan Sandwich, like the original, is always popular, always valued through the years. It is available in stemware, tableware and decorative pieces. Ask for folder.

Made by the makers of the famed Three Face pattern and other collectors' items.


The loveliest glassware in America

Photograph of floating garden by Emelie Danielsen Nicholson
True American Furniture

Solid hard Maple, a fine cabinet wood, employed extensively in Colonial days, gave us a style which is never outdated.

Maple blends with a wide range of colors and Colonial Maple is the most flexible of all styles in room decorating.

Rooms done in Colonial Solid Maple have that inviting friendliness and simple grace so desirable in guest room, masters room and rooms for younger people.

Bedroom furniture in Colonial and 18th Century styling in Solid Maple and Solid Mahogany has for years been specialized products of the Kling Factories. Styling...selected materials and good manufacturing have made Kling a standard in furniture from solid woods.

Ask for Kling trade marked solid Maple and solid Mahogany bedroom furniture by name.

KLING FACTORIES, Mayville, New York
"Moduflow* is more than human"

Says ROBERT GRANT WALSH
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

"Moduflow is the name of Honeywell's newest heating control system. It means heat modulated to whatever temperature is required for comfort, with a uniform continuous flow. It does away with the unhealthful drafts and chilly periods caused by ordinary "on-and-off" heat supply."

Many ranch-type homes are, like the Walsh's, difficult to heat with ordinary heating equipment. When the rooms nearest the heating plant are comfortable, those farther away are too cool. But this difficulty can usually be eliminated with Honeywell's new Moduflow control system. For Moduflow operates on an entirely different principle from ordinary "on-and-off" control systems. It supplies heat continuously at whatever temperature is required to keep the rooms comfortable in all kinds of weather. And, because heat is continuously supplied, cold air doesn't have a chance to pile up on the floor or in remote corners of the house.

If your home has heating troubles, better investigate Moduflow. It can be easily and inexpensively installed in your present automatic heating system, in most cases without even shutting it down. You don't have to wait until you build a new home to enjoy blissful heating comfort.

Of course, if you are planning to build, you will want to have the ultimate in heating comfort. So, get the complete story of Moduflow. Mail the coupon today for your free copy of "Heating and Air Conditioning the Postwar Home"—the booklet that tells how Moduflow has established a new high in home heating comfort.

MODUFLOW

The New HONEYWELL Heating Control System
A BOOK THAT SHOWS YOU
How to Decorate
Your Own Home

Here are pictures, ideas and
directions for you to use to
solve every decorating problem

\[\text{Every woman her own decorator and every home a dream home! It's easy if you will follow the ideas given in HOW TO BE YOUR OWN DECORATOR by Helen Koues (former head of home decorating division of GOOD HOUSEKEEPING MAGAZINE). This brand-new book gives you hundreds of plans and suggestions on how to choose and buy, combine and arrange furniture and accessories for every room and nook in the house. Tells you what is good furniture and taste (and why), what goes with what and how to get a full dollar's value for every dollar spent.}
\]
\[\text{Explains how to recognize at a glance the traditional periods of furniture—such as Gothic, Queen Anne, Georgian, Early American, Louis XIV, English Regency, etc., and how to live with them. And for you innovators, there is a complete section on Modern Furniture and Decoration, with information on unusual colors, striking use of space and light, combining traditional with modern, unusual arrangements, functional pieces, etc.}
\]
\[\text{It is lavish in guidance and illustration on every decorating problem, from painting the walls to covering the floors. Whether it's Paneling, Mirrors, Lamps, Hardware, Mantels, Decorative Accessories, unusual Ceiling treatments, selection of Curtains and Drapes, decorating unusually shaped rooms, adding built-in features for more comfort, matching your Draperies, Slip-Covers or Bed-Spreads (even instruction on making them yourself)—the author hasn't missed or omitted a trick.}
\]

SHOWS HOW YOU CAN FURNISH OR REDECORATE A
HOUSE OR APARTMENT IN THESE INSTRUCTIVE CHAPTERS:
- The New Approach to Decorating
- How to Use Period Furniture
- Contemporary and Modern Décor
- Space for Today's Living
- What to Do With Your Walls, Windows and Floors
- Color and Light
- Decorating for Boys and Girls
- Nurseries and Children's Rooms
- Game and Hobby Rooms
- Porches and Terraces
- Powder Rooms and Bathrooms
- Drapes, Covers and Bedspreads
- Built-in Features for Better Living
- Lamps, Pictures and Accessories
- Kitchens, Pantries and Dinettes

Send For This Book!

Whether you just want to re-
furnish a room or two—or
decorate a whole house from
top to bottom, see for yourself
how genuinely helpful this book
will be for you. It con-
tains 128 pages with over 300
photographs and illustrations
of outstanding room arrange-
ments, single pieces, fabrics,
wallpapers, etc., and a valua-
able guide for color schemes.
Send only $1.25 (or C.O.D.
plus postage). It's really a re-
markable value and sold on
money-back guarantee.

KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO., Dept. T-11
2 Albany St., New York 6, N. Y.

Send me a copy HOW TO BE YOUR OWN
DECORATOR by Helen Koues. If not com-
pletely pleased, I can return book for full
refund.

( ) I inclose 1.25 in full payment
( ) Send C.O.D. for 1.25 plus postage

Name:
Address:
City & Zone State:
The satisfaction that you enjoy in using Crane's Fine Papers for business, personal, and social purposes stems from reasons that are readily apparent; others that are intangible.

The texture, the clarity, the quality of the sheet you use — be it Crane's Bond or Crane's Kid Finish — is something that you can see and feel and fully appreciate.

But the inherent quality that gives Crane's these distinctive characteristics comes from the materials from which it is made — cotton and linen fibres only and crystal-clear water — and the accumulated skill and experience of making fine papers for 145 years.

These links with the ancient craft — this use of these time-tested materials — give you papers made in the traditional spirit and the modern manner — make Crane's watermark your guide to excellence in the purchase of paper.
IT'S THE FIND OF THE YEAR!

For the first time anywhere—and exclusive with the stores listed below! Crawford's initial bow to Modern—done with all the artistry and efficiency of experienced craftsmen.

Each piece executed with strong, clean-cut lines that bring out new drama in maple. Distinctly functional—and flexible enough to be used alone or in interesting units...in your bedroom or practically anywhere in your home.

Pieces priced from around $10.00 to around $60.00

EXCLUSIVE WITH THESE FINE STORES

Akron, Ohio.............Folsby's
Baton Rouge, La...........C. E. Anderson Co.
Baltimore, Maryland.......O'Neill's
Boston, Mass..............Jordan Marsh
Boston, Mass..............Honey's
Burlington, Pa............Teunman's
Cincinnati, Ohio...........Buckman's
Columbus, Ohio...........Morehouse-Martens
Dallas, Texas.............Finch-Gonzinger
Grand Rapids, Mich........Herzog-Lann's
Greensburg, Pa...........Teunman's
Harrisburg, Pa............Pomeroy's
Jackson, Michigan........Feld's
Kansas City, Missouri.....Folk's
Lake Charles, La...........Maller's
Lebanon, Pa..............The Bon Ton
Lewiston, Me..............Stills' Mennonite, Muncie
Manchester, N.H...........Bancroft's
New Haven, Conn...........Pomeroy's
New York City....................Corson, Jamaica
Peru, N.Y.........................Quirk's
Rochester, N.Y.............Pomeroy's
San Antonio, Texas........Judson's of Texas
Seattle, Wash..............The Bon Marché
Springfield, Mo.............Hisco's
St. Paul, Minn..............The Golden Rule
Syracuse, N.Y..............Jewett's
Tampa, Florida.............Main Bros.
Waterbury, Iowa...........Black's
Wilkes-Barre, Pa...........Pomeroy's
Peace!—it's wonderful!

—with this friendly Kencork floor! “Talk about hearing a pin drop! Why you've no idea how quiet nurseries are, these days, with Kencork on the floor. When baby hangs his head—or his toys—Kencork is there to cushion shock and sound . . . to say nothing of being warm and dry. That's why mothers are choosing Kencork Floors for every room where the kiddies play. Remember, too, that moisture never harms cork! And you can see for yourself how truly handsome Kencork is—the friendliest of floors!"

Wherever there's a baby—and wherever you want beauty—you want Kencork. It's ideal for bedrooms, bathrooms, living rooms and nurseries. Not just because of its quieting, protective qualities—but because it offers so very much more! Kencork is real cork—with all of cork's natural insulating qualities, all of cork's toughness—and its beauty. Kencork comes in squares of rich warm tans and browns that take kindly to any color scheme—on floor or wall. Ask your decorator—or architect—about Kencork. Or see it at your department store or your flooring merchant. And write us now for your copy of the handsome Kencork folder, full of smart flooring ideas. It's richly illustrated. Kencork is an exclusive product of David E. Kennedy, Inc., 55 Second Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

KENCORK
the friendly floor

Do It Yourself! Investigate the possibilities of packaged Kencork—for easy home installation. You set it in block by block! A clean, fast, easy job. Ask your store about Kencork in packages.
Waverly's® wonderful, tubbable Glosheen is yours again in glowing new sister fabrics!

See how "Romance" and "Romance Stripe" harmonize in lovely color—in similar, yet subtly different patterns. Use one in your bedspread,
the other at your windows for a glowing room-scheme.

Glosheen's special stay-crisp finish is your guarantee
that this bright beauty will last through repeated washings and cleanings—even if you hang the pretty prints in summer's brightest sunshine.

They're guaranteed by the Waverly Bond, as well—and that means Bonded Beauty.

Ask for Waverly's Glosheen Sister Prints
in your favorite drapery fabrics department.

Waverly's® wonderful, tubbable Glosheen is yours again in glowing new sister fabrics!

See how "Romance" and "Romance Stripe" harmonize in lovely color—in similar, yet subtly different patterns. Use one in your bedspread,
the other at your windows for a glowing room-scheme.

Glosheen's special stay-crisp finish is your guarantee
that this bright beauty will last through repeated washings and cleanings—even if you hang the pretty prints in summer's brightest sunshine.

They're guaranteed by the Waverly Bond, as well—and that means Bonded Beauty.

Ask for Waverly's Glosheen Sister Prints
in your favorite drapery fabrics department.
It's a universal notion that your future will be bright. For Universal has the newest, most imposing array of Ranges, Water Heaters, Washers and Ironers plus the most complete line of Home Cleaning Equipment you've ever seen. Everything to make your working days brighter, your working ways lighter. So start your future with the brand-old name, Universal, America's number one household word for over a century.

Send ten cents today in coin or stamps for the new 20-page book, "How to Plan Now for Tomorrow's Better Living." Colorful illustrations . . . expert advice by skilled home planners.

UNIVERSAL
LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
Universal Electrical Appliances Distributed in Canada Exclusively by Northern Electric Company, Ltd.
New Beauty for your Bathroom

for as little as $3.95

Imagine "re-decorating" your bathroom for less than the cost of a coat of paint! These amazingly "different" Craftspun® Shower Curtains will do just that.

Made of genuine Vinylite® brand resin—that marvelous new plastic fabric—they're light and drapeable as silk, so clear you can practically see through them.

These luxurious shower curtains have no odor—will not mildew or crack, won't get sticky or gummy. Every seam is electro-heat sealed so it's almost invisible. Available in 6 smart plain shades and in stunning prints on colored grounds. A special process makes the design an indestructible part of the curtain.

Craftspun Shower Curtains are the creation of the makers of Scranton Craftspun Curtains, whose 50-year experience assures dependability and satisfaction.


Plain colors—Shower or Matching Window Curtain $1.95 each in these stunning shades: green, blue, crystal, yellow, peach, rose.

BOWKNOT Pattern, $5.95. Choice of 6 assorted color combinations.

SCRANTON CRAFTSPUN Shower Curtains

ANOTHER FAMOUS SCRANTON CRAFTSPUN PRODUCT
YOU'LL WANT THE NEW ADVANTAGES

Crane Quality OFFERS IN YOUR HOME!

in Bathrooms...

Think of the comfort, the beauty, the joy of living that a Crane bathroom will bring to your home.

Of course the fixtures have the sturdy quality you expect from Crane equipment; but in addition, the new Crane line will bring you fresh styling, advanced engineering that will make Crane plumbing a must in your home.

For example, the new Dial-ese trim spells the end of stubborn, hard-to-close faucets. Water has been harnessed to do the work and faucets open and close at a finger's touch.

The Crane line is already in production, but the demand for this high quality plumbing is so great that everyone cannot be supplied at once.

Why not discuss your problem with your Crane Plumbing Dealer? He will help you with your planning, make recommendations; and as soon as they are available, he will furnish you properly installed Crane fixtures.

in Kitchens...

Your Crane kitchen will have new beauty—new step-saving efficiency. The Crane line will include sinks in a wide range of sizes and styles to fit every taste and every budget—newly designed cabinets to offer you a host of conveniences—dishwashers and waste disposals to free you forever from dreaded kitchen chores. Your Crane Dealer will schedule your order for delivery as soon as products are available.

CRANE

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 5
PLUMBING • HEATING • PUMPS
VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE

NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING DEALERS
NEW SELF-FITTING SILENTITE

- All the features you've ever wanted in a window are here—in this amazing NEW self-fitting Curtis Silentite!

For Curtis has created entirely new principles of window construction to give you more weather-tightness—new ease of operation—new locking features. Made by the makers of Silentite—the pre-fit, insulated window—the new self-fitting Silentite has all the streamlined beauty for which these Curtis windows are famous all over America.

Here's why it will pay you to insist on getting the new Silentite window when you build or remodel your home:

NEW WEATHER-TIGHTNESS—Made of wood—in itself an insulating material—the new Silentite is fully 20% more weather-tight than the original Silentite, achieving a new low in heating costs. Illustration shows wood sliding bars which are seated on full-length bronze weather-strips and press tightly against moving parts of the window. There's weather-stripping at top, bottom and meeting rail, too.

NEW EASE OF OPERATION—You won't have to pull and tug to open your windows if they're the new Silentite! Easy to operate when installed, the new self-fitting Silentite continues to work smoothly with use, because of the wood-to-wood contact in the jamb channels. And, there are no weights, cords or pulleys to get out of order.

NEW LOCKING SAFETY—Gone is the unsightly old lock centered on the check rail. The new Silentite lock, placed at the side where it will be hidden by curtains or draperies, enables you to LOCK the window in TWO positions. You can leave this window open day or night without fear of prowlers.

NEW ALL-YEAR UTILITY—You can have the new Curtis combination screen and storm sash with the new Silentite! Once installed, this unit never needs to be removed—no parts to store from season to season. Or you may have separate pre-fit screens and storm sash, which are hung from the inside.

SEND NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET ON THE NEW SELF-FITTING SILENTITE!
Now...old fashioned **even heat** comes easy

MMmmmm grandma’s meals! Now on your streamlined stove, with Thermic Ray copper bottom stainless steel, you too can have the wonderful **even heat** of the old fashioned iron stove that was grandma’s cooking secret. **PROOF IS IN THE PAN** . . . the heavy copper bottom of every Thermic Ray stainless steel pan picks up heat quickly and distributes it evenly . . . every particle of food cooks in the same degree of heat. **PROOF IS IN THE PAN** . . . Thermic Ray Vapor Seal controls the **even heat** and holds it in . . . foods cook faster, at simmer heat . . . retain their peak flavor and natural color. Only Thermic Ray gives you that old fashioned **even heat** for new fashioned, low-water cooking. Buy it for better cooking.

**Thermic Ray**

copper bottom stainless steel cookware

the only copper bottom stainless steel with **VAPOR SEAL**

---

Norris OF LOS ANGELES • Housewares Division: 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago 54, Ill.
Now your child may have a personal library of beautiful, beautiful books like these—
at less than the cost of ordinary children's books!

Sponsored by The Limited Editions Club
(the most famous of all organizations producing beautiful books)

The Junior Heritage Club will make it possible for a limited number of boys and girls to acquire a library of the great children's classics in beautiful editions at a very low cost.

This announcement should prove packed with excitement for that boy or girl who can now, through you, obtain a Charter Membership in The Junior Heritage Club. But it should prove equally exciting for you!

For you must often have wished that your own child, or some boy or girl in whom you have a special interest, could have a personal collection of the greatest of all books, in volumes of real beauty.

Of all things in this world, tangible and intangible, which you can give to a child, the most precious are those great books which form our cultural heritage. That boy or girl who has not roamed through the delicious humor of Wonderland with Alice; who has not floated down the Mississippi on the raft which holds Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer; who has not wandered across the face of Treasure Island with Long John Silver; who has not lived for a time in that enchanting underwater household with Mr. Mole; that boy or girl has missed life's most worthwhile experiences, and has missed a lot of fun besides.

But it is important that a girl or boy should own these books in editions which contain fine illustrations, which are printed and bound with neat, attractive typography, which are produced and published by great artists.

Because of the cooperative nature of this enterprise, the price becomes wonderfully low. Although the books are illustrated, usually in color; although they are printed on fine papers, and staunchly bound; the price for each book, when delivered to a member of the Club, will be $1.75—a price which is less than any parent is now called upon to pay for many unimportant, unlovely books.

So you see that you are now in a position to bring a great deal of pleasurable excitement twelve times during the coming year to your own child, or to some boy or girl in whom you have a special interest.

You are invited to send now for a Prospectus which will give us complete details. I understand that you will reserve this Charter Membership until we can have time to study the Prospectus and then advise you whether we want to have these books.

The Junior Heritage Club
595 Madison Ave, New York 22
Please reserve a Charter Membership in The Junior Heritage Club for

[please print the prospective member's name here]

and send me a copy of the descriptive Prospectus which will give us complete details. I understand that you will reserve this Charter Membership until we can have time to study the Prospectus and then advise you whether we want to have these books.

[Your name here: Parent, guardian or other adult]

ADDRESS

CITY
when one is mindful of her most dramatic perfection

by HARTNELL
Here is the rich warmth and rare loveliness usually found only in the 18th century originals that this Kindel all mahogany has so skillfully reproduced. The lustrous patina that brings out the special beauty of the mahogany grain is achieved by patient hand-buffing. It is only one of the marks of unhurried craftsmanship that make each of these Kindel pieces outstanding.

Robert Keith
Thirteenth & Baltimore
Kansas City 6, Missouri
Colonial Craftsmanship

Handmade of 100% virgin wool, Priscilla Turner Hooked Rugs are a tribute to Yankee craftsmanship. Deep pile, finely-woven, the jewelled blend of pattern and color will add warmth and charm to contemporary and 18th century interiors as well as colonial. Each rug is signed by the person who made it. Order by color: beige center background bordered in blue, black or burgundy.

3 x 5 feet
$42.50

Beautiful Wall Table

Giving charm and livability to your home, this decorative wall table is made by skilled Grand Rapids craftsmen from selected Honduras Mahogany with hand-rubbed satin finish. Available in traditional, red-brown mahogany or modern bleached finish, 36" wide by 18" deep. High quality.

Mail us check or money-order. Send 10¢ coin for Folder showing additional wall table styles, priced from $9.95 to $17.50. Also shows lustrous Cocktail Tables and Wall Mirrors.

American Home Decorators
Box 155-H, Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOOTSCRAPERS

You do not need a dog license to have one of these iron thoroughbreds enhance your lawn. To boot, they cheerfully invite your guests to clean their shoes.

Coverup Job. A new variation on the theme of ashtrays, this little box, fine for travelling or smoking in bed, seals over and looks as neat as a pin when not in use. Made of tarnish-proof brass, they’re $2.00 each postpaid. No c.o.d.’s. J. Raymond Miles, Box 86, Jackson Heights, L. I., N. Y.

Count your coppers and get this furnished copper plant holder, perfect for a regency hall, for a mantel or solarium. Lion head handles and feet are brass. 9" x 5" x 8" high. Handmade and water-repellent, colonial black, you may have immediate delivery for $14.50 exp. col. Jennifer House, New Marlboro Star Rt., Great Barrington, Mass.

FOOTSCRAPERS

All wool felt Rickrack that stays on with- out sewing. All you need are DECO-RIC and a hot iron.

DECO-RIC is fine for your play-tops, too. Use DECO-RIC on draperies, tablecloths, slipcovers, scarves and cushions, or trim your little girl’s dresses, aprons and berets. DECORIC is fine for your play-togs, too. Just press it on with a hot iron. No sewing. DECORIC is sold in white, beige, bright red, red, burgundy, and white with each mat. 4 mats, $14.50, plus 25c postage. Allow about 2 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.’s.

DECO-RIC is fine for your play-tops, too. Use DECO-RIC on draperies, tablecloths, slipcovers, scarves and cushions, or trim your little girl’s dresses, aprons and berets. DECORIC is fine for your play-togs, too. Just press it on with a hot iron. No sewing. DECORIC is sold in white, beige, bright red, red, burgundy, and white with each mat. 4 mats, $14.50, plus 25c postage. Allow about 2 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.’s.

DECO-RIC is fine for your play-tops, too. Use DECO-RIC on draperies, tablecloths, slipcovers, scarves and cushions, or trim your little girl’s dresses, aprons and berets. DECORIC is fine for your play-togs, too. Just press it on with a hot iron. No sewing. DECORIC is sold in white, beige, bright red, red, burgundy, and white with each mat. 4 mats, $14.50, plus 25c postage. Allow about 2 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.’s.

DECO-RIC is fine for your play-tops, too. Use DECO-RIC on draperies, tablecloths, slipcovers, scarves and cushions, or trim your little girl’s dresses, aprons and berets. DECORIC is fine for your play-togs, too. Just press it on with a hot iron. No sewing. DECORIC is sold in white, beige, bright red, red, burgundy, and white with each mat. 4 mats, $14.50, plus 25c postage. Allow about 2 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.’s.

DECO-RIC is fine for your play-tops, too. Use DECO-RIC on draperies, tablecloths, slipcovers, scarves and cushions, or trim your little girl’s dresses, aprons and berets. DECORIC is fine for your play-togs, too. Just press it on with a hot iron. No sewing. DECORIC is sold in white, beige, bright red, red, burgundy, and white with each mat. 4 mats, $14.50, plus 25c postage. Allow about 2 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.’s.

DECO-RIC is fine for your play-tops, too. Use DECO-RIC on draperies, tablecloths, slipcovers, scarves and cushions, or trim your little girl’s dresses, aprons and berets. DECORIC is fine for your play-togs, too. Just press it on with a hot iron. No sewing. DECORIC is sold in white, beige, bright red, red, burgundy, and white with each mat. 4 mats, $14.50, plus 25c postage. Allow about 2 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.”
Marmalade is tasty. If you haven't butter, compensate by playing up jams and preserves at breakfast or in this. A dainty de­quisite gift, the jar is crystal and the tray, spoon and cover are ster­ling silver. $18.25 includes tax. From George Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

Newsboy. This copper rack is attrac­tively boxed for understand­ ing wives to present to their news­hound husbands. He's a lucky man if she doesn't borrow it to hold weighty novels or typewriter copy. Just $1.95 postpaid. From Mal­colm's, 524 N. Charles Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.

At your fingertips, all the tools needed for a perfect manicure in a smartly designed case by Bar­bara Bates. Moire with metal trim, and all fittings are metal. A welcome gift, handy for Travelling as well as home use. $8.95 including tax and postage. George Store, 191 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 16.

Treasured Trio

A charming gift for the bride of tomor­row or yesteryear. Cigarette cup shaped like a miniature wine-cooler, 21/2" h., and two ashtrays of fine silverplate on copper; 3-pc. set, $5.75 including Fed. tax. No C.O.D.'s please • Express chgs. col.

SPECIALS—GLASSWARE

12 BOOKLETS

$150

10 BOOKLETS

$125

$25.00

$10.00

$87.50

For All Who Wear glasses!

EyeGlass Cleaning Tissues

Specially treated patented tissues clean per­fectly, leave no lint, prevent misting! These effect­ively, leave no lint, prevent misting! These spec­ially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent misting! These

so well remembered by the artist so little utilized in decorative ac­cessories as to be unique. This proud pointer fantail pigeon comes to life in this Boots Groves original. Designed for Bookends this versatile pair practically flew all over the house and convinced us they were enchant­ed reflected in a mirror and stunning too on each side of a mantel. They add charm to our dining decor.

Chinese peacock blue, pale grey or white with grey accents.

Price $10.50 postpaid
Sory no C.O.D.'s.

Bonbon Shells in Sterling

Practical beauty for your table... traditional and ever-useful shells to hold nuts or candies... perfect too as ashtrays. Wrought in heavy sterling silver, 5 in. x 4 1/4 in.

Price includes 20% Federal Tax.
SELL
Surplus Silver, Diamonds and Jewelry
to
JULIUS GOODMAN & SON

Our firm has a background of more than 75 years of fair dealing and integrity. Direct users, and authorities on silver and jewelry, we are in position to offer more attractive prices than most dealers for individual pieces or entire collections. We pay express charges. From our own stocks, we offer for sale more than 400 patterns of rare and unusual flat silver, as well as many distinctive matched pieces. Correspondence invited.

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
77 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee

Julius Goodman
Joseph Goodman

References: The First National Bank, Memphis
Jewelers' Board of Trade

COLONIAL POSTLANTERN
J4antl CrafteJ
COPPER WALL POCKETS

These richly highlighted, burnished copper wall pockets furnish a strikingly lovely background for your favorite plants. Smartly designed, half-round with pierced back shield for hanging flat against wall. Water tight, too. 4" high, 3/4" wide, A charming pair.

The Pair • $15.50 • Anywhere

PORTER'S
RACINE, WISCONSIN

Modern TWO-BURNER Electric Table Stove

Plug it into the nearest outlet and you have a modern, clean, convenient, two-burner stove ready for use. You'll like its quick heating elements... its non-tarnishing, stainless steel top. Makes a splendid gift for the summer bungalow dweller and those who live in small apartments.

$8.89
(plus Fed. tax)
Express Charges Collect

THE CAMERA HOUSE
728 Lexington Ave. New York 22, N.Y.

Distinctive pieces
of BRASS and BRONZE

ASH TRAY
BOOK-ENDS

PINAFORE for powder nook or powder room. Rose on rose, white on blue or blue on pink.
CORMANDEL
Charming for hall-fare closets, hall-way, dining room. Grey colors on olive, grey-blue or night-green.

For prices of Girandoles, Sconces, Andirons, Plaques and Sun Dials.

Send check or money order. Otherwise C.O.D.

LAUER METAL SHOP
1108 Cathedral Street, Baltimore 1, Md.

FRED LEIGHTON's
MEXICAN IMPORTS
15 East 8th Street, Dept. HG, New York 3, N.Y.

GUTINE STEERHIDE
HUARACHES

Sing hurrah... for huaraches are here again! The famous Mexican casual shoe... hand-made, 100% leather in handsome natural beiges, is now available at no increase in price. Order a pair today. We guarantee fit. Simply send us your foot outline, mentioning shoe size, together with check or money order and we'll do the rest. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

$2.95
Postpaid

Children's Sizes 10-2 incl. $2.65. Men's Sizes 8-12 incl. $4.00.

HOUSE & GARDEN
SHOPPING

Wendy Herman's famous Sweet-wind is so easy to play that a six-year-old can learn in no time. A wonderful way to develop a youngster's interest in music, it comes with simple instructions and song sheet. Plays 2½ chromatic octaves. Just $2 ppd. From Mayfair Gifts, Forest Hills, N.Y.

News flash. Here's the good little radio you've waited for. Perfect for small apartments and the bedrooms in your house, it's a five-tube table model in walnut finish. AC-DC. Ready for immediate shipping. Just $25.00 ppd. No c.o.d.'s. M. C. Flynn, 43 E. 59th St., N. Y. C. 22.

Folding bicycle. Travel with it or on it. Strong enough to carry a marine, it's only 17 lb. of steel and rubber, comes apart in center to be stored in a closet, in the car or taken on bicycle trains. With basket, searchlight and saddle bag, $55.50, exp. col. Gift Clubs, 337 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

52.95

THE WARNER CO.
Dept. 20, 418 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 3, III.

Gentlemen, please send color samples of Pinafore □ or Cormandel □, for which is enclosed 10c each to cover postage and handling.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

WALNPAPERS

You easily achieve the distinctive effect desired—formal, sophisticated, gay, friendly—with one of the famous Warner designs created by international artists.

THE WARNER CO.
Dept. 20, 418 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 3, Ill.

Distinctive pieces
of BRASS and BRONZE

ASH TRAY
BOOK-ENDS

PINAFORE for powder nook or powder room. Rose on rose, white on blue or blue on pink.
CORMANDEL
Charming for hall-fare closets, hall-way, dining room. Grey colors on olive, grey-blue or night-green.

For prices of Girandoles, Sconces, Andirons, Plaques and Sun Dials.

Send check or money order. Otherwise C.O.D.

LAUER METAL SHOP
1108 Cathedral Street, Baltimore 1, Md.
Girondoles. George and Martha Washington take their stand on the white marble bases of these finely copied reproductions. Solid brass, finished in antique gold with clear amethyst prisms. Decorative for a hall, mantel or sideboard. $42 a pair, exp. col. The Brass Marl, 10 Park Place, N. Y. C.

"Twirl-away", a revolving ashtray, keeps itself bright and shining, making frequent emptyings unnecessary. The disappearing act of contents is sheer magic. Chrome plated, it's gift boxed for a wonderful hostess, office or playroom present. 6½", $5 exp. col. Modern-age, 16 E. 34th St., N. Y. C.

Leather bound volumes house your memories of good times and pleasant people in a convenient form. Overlapping flaps hold 96 snapshots or postcards. Brown, green, maroon, red, light or dark blue. $7.50 each, exp. col. Alex Anderson, 912 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis 2, Minn.

For Your Garden
this chubby little fellow with jug and bird bath is 2½ in. high, 28 in. wide. Jug to pour water easily arranged. Made of Pomegranite Stone—$35.00 f.o.b. New York. Figure without bird bath $38.00. Many other lovely figures—fountains, bird baths, vases, pedestals, benches, etc. Fully illustrated in our New Catalogue. Write for it. 10c please for mailing.

Erkins Studios
Visit our GALLERIES now at
38 West 40th St., New York 18

It's LUCKY for You—and practical too!
Horseshoe BELL
calls the folks to chow, collects the kids from play, announces visitors at door or garden gate. Two old horseshoes welded together so they ring delightfully when struck with rawhide tied to clapper. Black enameled finish, Height 9 inches. Diameter about 8. $7.50 postpaid (Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s.)

For Your Garden
Horseshoe Bracket
$7.50

Postcat 127584
Shipped express collect on receipt of check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

Horseshoe Forge
Muzzy St., Dept. HG, Lexington, Mass.

CHAFING DISH
This beautiful table cooker is indispensable for the perfect hostess. It lends the atmosphere of warm friendliness to any gathering. Made of pure copper with block tin lining. As shown with gracefully designed legs of pure brass. 3 pint capacity. $19.50

Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s. Write for illustrated folder.

Bazar Francois
666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK

MOSQUITOES BLITZED
FROM THIS
15 FOOT AREA!

Freedom From Buzz or Bites OUTDOORS OR INDOORS

Don't let mosquito buzz-bugs spoil Summer days and nights at camp or home. Burn Breck's famous essence-of-citronella candles 15 feet apart and watch these dangerous pests vanquish. Candles are guaranteed to burn 15 hours indoors or outdoors. Gift-boxed, complete in glass cups with attractive black cup holders. Order now. Extra Refill CANDLES 6 60c 1.25. 12 for 2.40

Send Candle Sets, and Refills $1.00 enclosed. NAME

SEEDSMEN SINCE 1818
BRECK'S
474 Breck Bldg., BOSTON 9

EARLY AMERICAN Spool Mirror
$9.95 postpaid

For Your Garden
A "Roadside" Table for Backyard Picnics
Originally designed for Michigan's famed roadside parks. With it you can enjoy outdoor picnics without driving to distant picnic grounds. Ideal also for porch or recreation room. With or without canopy, as desired. Send Stamp for Color Catalog

Michigan Roadside Table Co.
Pontiac 13, Mich.

Send Candle Sets, and Refills $1.00 enclosed. NAME

SEEDSMEN SINCE 1818
BRECK'S
474 Breck Bldg., BOSTON 9

Gleaming Hand Forged Metal
Tray, 9¼" x 14", $2.95—Bowl, 11" dia., or 2-qt. Pitcher—$3.95 each
Back at long last to have and—to give. To be kept in their pristine loveliness with just soap and water. The material is of course beautiful silvery, long lasting Aluminum.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s—Postage will be billed

Dennison's
New York 16, N. Y.

A "Roadside" Table
This beautiful table cooker is indispensable for the perfect hostess. It lends the atmosphere of warm friendliness to any gathering. Made of pure copper with block tin lining. As shown with gracefully designed legs of pure brass. 3 pint capacity. $19.50

Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s. Write for illustrated folder.

Bazar Francois
666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK

MOSQUITOES BLITZED
FROM THIS
15 FOOT AREA!

Freedom From Buzz or Bites OUTDOORS OR INDOORS

Don't let mosquito buzz-bugs spoil Summer days and nights at camp or home. Burn Breck's famous essence-of-citronella candles 15 feet apart and watch these dangerous pests vanquish. Candles are guaranteed to burn 15 hours indoors or outdoors. Gift-boxed, complete in glass cups with attractive black cup holders. Order now. Extra Refill CANDLES 6 60c 1.25. 12 for 2.40

Send Candle Sets, and Refills $1.00 enclosed. NAME

SEEDSMEN SINCE 1818
BRECK'S
474 Breck Bldg., BOSTON 9
BUFFET SUPPER ACCESSORIES
To make Sunday supper a festive affair—hand-woven cotton place mats, 4 for $5.6 savory herbs, boxed, $1.8, nested baskets for rolls, etc., $1.75. Maple pepper mill, $2.50. Hand-made mahogany salad fork and spoon, $3 set.

Sorry, no c.o.d.'s. Write for gift booklet.

KATHERINE GRAY
235 EAST 73rd STREET, DEPT. G-W, NEW YORK 21, N.Y.

UNITED STATES NAVY
SHIP’S BELLS
All steel, bronze finish. Beautiful clear tone. Unique. Useful. For farms, estates, summer homes, boat and game rooms. Ideal as war memorials and gifts. Guaranteed. $12.50 each, plus $1.00 shipping charges. Send check with order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DAVID J. CRANE
123 Hazel St., Kittanning, Penna.

UNUSUAL GIFT
BEAUTIFUL HOME UTILITY
DISTINCTIVE SEWING TABLE
Authentic Design...Smart Styling

An Unusual Gift...
Beautiful Home Utility...
DISTINCTIVE SEWING TABLE
Authentic Design...Smart Styling

Of exquisite 18th Century design, these beautiful sewing cabinets, master crafted of the woods, are yours on dependable base in any home. Use them as a place in any home.

...Enclose check or money order.

Hoffritz for UTILITY

Mail Order Dept. HG, 1015 Lucas Avenue, St. Louis 1, Mo.

THE SWISS COLONY
1015 Lucas Avenue
St. Louis 1, Mo.

Three-wheel wonder. A child’s postwar dream has come true in this tricycle that has everything from ball bearings to semi-pneumatic tires. Engineered in West Germany of heavy gauge steel, seat and handle bars adjust for 3 to 6 year olds. $29.95 exp. col. Blezby’s, 31 E. Adams, Detroit, Mich.

Double exposure. Broil evenly on both sides at once in this portable grill, ideal for outdoor meals at home or to take on picnics. Steel, in permanent black finish that won’t chip, burn or rub off. With broiler and drip pan, $23.50 p&d. Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., N. Y. C. 28.

Salt and pepper to taste. For a touch of gourmandise, grind fresh salt and pepper at the table. A beautiful pair of hand-turned mahogany mills comes with a jar of black peppercorns and a bag of salt crystals. $8.50 postpaid from Robert Keith, 13th & Baltimore, Kansas City 6, Mo.

Again you can Order
SWISS COLONY
Natural Aged CHEESE

A-7: PEASANT BOX, illustrated, includes Swiss Colony Swiss, Brick, Raclette, Port Salut, Glarus and Camembert, $5 lbs. net, pre-packed in a permanent box of authentic Swiss design, $5.50.

B-7: ALPS BLUE BOX—Swiss, Cheddar, Shallot-cured Brick, Port Salut and Edam, 6 lbs. net, $18.95.

C-7: GOURMET BOX—Swiss, Cheddar, Shelf-cured Brick, Port Salut, Glarus and Camembert, 8 lbs net, prettily packed in a permanent box of authentic Swiss design, $6.50.

D-7: LAZY SUSAN double boxed assortment—Camembert, Raclette, Glarus, Swiss, Brick, Gouda, Cheddar and Blue Cheese, 7 lbs. net, $13.50.

Write for prices on other gift assortments. All prices include shipping anywhere in U. S. prepaid.

Order by mail today.

THE SWISS COLONY
107 Cheese Lane, Monroe, Wis.

Three-wheel wonder. A child’s postwar dream has come true in this tricycle that has everything from ball bearings to semi-pneumatic tires. Engineered in West Germany of heavy gauge steel, seat and handle bars adjust for 3 to 6 year olds. $29.95 exp. col. Blezby’s, 31 E. Adams, Detroit, Mich.

Double exposure. Broil evenly on both sides at once in this portable grill, ideal for outdoor meals at home or to take on picnics. Steel, in permanent black finish that won’t chip, burn or rub off. With broiler and drip pan, $23.50 p&d. Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., N. Y. C. 28.

Salt and pepper to taste. For a touch of gourmandise, grind fresh salt and pepper at the table. A beautiful pair of hand-turned mahogany mills comes with a jar of black peppercorns and a bag of salt crystals. $8.50 postpaid from Robert Keith, 13th & Baltimore, Kansas City 6, Mo.

Again you can Order
SWISS COLONY
Natural Aged CHEESE

A-7: PEASANT BOX, illustrated, includes Swiss Colony Swiss, Brick, Raclette, Port Salut, Glarus and Camembert, 5 lbs. net, prettily packed in a permanent box of authentic Swiss design, $5.50.

B-7: ALPS BLUE BOX—Swiss, Cheddar, Shallot-cured Brick, Port Salut and Edam, 6 lbs. net, $18.95.

C-7: GOURMET BOX—Swiss, Cheddar, Shelf-cured Brick, Port Salut, Glarus and Camembert, 8 lbs net, prettily packed in a permanent box of authentic Swiss design, $6.50.

D-7: LAZY SUSAN double boxed assortment—Camembert, Raclette, Glarus, Swiss, Brick, Gouda, Cheddar and Blue Cheese, 7 lbs. net, $13.50.

Write for prices on other gift assortments. All prices include shipping anywhere in U. S. prepaid.

Order by mail today.

THE SWISS COLONY
107 Cheese Lane, Monroe, Wis.

Three-wheel wonder. A child’s postwar dream has come true in this tricycle that has everything from ball bearings to semi-pneumatic tires. Engineered in West Germany of heavy gauge steel, seat and handle bars adjust for 3 to 6 year olds. $29.95 exp. col. Blezby’s, 31 E. Adams, Detroit, Mich.

Double exposure. Broil evenly on both sides at once in this portable grill, ideal for outdoor meals at home or to take on picnics. Steel, in permanent black finish that won’t chip, burn or rub off. With broiler and drip pan, $23.50 p&d. Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., N. Y. C. 28.

Salt and pepper to taste. For a touch of gourmandise, grind fresh salt and pepper at the table. A beautiful pair of hand-turned mahogany mills comes with a jar of black peppercorns and a bag of salt crystals. $8.50 postpaid from Robert Keith, 13th & Baltimore, Kansas City 6, Mo.

Again you can Order
SWISS COLONY
Natural Aged CHEESE

A-7: PEASANT BOX, illustrated, includes Swiss Colony Swiss, Brick, Raclette, Port Salut, Glarus and Camembert, 5 lbs. net, prettily packed in a permanent box of authentic Swiss design, $5.50.

B-7: ALPS BLUE BOX—Swiss, Cheddar, Shallot-cured Brick, Port Salut and Edam, 6 lbs. net, $18.95.

C-7: GOURMET BOX—Swiss, Cheddar, Shelf-cured Brick, Port Salut, Glarus and Camembert, 8 lbs net, prettily packed in a permanent box of authentic Swiss design, $6.50.

D-7: LAZY SUSAN double boxed assortment—Camembert, Raclette, Glarus, Swiss, Brick, Gouda, Cheddar and Blue Cheese, 7 lbs. net, $13.50.

Write for prices on other gift assortments. All prices include shipping anywhere in U. S. prepaid.

Order by mail today.

THE SWISS COLONY
107 Cheese Lane, Monroe, Wis.
**Coke under pressure** for speed and bring the proud results to the table in this Ecko cooker that becomes a casserole by simply changing its cover. No long handle to complicate storing. Of heavy aluminum, it holds 4 qts. $13.95 exp. col. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., N. Y. C. 22.

**Shock absorber leash.** Towzer's postwar model is made of strongly knitted nickel silver wire, has plastic handle and a spring French snap. Elasticity offsets effect of pull or lunge. Won't be chewed to pieces either. $2.50. Post. 15c. Mastercraft Products, 27 Haymarket Square, Boston 14, Mass.

**Sea Food Servers** You'll want to give her these crystal sea food cocktail glasses to keep her in the swim! Shrimp, crab meat, etc., stay chilled in the glass liners which fit snugly into the bottom glass filled with crushed ice. Have them monogrammed with her initials. Set of 8 with monogram $12.00 (express charges collect)

**EUNICE NOVELTIES** Dept. E-50
5th Floor, Women's Exchange Bldg.
541 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

**THE PIPING BOY** Enchanting lead statue with the fine design and grace of famed masterpieces. 31" high. Piped for fountain. 114M—$105 F.O.B. New York

**STERLING SILVER 2-IN-1 JIGGER** The indispensable bar accessory . . . measure one and two ounces . . . personalized with your monogram . . . $6. Add 50c for monogram and postage

**MINIATURE WHALE BOAT** Here is an authentic reproduction of an Old New England whale boat cast in solid brass. Its glistening high polish and substantial weight make it an extremely attractive paper weight, ash tray, pipe holder, card tray, or general hold-all for the desk.

$1.35 Postpaid
No C.O.D.'s please
Merriman's
136 Erie Boulevard
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

** Buffet Cart-table PERFECT GEM!** Does the whole trick; roll it in, buffer complete with hat or cold foods in one-proof pottery pots, covered with open the leaves and there's ample room to sit around. Basket beneath for serving . . . Glass top, simulated rattan, open leaves. Height 27" length 30", width with leaves closed 21" leaves open, 43" Absolutely joy to the hostess. And don't forget—summer's ahead.

Complete $100
Shipping charges collect
No C.O.D.'s

**THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT . . .**

**BUFFET CART-TABLE**

**39**
**SHOPPING**

A bird in hand comes in handy when you need the juice of a lemon or lime for a mixed drink. Place fruit slice where the jack should be and squeeze. Pour juice from bend. Silver plated, it's a novel little present to bring your host. $2. ppd. Camera House, 728 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

Carving's easy with this spiked rack that holds a ham or roast securely. Grasp wooden handle with one hand, a sharp knife in the other, and just slice away. A fine wedding present for neophyte carvers, $25 plus 25c post. No tax. Hoffritz, 551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, New York.

---

### Chocolate Almonds

Tantalizing, yummy toasted almonds generously coated with rich, creamy chocolate. Delectable gift. A treat the whole family will relish.

1 lb. $1.65 2 lbs. $2.25

Postpaid in U. S. or receipt check or money order. No C.O.D.'s.

**Holiday House**

Old Hadley  
Mass.

---

**冷却饮料**

### Cool Drinks in a Jiffy!

A perfume absorbed in fine powder. Dust a little on your wrists, throat or ear lobe. It leaves a delightful fragrance. "After Five" is a potpourri or blend of rich flower scents, not too light or too heavy, but a happy medium sort of fragrance that almost everyone likes at first sniff.

Frosted in milk white glass container with hand painted design on cover. Comes in two sizes, 46c and $1. Federal Tax included.

Send check, cash or money order. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.

**The Paul Revere Shop**

1782 Massachusetts Ave., Lexington 73, Mass.

---

**CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & Co. • Chicago**
**AROUND**

Count your change. A fine vallet of English morocco combined with convenient coin holder has a strap in back so it can be worn on a belt as well as carried in a bag. Black, brown or red, with 3 letter monogram. $4.50 ppd. tax incl. Lucille Distributing Co., 637 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

Work or play in comfort with this tilt top table that adjusts its height from 22 to 36 inches. It fits over a chair or bed for reading, writing, typing, cards or meals. Top, 26" x 15¼" is liquinproofed. Wrought iron in an Early American design, it's handcrafted and can be anchored in wood or cement. Only $2.50 ppd. Meredith, Inc., Evanston, Illinois.

**LAMP SHADE PROTECTION**

- Enough for 4 good-sized shades (approximately 200 ft., about 2½" wide) $1.00 PER ROLL
- Protects inside and outside of shade

We pay postage if you send check or money order. C.O.D. if desired, plus mailing fees.

TRANSPARENT PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. H-4 419 West 55th St., New York, N. Y.

**Gifts of STERLING SILVER**

Beautiful Cameoites, three lights. Sterling Silver, round base, perfectly plain Columnar design, highly polished finish. Measures 7½" high with 8" spread. $12.30 each.

Sterling Silver Salt and Pepper set with enamolous retired ornamentation, highly-polished, mirror finish, superb craftsmanship. Measures 5½" high. $10.00 set.

Prices include Federal Tax & Postage

ORDER BY MAIL . . . AND SAVE!

Free booklet or money order. No C.O.D.'s please

These are just two of our many handsome gifts items available for immediate delivery.

48-Page Gift Catalog sent upon request.

DAVIS WATCH & JEWELRY CO.
522 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 95, New York 18

**“KIDDY PONY” THRILL OF A LIFETIME**

YOUR YOUNGSTERS WILL THRILL TO A ROMPING GALLOP ON THIS LIFE-LIKE KIDDY PONY

IT'S BIG, 40 IN.
HIGH TO TOP OF HEAD—
28½ IN. HIGH TO TOP OF LEATHER SADDLE
TESTED TO HOLD 200 LBS.

FOR CHILDREN FROM 2 TO 10

SURPRISINGLY REALISTIC IN BLACK OR BROWN VELVETEEN-LIKE FINISH

TUBULAR SCUFF-PROOF ROCKERS 44 IN. LONG—BRIDGE-REINS AND METAL STIRRUPS

THE KIDDIES WILL LOVE IT—ORDER NOW

$19.95
NO C.O.D. PLEASE

CARLTON HOUSE
2312 LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO 13, ILLINOIS

**STOOL IN OLD WALNUT**

A careful reproduction of an old stool made of solid black walnut, hand finished. The antique walnut used in this stool was cut from virgin timber 120 years ago. The stool top is complete with its quaint hand-hold.

An ideal gift for anyone who appreciates the beautiful grain of rare wood.

Dimensions: top 9½" x 14½" and 7" high.

$12 Postpaid, anywhere in U.S.A.

No C.O.D.'s please

T & S MFG. CO.
Barrett Bldg. Springfield, Ohio

**A Tonic for Marred Furniture—**

REVIVA by Jackson of London

REMOVES Stain from Surfaces
CLEANS Dirt and Grime
POLOGS to High Dry Lustre and
Covers Minor Scratches

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—nail polish, perfume or liniment on your dresser—ink or paint on your desk—marks on hardwood floors. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For varnished, shellacked, lacquered and waxed surfaces.

Half Pint $1.00 • Pint $1.50 • Quart $2.50

Use “Brinna” Jackson of London English Type Black Paste A decorator's polish to restore and retain the polish of precious pieces. For all wood and leather.

Special ECOND for light woods. $1.00 jar; $1.50 double size.

MRS. JACKSON'S STUDIO-G
5 West 32 St., New York 19, N.Y.
Why Ants Hate Us...
If ants are such busy creatures, how come they go in all this pompous? They won't go in your house if you keep this smart folding Picnic Table that lets you move off the ground away from dirt and sand and things that crawl. Light and easy to carry. Folded to 12" x 16" x 2 1/2". Opens and closes just like a book, no latches to wrestle with—it's all automatic. Opens to 35 1/2" length and stands 11 1/2" high in use. Sturdily made of railroad-treated hard-wood. Varnished finish for outdoor use. A pinch-proof very well as an auxiliary table or packable table. A grand gift!

The Folding Picnic Table is $4.95 ppd.
It's Smart to Buy by Mail
MILES KIMBALL COMPANY
Write for Free Catalog—KIMBALL BLDG., 100 BOND, OSHKOSH, WIS.

Why Junior Loves Us . . . A Swell Paddle Boat
—for bathfuls "dats," or parachuted "oceans"—converted by a rubber hand which sends the craft sailing when the paddle-wheel is wound up. White hull with red and blue trim. 10" long. 50c ppd.

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
SIX WEEKS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
Resident Day Classes
start July 4th—Send for Catalog 1R
Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators, personal instruction. Cultural and Vocational Courses. Longer courses in interior architecture.

Home Study Course
starts at once—Send for Catalog 1C
Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, simple, useful, and interestingly interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
541 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

DISTINCTIVE WEATHERVANES

"A SIX ROOM HOUSE, $2800 COMPLETE, READY FOR YOU TO MOVE IN"
BY GEORGE W. PEARCE
The author, a mechanical engineer, reviews the history of housing and shows how building costs have risen in the last 150 years until few families can buy a house adequate for their needs. He then describes how, by the use of various money-saving building methods, a large, modern, 6-room, thoroughly insulated, fire resistant, 2-bath bungalow may be built for only $2800.00. Included with the book are 10 folded drawings. 18" long x 12" wide. These drawings by Mr. Pearce show all the details of construction for this house—the framing, the plumbing, the automatic heating system and the fluorescent lighting. This book will enable you to show how similar savings can be made on any house of any size, style or floor plan.

"BOY GOING FISHING"—This charming, paperboy designed, is only one of an exciting collection. It's made of durable weather-resistant metal finished in black lacquer and mounted on a specially constructed all-ribbed spiral which revolves to slightest breeze. 21" wide, 30" high. Prompt shipment.

Complete with brackets for easy installation $16.50
114 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
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The Oaken Bucket

For sale the well to become a delightful WASTE PAPER CATCH ALL about the house. KINDLING BUCKET on the hearth or COOLER for DRINKS at your very near BARBECUE PARTY.

Hand painted in gay colors on antique oak background 13" high.

- $8.50 each — EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT

Genuine CRAP-TRAP

Goodbye to your kitchen chern! Now you, too, can avoid handling wet, messy garbage-scent! Remove dry bag, fold top, place in pick-up garbage can. Keep can clean, too. This new, quick, clean CRAP-TRAP is sweeping America. SAVES 700 TRIPS A YEAR to your outside garbage can! Only 49c for big package of 30 wet-proof bags.

THE STORY BOOK

WIT LAST EX!

America's favorite coaster is once more real terracotta lustre, snug-fitting on every size glass, easy to slip on, absorbent, washable, colorfast! Set of 100, only $4.95 postpaid.

KINOKO CO., Dept. 12

Rutland, Vermont

INTERLOCKING POKER CHIPS

25 IN-1" MACHINE MADE CHIPS

Luxurious, personalized poker chips... mesh for next stalking — separate quickly for easy play. Jewel-like, plastic, colorfast, pleasant feel. A joy to handle. Standard size. Each chip individually monogrammed in color. Set of 100, only $4.85 postpaid.

De luxe BANKER'S BOX


Satisfaction guaranteed

An Ideal Gift

JIFFY FOLD-AWAY RACK

A staunch and clever household utility of end­less usage. Every home should own one. Mail order for yourself, for gifts and prizes. REGULARS (not shown), without decorator — $3.50. Satisfaction guaranteed. An Ideal Gift.

KINOKO CO., Dept. 12

Rutland, Vermont

A "Gift for Your Garden"

PLANT STAKES

Extra Strong Painted Hardwood

For your 1941 "Garden of Plenty" present your guests with the finest hardwood stake available. Made from carefully selected hardwood. Sizes ample for every purpose. Satisfaction guaranteed. An Ideal Gift.

KINOKO CO., Dept. 12

Rutland, Vermont
Luxurious-looking, moderately priced, this charming, carved-effect carpet is Bigelow Beauvais 1764

Beauty by the yard—by Bigelow

For Sale: Inspiration, pleasure, beauty. From about $4 to $20 a square yard.

Yes, it's true. Shuttles filled with sturdy Lively Wool are flashing across Bigelow looms again... streaks of wonderful color.

They are the rugs and carpets of your dreams... bright flowers, bold modern patterns, lush carved effects, rough textures, soft velvets, new twist weaves... in colors to "go-with" or colors to give you the right, fresh start.

Every month more looms are working, more rugs and carpets are rolling out. Many are in the good department and furniture stores in your town now, marked by the blue-and-gold Bigelow label, your guide to floor coverings of lasting beauty.

Look at these rugs and carpets soon. New, exciting, they will give you happy bright ideas!

BIGELOW WEAVERS
Fine rugs and carpets since 1825

NEW DESIGNS  NEW COLORS  NEW TEXTURES
MARTIN-SENOUR ANNOUNCES NU-HUE COLORS:

The NU-HUE Directory - 1,000 Actual Paint Samples for Previewing Your Color Selections

AT LAST -- THE COLOR YOU WANT

Match any furnishings — select any color — light or dark, brilliant or subdued — only the MARTIN-SENOUR NU-HUE color system offers the complete range of colors. 1,000 CUSTOM MADE colors in Quality Paints for the Decoration of Interiors.

THE MARTIN-SENOUR COMPANY
2570 S. QUARRY STREET, CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS  8 E. 56TH STREET, N. Y. 22, N. Y.
2160 E. PICO BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 23, CALIFORNIA

SEE THE NU-HUE COLOR SYSTEM AT MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, CHICAGO AND W. & J. SLOANE, NEW YORK
A FORTUNE

has been spent
for their health
and comfort

No, this Dad and Mother aren't millionaires. But no millionaires could do more for their children's health and comfort. Because these far-sighted parents are planning their new home the American-Standard way—with heating equipment and plumbing fixtures that merit the mark of American-Standard.

This mark of merit guides them to much more than heating and plumbing. It assures their family the results of many millions of dollars spent in research, a fortune spent in developing better materials, better methods of production, better products at the lowest possible prices.

It stands for the skill of experienced engineers and the talents of master designers working together to promote greater health and comfort for the nations' homes.

By selecting American-Standard, they are buying for their children all the benefits that the biggest name in the heating and plumbing business provides—health, comfort, a better standard of living.

It's one of the most important decisions they may ever have to make. So they are buying the finest—but it costs no more.


You pay nothing for advanced design when you buy bathroom fixtures that bear the American-Standard mark. They cost no more than others.

You pay nothing for added beauty and efficiency when you select American-Standard kitchen sinks and laundry trays. And they cost no more.

You pay nothing for years of research when you choose radiator heating units by American-Standard. They cost no more than others.

You pay nothing for extra health and comfort when buying American-Standard winter air conditioners or warm air furnaces. They cost no more.

AMERICAN-Standard
HEATING & PLUMBING
Serving the Nations' Health and Comfort
A gesture in gracious living! "Twilglo"—Colonial's lustrous cotton twill, importantly interpreted in two original designs. The subtlety of color, the ingenious combinations are calculated to bring a unique charm to your windows and chairs. "Twilglo" exemplifies the superlative quality and smart styling inherent in all Colonial certified fabrics. Available at all fine stores.

(Featured here are Claremont Stripe and Florafield. 35" wide, vat-dyed, dust-resistant, durable)

Colonial

Drapery and Curtain Corp.

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles
a “Living Picture”  
the perfect background for you . . . and your home

It’s amazing what shining wonders can be achieved with a Genuine Nurre Mirror—a gallery all in one frame of life’s “Living Pictures”—constantly changing, ever new.

Besides doubling the size of a room, a “Living Picture” will add radiant light, glorious color, animation, charm and cheer.

Ask to see the exquisite, decorative line of Genuine Nurre Mirrors at your dealers. Their life and color depend on a genuine plate glass base, scientifically silvered by the skilled hands of Nurre Mirror Craftsmen.

FREE BOOK

“How Famous Decorators Would Use Mirrors In Your Home.” Illustrates the effective use of mirror magic to add unbelievable new beauty to every room in your home.

THE NURRE COMPANIES, INC.
Dept. HG, Bloomington, Indiana
Please send me FREE mirror book.
Name
Address
City State

EVERY ROOM NEEDS A LIVING PICTURE
The room you decorate yourself... Take a room — your room — the feeling of spring, the want of a change. Then — add Monument's Hop Scotch Bedspread. The Hop Scotch Spread brings spring indoors with its gay design, spritely colors and smart lines.

Choose Hop Scotch in a combination of red, yellow, green and blue to spice your color scheme. See how you, yourself, can transform a room — with the help of a famous designer's bedspread: for Monument Bedspreads are created by foremost designer-stylist, Dan Cooper, who formerly designed custom fabrics and interiors exclusively. You'll find Monument Bedspreads at most fine stores. Monument Mills, Housatonic, Massachusetts.
SHOPPING AROUND

It's sunny side up for Sunday breakfasts with this sunflower set consisting of apron, potliolder, and two dish towels. Screen printed cotton, it's a gay and useful something to present at kitchen showers. The price for the set is just $2.85 plus 15c postage. Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago 1, Ill.

Tray chic. A metal tray with baked enamel finish, impervious to alcohol, comes with design applied by a screen process. Choice of elephant, zebra or chanterelle on chartreuse, red or bottle green. 14" diameter. Only $2.95. Post. 25c. Harzfeld's, Petticoat Lane, Kansas City, Mo.

Win, lose or draw without a winner with this Incite box of unbreakable plastic poker chips. Initials are engraved on the box, which may also be used for cigarettes or jewelry. With 25 red, 25 blue and 50 white chips. $7.95. (Without initials $6.95). Bert Feinson, 215 4th Ave., N. Y. C. 3.

NEW DEPARTURE

At last, a lifetime mail box in corrosion proof solid hand-cast aluminum hand-fitted. In an antique finish. Less than half the weight of iron and twice as strong. Designed in a graceful traditional pattern, its usefulness includes extension feature to accommodate extra size magazines keeping all your mail dry. Complete with screws for mounting.

$10.00 Postpaid. No C. O. D.'s Please.

THE LETTER BOX SHOP
NEW CANAAN CONNECTICUT

Willys JEEP

STURDILY BUILT

• Real Rubber Tires
• Movable Windshield

Just like a real Willys military 'Jeep' in every detail! Made of cast aluminum, this play 'Jeep' is as tough and sturdy as its famous big brother of World War II. Write for Gift Catalog

AFCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
29 Depot Sq., Lexington 73, Mass.

Lucite Coasters

GIFT-BOX OF 8 POSTPAID

Crystal-clear, lucite coasters with deeply cut monogram, practical and good looking. Moisture collects in channels. Glass doesn't stick to coaster. Perfect wedding gift. You'll want a set too! Gay gift box, set of 8—$1.95

Hylo Arts
6 Russian Hill Place - San Francisco 11, Calif.

Copper Mail Box

Hang this stunning copper mail box on your porch wall. Its attractive, well designed contours make the postman's job a pleasure. The handy rack below saves unnecessary rumpling of magazines and leaves plenty of room inside for letters. Corrosion resistant copper ensures long years of service.

$5.00 postpaid. No c.o.d.'s please.

Jacobs Jewelers Inc.
Jacksonville, Fla.

For Out-of-Door Cooking

This sturdy Barbecue combines attractiveness with utility. Substance constructed of black metal, with a handy grilling surface. It stands 28" x 12" x 17", Price $11.50. Other Barbecues from $11.50 to $95.00 plus express charges.

The Page Shop
21 Station Road Haverford, Pa.
Personalized STRONG BOX for Keeping Treasures under Lock and Key

Every boy (or girl) likes to have a place where personal belongings can be safely kept—and preferably under lock and key. Here is a box made during the war for the navy. It had to be sturdily built—and even in large quantities it cost the government much more than the price below. Made of heavy hardwood, dovetailed joints, reinforced with screws, steel handles and lock. 26" long, 10" wide, 7" deep. Painted a battleship gray. (It makes a swell tool box for Dad, too.) With first name hand painted on $1-$7.50. Postpaid.

SPARKLING MARTINI MIXER...with stirring rod

Sparkling with the personal touch. A monogram that really lasts, distinctively styled on purest white soap.

6 cakes, 1.00

Harzfeld's

FIve Hand Turned Maple...Excellent grain wood set of one large Serving Bowl and as many Individual Serving Bowls as you require.

SET: Four Individual Serving Bowls...One Large Serving Bowl $11.50

Additional Individual Bowl...1.75

Large Bowl...4.95

Postpaid in U.S.A. Check Or Money Order to: Gifts Company on Shipped Postpaid anywhere in U.S. $5.00. Refundable pad. 1" size, $7.50. 5/8" size, $6.60. Add 20% tax. No c.o.d.'s. Cerulean, 662 N. Michigan, Chicago, II.

WOODEN

Serving Set

The Equestrian Set

SPARKLING GLASS FIGURES BY SOLARART Brilliant and gaily colored handmade designs in clear spun glass. To frame:

THE EQUESTRIAN SET $3.00

THE SWAN FAMILY 1.50

THE DEER 1.00

Order now. 5 1/2" high. Sorry No C.O.D.'s. Please

Solarart

1934 E. Eighth St., Brooklyn 23, N. Y.

LAMBERT BROTHERS

Neighborhood jewelers since 1877

LEXINGTON at 60th STREET, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

223 PLANS-IDEAS FOR YOUR NEW HOME

Training to buy or build a new house? Here are 223 plans and ideas you might want to frame. Actual pictures of homes actually built, not just sketches. Each comes with detailed description and floor plans. All types architecture: American, Colonial, Mediterranean, French Normandy, English Manor House, and others. Home or every family requires. Complete. No return on order.

$7.50

Hall Galleries

SPRINGFIELD • MASSACHUSETTS

ALBERT STIEGER • COMPANY

HALL GALLERIES

SHIPPING

Earmarked especially for you, these shiny disc earrings with a three letter script monogram are heavy sterling and can be finished in silver or gold with clip or screw backs. Underlined in initial of last name. 1" size. $6. 5/8" size, $5. Add 20% tax. No c.o.d.'s. Gerlou, 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 16.

Fit to frame. A pair of Fargoured, gay and frivolous as the pleasure-loving court of Louis XV, is just right for antique oval or rectangular frames. Reproduced in color on gold backgrounds, they're an adaptable 9" x 12" size. $2 ea. Old Print Exchange, 14 E. 48th St., N. Y. C. 17.

Under his shell this turtle will hide a cache of cigarettes. A wondrous collection of glass and ideas. Used by contractors, architects, masons and building material dealers. Complete blue print plans and specifications available. Also one whole book of 47 plans and ideas for brick fireplaces, pool, walls, patios, walls and stones. Underline initial of last name. 1" size, $6. 5/8" size, $5.

Add 20% tax. No c.o.d.'s. Cerulean, 662 N. Michigan, Chicago, Ill.

The Equestrian Set

THE SWAN FAMILY 1.50

THE DEER 1.00

THE EQUESTRIAN SET $3.00

FIT TO FRAME

MONOGRAMMED SOAP...

with the personal touch. A monogram that really lasts, distinctively styled on purest white soap.

Six cakes, 1.00
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AROUND

Fortune telling birthday book reminds you of important dates in time to send a present. It's also fascinating reading, giving astrological analysis of person born on each day plus astrological data. $2 plus 10c postage. Mermod-Jaccard-King, 9th and Locust Sts., St. Louis, Mo. Good fun.

Free run. Give Fido enough room to chase himself. A twisty animal tether with a plastic ball attached to a rubber tire that revolves easily so that dog, goat or pony can move in all directions without tangling. 14" rod sinks into the ground. $2.95, post. 20c. Brock's, 658 Brock Bldg., Boston 9, Mass.

A front parlor elegance can be effortlessly imparted to kitchen catches by use of this mental match box cover. An open space is left on one side to allow for a striking area. It is made by hand from shiny copper. $5 ppd. from Neiman-Marcus, Dallas 1, Texas.

LEARN Interior Decoration at HOME

• NOW is the time to prepare yourself for an important and lucrative career. Designed for trained decorators. Should you not wish to be a professional, why not learn the fascinating principles of decoration for creating beauty in your own home? It will save you money, enable you to buy furnishings wisely which will always be harmonious and in style.

You can gain this priceless training through delightful study at home in study periods to suit your own convenience. Your work will receive personal supervision. Through the—

Arts & Decoration Home Study Course in Interior Decoration

— you get a thorough knowledge of color harmonies, textiles, hatting, armaments, wickers and metal furniture, backgrounds, etc. The course consists of 58 lessons, 26 color plates of successful interiors, book on color, fabric samples.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET G-34—It's FREE

A GARDEN SETTEE in RUSTPROOF ALUMINUM

Enjoy the beauty and economical life of this authentically reproduced and distinctive piece of garden furniture. Made of cast aluminum alloy ONE-THIRD the weight of iron, it cannot rust and can be painted to complement your garden color scheme. Shipped in natural aluminum within two to three weeks on receipt of check or money order, $79.50 prepaid express anywhere in the U. S. A.

Chairs and tables in other designs are also available. Photos sent on request.

THE HUGHES SHOP
393 Delaware Ave., Buffalo 2, N. Y.

Carved by Hand

of Beautifully Grained Hardwoods

You'll cherish these Exquisite Collector's pieces! Violin-shaped pieces, fruit or flower containers; truly gorgeous; the order in which they are fashioned; also regular sizes! $5.95.

Mail Coupon Now!

25% off selected

Send C.O.D., I will pay postage

Main Line Craft Studios
Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE
ARIZONA INDOOR CACTUS GARDEN

- You’ll gape with delight as you open this box (nearly bushel-size) packed with 24 healthy cacti, variety including Old Man of Desert, Old Woman of Desert, Fish Hook, Golden Ball, Easter Lily, Silver Torch, Paper Spine and Boxing Glove. Most will burst in brilliant blooms in proper season. Fresh from our desert gardens, this hardy cacti has a lust for life, is guaranteed to flourish. Ideal for inside or outside cactus garden, window boxes, table center pieces. Get-acquainted price, $5.75, postpaid. Send check or money order, please. Money back if you’re not delighted.

THE GUILD OF THE RAINBOW MAN, Santa Fe, New Mexico

BLUE HEATHER

A really great writing paper triumph! Rag content Yellum gives that crisp thick quality texture that makes letter writing a delightful pastime instead of an onerous chore. Specially treated, the surface immeasurably aids the gliding of the pen across its heathery blue pages.

24 note sheets . . . 24 letter sheets . . . 48 envelopes in an attractive gift box. $1.50 Postpaid

Also available, Penmore Yellum, Monarch size stationery for men. 50 White sheets . . . 24 note sheets . . . 48 letter sheets . . . 40 envelopes. $1.25 Postpaid

G. R. K. COMPANY

Nottingham Road Newark, Delaware

"JEWEL" Electric Fountains

IN METAL—STONE—NATURAL ROCK


COLOR CHANGE FOUNTAINS

Send 25c for our latest listing describing astoundingly colored change fountains, waterfall, and pump units.

Est. 1889. Main office and factory opposite Merchandise Mart, Chicago

JEWEL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., 216-HG W. Kinzie St., Chicago 10, Ill.

DOME RECORDING BANK

Just what you have been waiting for! Here’s the first ALL METAL recording bank made of gleaming brass with precision engraving for home, store, diners, quarter and slot machines. Small fry, school kids and older children enjoy one in this unusual bank. Fills this need like a teakettle in the home. Has the looks of a $25 Y. M. C. A. bank, which makes it practical; it makes a perfect, economical gift.

$1.75 Postpaid

M. C. FLYNN, Inc.

Established 1901

43 East 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.
Lucite, blown like crystal, but much less fragile, is perfect for salad bowls. Clear as ice, it reveals colorful salads, giving a limbeen table a gardenfresh look, 9" bowl with servers, $10.75. Individuals, $2.25 each. exp. col. Town & Country Gifts, 906 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 21.

Famous old Taverns, inns and coffee houses, imbued with the spirit of Dickens and Dr. Johnson are colorfully depicted in these prints. An interesting group to frame, set of six, 2 horizontal, 4 vertical, 15" x 16", $4.95, 9" x 11", $2.95 pdd. Creve Andover, 205 E. 89th St., N. Y. C. 29.

Cheese and crackers make a grand entrance on this spun aluminum tray. Use it for dinner dessert, or to highlight an evening with your carouse. Here's a new twist in delight.

The Selby, 702 College Terrace
MRS. VICTOR ITURRALDE
WASHINGTON, 11, D. C.

LAWN CHAIRS

DOUBLE IN CHINA! Truly versatile—this lovely bon-bon dish of Prince Edward China! Perfect on tables, nick-knack shelves, and so unusual when hung in pairs on the wall! A touch of the Old is suggested by the delicate beauty of hand-painted roses and an edging of fired gold! Length 7". $4.50 each plus 25c postage.

EURIEY PIN is certain to suit your taste. Sparkling stones form its body and eyes... add a dash of color. Fashioned of gold-plated metal, it's an exciting addition to your jewelry wardrobe. Lobster Pin, style $2.90... postpaid... no tax included.

Lucite, 6/8 in., 7/8 in., 1 in. Price reasonable sorry no catalogs

MARY SELBY NEEDLEPOINT

New ... and Ultra Smart!
Personalized PLACEMATS
Add color to your table... and protect your table tops. Here's something new and practical, too. Set of 50 Place Mats... 11 1/2 x 15... printed in choice of Bermuda Blue or Winter Rose on heavy white paper... with your name or monogram in Scripted in blue. Ideal for gifts and don't forget your own needs, too. Set of 50 postpaid.

MARYSELBY

WASHINGTON 11, D. C.

Takoma Chair Co.

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Juvenile DESK and CHAIR
A perfect combination of beauty, utility, and educational value.—Made of highly polished 3/4" steel tubing, with natural gloss mahogany finish. Genuine wheel, 22" high, 27" long—Blackboard top writing surface 2 1/2" wide. Excellent combination for school books, stationery, pencils, etc.—ideal for children from 2 to 7. Delivered fully assembled. You'll want several of these sturdy children's desk-and-chair combinations in your home.

Express Collect—Send Check or M. O.

$9.95 (Express charges collect)

CONVIVIAL GIFT

116-11 Metropolitan Ave.
Dept. A-5
Kew Gardens, N. Y.

LITTLEBRE COMPANY

Dept. H.G., Winter Park, Florida
In the past nine years we have shipped direct over 60,000 pieces of this furniture to homes in every state in the F. S. A.

$10.50

HOLLY—5 PIECES—settee, 2 chairs, coffee table...
77.10

2 end tables, 2 foot stools
57.65

3 PIECES—settee, 2 chairs...
22.45

Express prepaid to U. S. A. to nearest depot. Add $1.15 on the Pacific Coast.

$9.95 (Express charges collect)

FROM THE SEA!

The Loveliness of Cypress
This different outdoor furniture is ideal for porch and patio or achrital area. Quick, too, for summer camps and colonies. Built of Southern cypress for the out-of-doors. No fear of chowder. Unfortunate, refine sea and outdoor with nature. Each piece is thoroughly treated with a clear alkyd and water repellent. We have enthusiastic endorsements from Country Clubs, Adirondack camps and northern estates. Send your check, say where to ship—and we'll have a set packed and waiting for you when you say, “I want it.”

$9.95 (Express charges collect)

Caro Greetings

Lucite STIRRERS

AND COASTERS

Left—Miniature Lucite table trimmed in red or green, holding 8 colored Lucite stirrers with gaily decorated tops.
$8.90

Right—Set of 8 assorted colored Lucite coasters and holder.
$10.90

Ovington's
437 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

New ... and Ultra Smart!
Personalized PLACEMATS
Add color to your table... and protect your table tops. Here's something new and practical, too. Set of 50 Place Mats... 11 1/2 x 15... printed in choice of Bermuda Blue or Winter Rose on heavy white paper... with your name or monogram in Scripted in blue. Ideal for gifts and don't forget your own needs, too. Set of 50 postpaid.

MARYSELBY

WASHINGTON 11, D. C.
**Hand-made Sachet Satin COAT HANGERS**

Impart a delightful French bouquet flower scent to your coats, dresses and other wearing apparel by using these lovely hand-made shirred satin sachet hangers! Available in French blue and shell pink. Attractively packed in beautiful gift box—two to the box—$2.00 the pair (3 boxes $5.00) postpaid.

**Rare Antique ORIENTAL RUGS**

*In Perfect Condition. At Moderate Prices*

Also 300 semi-Antique and New Oriental in old designs.
For sale by America's foremost authorities and experts. Write for descriptive list—then if you wish, I will ship selection on approval for your inspection. Prices on many are no higher than new rugs.

My Antique Rugs are not the worn out variety—but with most of their nap intact and will generally outwear most new rugs because they have better wool quality, better dyes and better workmanship.

350 Antiques $90 to $200.

300 Antiques $200 and up.

Will send three if you wish to buy one. EXPRESS PREPAID

NO OBLIGATION TO BUY

*Chas. W. Jacobsen

401 S. Salina St.

Syracuse, N. Y.*

**Genuine Morocco Cigarette Case WITH LIGHTER**

Here's a perfect combination! Genuine morocco case for regular or king size cigarettes (spackled with slate) and metal lighter. Comes in red, blue or black.

$3.00 postpaid

With 2 or 3 letter monogram $5.50 postpaid.

Also Available in Genuine Pigskin and Saddle Stitch Leathers

No. C.O.D.'s

TERRACE NOVELTIES Dept. 950

27 East 50th St.

New York 22, N. Y.

**Salts NUTS**

A delicious assortment of our famous fresh salted almonds, pecans, filberts, cashews and peanuts packed in an attractive box. A delightful tempting gift for any occasion! 3 lbs. $4.75

(Express charges additional)

**Pinwheel pinup.** This rotary hardware rack is a departmentalized catchall. He will use it for nails, tacks and screws. She, for needles, pins, buttons, etc. Handy, too, for herbs and spices. Available in red, blue, yellow or green (give second choice) for $1.75 ppd. Corio Nook, 107 Lincoln Ave, Cranford, N. J.

**Let it blow.** Candles will still burn brightly in these hurricane lamps. Use them on the porch or at a garden supper party. They can either be placed on tables or hung on a tree, post or wall. 12" tall. Verdigris finish. $8 a pair. exp. reel. Four Seasons Shop, 138 Union Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

**These foolish things are bar bottles.** Of rare shapes, imaginatively painted with alcohol-proof paint, they have hand-carved wooden heads. Use them as decanters or just as whimsical decoration. Kangaroo, giraffe and zebra. 87.50 each. ppd. The Hitching Post, Darien, Conn.
AROUND

MAY, 1946

Til relieve your pet of this affliction, apply APPLIED EXTERNALLY. ACTS SWIFTLY to it. mouldv irriiss and wi-c-d> "FUNGITCH" starts as an itch which is fnl lowed lly damrriilT-Iilci' scales or sores with i)rownish edKcs, nioulrly odor—

SULFADENE. BOX 261B, BROOKFIELD, ILLINOIS

at first sign of ••FCNGITCH." Mrs. C. H. Bercel writes. "After the first (Sulfadene) treatmeiii, our dog stopped ... healed. Prior to that, wc had been doctoring him for two weeks with no success." Write to us for your supply of SULFADENE e.rternally

SULFADENE . . . send $1.00 for generous iieaiment. Money refunded if it fails.

infection in l ars, on paws, nnderliody, tail or eyes. Results, often quite serious, may 'c^d t'> expensive care or actu;d loss.

DOES YOUR DOG

Itch.. Scratch?

It turns and as it revolves your guests may
turn and as it revolves your guests may t

LAZY SUSAN

of Swedish Oak and Hand Painted Tile

He who smokes as he drinks will welcome this handsome and handy combination—an ash tray and a coaster. Swell for the poker or bridge table or anywhere that polite conversation is attended by a smoke and a drink! Also swell for serving nuts! The gleaming copper of which they are made will add greatly to the charm of the table setting. Set of four $2.25; two sets (8 pieces) $4.00. Postpaid.

Write for free booklet. Hundreds of other smart gifts for children and grownups.

TASSEL LAMP

Well balanced composition base available in four timely pastel colors, shade and base matching ... turquiose, Wedgwood blue, roxsetad, and gift with gold shade. 25" overall in height, $10.95 complete with shade Express collect. Sorry no C.O.D.'s

Merriam's

136 Erie Blvd. Schenectady 5, N. Y.

MAGIC TOP

DOUBLES THE SIZE

of Your Card Table!

T-Top is a light rigid top which slides easily over the surface of a card table, just doubling its size. It seats 7 persons comfortably—46 in diameter, 4" high. Equipped with two double-compartment removable nut plates. Can be turned away in a cent or so. Send for your T-Top now. Shipped as an ash tray and coaster. Swell for the poker or bridge table or anywhere that polite conversation is attended by a smoke and a drink! Also swell for serving nuts! The gleaming copper of which they are made will add greatly to the charm of the table setting. Set of four $2.25; two sets (8 pieces) $4.00. Postpaid.

Write for free booklet. Hundreds of other smart gifts for children and grownups.

TASSEL LAMP

Well balanced composition base available in four timely pastel colors, shade and base matching ... turquiose, Wedgwood blue, roxsetad, and gift with gold shade. 25" overall in height, $10.95 complete with shade Express collect. Sorry no C.O.D.'s

Merriam's

136 Erie Blvd. Schenectady 5, N. Y.

MAGIC TOP

DOUBLES THE SIZE

of Your Card Table!

T-Top is a light rigid top which slides easily over the surface of a card table, just doubling its size. It seats 7 persons comfortably—46 in diameter, 4" high. Equipped with two double-compartment removable nut plates. Can be turned away in a cent or so. Send for your T-Top now. Shipped as an ash tray and coaster. Swell for the poker or bridge table or anywhere that polite conversation is attended by a smoke and a drink! Also swell for serving nuts! The gleaming copper of which they are made will add greatly to the charm of the table setting. Set of four $2.25; two sets (8 pieces) $4.00. Postpaid.

Write for free booklet. Hundreds of other smart gifts for children and grownups.

TASSEL LAMP

Well balanced composition base available in four timely pastel colors, shade and base matching ... turquiose, Wedgwood blue, roxsetad, and gift with gold shade. 25" overall in height, $10.95 complete with shade Express collect. Sorry no C.O.D.'s

Merriam's

136 Erie Blvd. Schenectady 5, N. Y.

MAGIC TOP

DOUBLES THE SIZE

of Your Card Table!

T-Top is a light rigid top which slides easily over the surface of a card table, just doubling its size. It seats 7 persons comfortably—46 in diameter, 4" high. Equipped with two double-compartment removable nut plates. Can be turned away in a cent or so. Send for your T-Top now. Shipped as an ash tray and coaster. Swell for the poker or bridge table or anywhere that polite conversation is attended by a smoke and a drink! Also swell for serving nuts! The gleaming copper of which they are made will add greatly to the charm of the table setting. Set of four $2.25; two sets (8 pieces) $4.00. Postpaid.

Write for free booklet. Hundreds of other smart gifts for children and grownups.

TASSEL LAMP

Well balanced composition base available in four timely pastel colors, shade and base matching ... turquiose, Wedgwood blue, roxsetad, and gift with gold shade. 25" overall in height, $10.95 complete with shade Express collect. Sorry no C.O.D.'s

Merriam's

136 Erie Blvd. Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Largest Stock of Fine China & Crystal in New York

Very modern fine American China in classical motif. Pastel mauve border sprigged with purple leaves set off by turquoise enamel dots. Open Stock. Starter Set of 4 dinner plates, 4 dessert plates, 4 bread and butters and 4 tea cups and saucers. $30.00

PLUMMER, Ltd.
734 Fifth Avenue (S. W. corner of 57th St.) N. Y. C.

An exclusive matched set... twelve-inch serving tray and silent butler... luscious plum grained and polished birchwood lid. Holds 3 1/2 qts. Each $3.95

STRAWBERRY PATCH

An exclusive matched set... twelve-inch serving tray and silent butler... luscious strawberries hand-painted on black or white tole. A gift you know will not be duplicated!

The set, $6.00. Postage, 35c

Gift Shop

STEINBACH COMPANY
Asbury Park, New Jersey

PLUMMER, Ltd.

DECALCOMANIAS reproducing the full color and charm of these Tony Sarg designs are available for the first time. Faithfully following the unusual tones and style of this artist, these decals are excellent for a great variety of decorations. Large sheet 12'A inches x 18 inches] of 21 decals

TRACING PATTERNS of these same designs for painting and needlework of all kinds are also available. Trace with carbon paper on wood, cloth, etc. All colors indicated. Four large sheets, each design in several sizes, some as large as 18 inches, others as small as 2'/4 inches, postpaid—$1.00.

Complete set of decals and patterns, postpaid—$2.00.

R. W. CUMMINGS, INC., LANCASTER 2, PA.

ART COLONY INDUSTRIES, INC.
69 Fifth Ave., New York

Here's a Wonderful $3 GIFT

Give your friends a set of these washable place mats printed in two colors, with their own names shown. They'll love a gift like this. Send your name and address and the name to be printed on mats. Twelve mats, all alike, postpaid only $3.

Mark Your Page with Sterling Silver

Something really new in bookmarks! This hand-wrought Sterling Silver original by Doskow features a clover (or a plain disc for initials) at one end of a scarlet grosgrain ribbon and a page cutter at the other end. In perfect taste for crystal one and the bride will remember you gratefully for years to come. Both are sterling silver and a pair of either will make her table. Compose 4 1/4", $1. Vase 7 3/8", $8.50 each. Tax and post. incl. Davis Watch Co., 522 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.


Remember these next time you're looking for wedding presents and the bride will remember you gratefully for years to come. Both are sterling silver and a pair of either will make her table. Compose 4 1/4", $1. Vase 7 3/8", $8.50 each. Tax and post. Davis Watch Co., 522 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

FIELD SOMERSET US old-fashioned open kettles syrup made from the pure juice of Louisiana sugar cane. It is a full flavored syrup with none of the sugar extracted and no emulsifiers added.

A delightful way to solve your gift problem. Send check or money order for $2.25 FOR NO. 10 CAN
$1.00 FOR NO. 5 CAN

PATTERNS

From the Deep South comes this old-fashioned open kettles syrup made from the pure juice of Louisiana sugar cane. It is a full flavored syrup with none of the sugar extracted and no emulsifiers added.

A delightful way to solve your gift problem. Send check or money order for

$2.25 FOR NO. 10 CAN
$1.60 FOR NO. 5 CAN

STRAWBERRY PATCH LEAF TRAY and SILENT BUTLER

Original Works of TONY SARG DECALS — PATTERNS

DECALCOMANIAS reproducing the full color and charm of these Tony Sarg designs are available for the first time. Faithfully following the unusual tones and style of this artist, these decals are excellent for a great variety of decorations. Large sheet 12'A inches x 18 inches] of 21 decals

TRACING PATTERNS of these same designs for painting and needlework of all kinds are also available. Trace with carbon paper on wood, cloth, etc. All colors indicated. Four large sheets, each design in several sizes, some as large as 18 inches, others as small as 2'/4 inches, postpaid—$1.00.

Complete set of decals and patterns, postpaid—$2.00.

R. W. CUMMINGS, INC., LANCASTER 2, PA.

Three Wise Little OWLS

IN CHARMING KAY FINCH CERAMICS

Treasures to own... a pleasure to give, these solemn little owls, wise to the ways of a charming room. Modeled in pink or gray background, pastel accents, with careful attention to glaze and color by Kay Finch. Large owl is 5 1/4" high; 2 small owls are 3 1/2" high. Mail orders filled. Set of three $8

THE SHORELINE

BOSTON STORE
MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN

TREASURES TO OWN—A PLEASURE TO GIVE

Here's a Wonderful $3 GIFT

Give your friends a set of these washable place mats printed in two colors, with their own names shown. They'll love a gift like this. Send your name and address and the name to be printed on mats. Twelve mats, all alike, postpaid only $3.

Mark Your Page with Sterling Silver

Something really new in bookmarks! This hand-wrought Sterling Silver original by Doskow features a clover (or a plain disc for initials) at one end of a scarlet grosgrain ribbon and a page cutter at the other end. In perfect taste for every one on your gift list, it will serve as a lasting reminder of your thoughtfulness. When ordering plain disc specify initials. $3.60 Postpaid * Including Tax

LEONORE DOSKOW
SILVERSMITH

MARK YOUR PAGE

JULY 1922

ART COLONY INDUSTRIES, INC.
69 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
**Silver or gold frames, plated of ciotirse, are extremely effective and so modestly priced you'll never file a photo in a desk drawer again. They come in three sizes, 8" x 10", $3; 5" x 7", $2.50; 3½" x 4", $1.50. Postpaid. No c.o.d.'s. From Brownings, East Greenwich, Rhode Island.**

**Worldly** is the word for this handsome aluminum waste paper basket. Hand hammered, the design is a stylized map of the world. An important accessory to replace a utilitarian one in a library, man's room or office. $12.50 exp. col. Selden Cooper, 8019 Forsythe Blvd., Clayton 5, Mo.

**Ferry story.** Children will revel in driving the eight small cars and trucks aboard and ferrying them across the Bathhtub Harbor or towing them from a row boat dock in summer. Made of wood and brightly painted, the set is $9 postpaid from the Page Shop, 21 Station Rd., Haverford, Pa.

**A Bell for an American Home**
Ring a romantic and musical note with this half-size replica of the historic bell from the ship that carried Evangeline into exile. Cast by a well-known bell maker, in bell metal with Verde green finish, 10" high including bracket, price $10.50, charges prepaid. $5 extra for casting name of family or estate in bell. Print exact copy desired.

The Cottage Shop
1107 South Baldwin Ave., Arcadia, Calif.

**Fasci Assembled Ship Models**
Built by Yankee Craftsmen
Model pictured is the Bell Isle—built in 1882— sturdy schooner of the romantic days of sail. A striking model of handsome proportions, 18" overall by 11" high. Black hull, red bottom—treated cloth sails—maple finish base.
$15.00 Express Prepaid U. S. A.
Send for FREE booklet
detail models from $1.00 to $10.00 network in free booklet. Write for your copy today.

LE BARON-BONNEY
117 Merriman St., Newburyport 5, Mass.

**Play "CLOCK-ETTE"! IT'S NEW! IT'S FUN!**
"Clock-ette" affords great pleasure and skill interests for family and friends. Can be played in or out of doors in play area to suit available space with all the thrills of pool, golf and croquet combined.
Set with 2 mallets, $16.95
Additional mallets, ea. $1.25
No C.O.D.'s, please
Shipping Charges Collect
(Write for our illustrated pamphlet)
CLOCK-ETTE COMPANY
4171 Emergo Ave., Jacksonville 6, Fla.

**The Margo Roller**
Built by Margo Specialties Co., Lancaster, Pa.
Do you know that a saloon massage can be duplicated at home by you? That same stimulation which is part of any good spa-revolting program can be whipped-up by a MARGO—instead of a person. The thing is called the MARGO, but wooden rollers, it's hands-on, and a few minutes a day of it will help to work off notion-elim hip, thigh, shin, knees and arms. For an easy and effective body massage use the MARGO. Rolling gently, it soothes tired, wired muscles.
Mailed anywhere. Postpaid $3.00
MARGO SPECIALTIES CO., Box 507, Lancaster, Pa.

**Silver Service**
116 South 20 St., Birmingham 3, Ala.

**Good Luck Door Knocker**
Two symbols of good luck—a horse shoe and a four leaf clover—are cleverly combined to make this unique door knocker. Adds warmth and charm to your front door. All parts are heavy, solid brass except the rust-proofed, wrought iron horse shoe . . . will last a lifetime. Design patented.

**Ferry story.** Children will revel in entertaining the eight small cars and trucks aboard and ferrying them across the Bathhtub Harbor or towing them from a row boat dock in summer. Made of wood and brightly painted, the set is $9 postpaid from the Page Shop, 21 Station Rd., Haverford, Pa.
AN ANTIQUES PUBLICATION JUST FOR YOU

The Spinning Wheel

Unique and Rare Exhibits Displayed at Fifth Wilmette, Illinois Antique Furniture Show

COLLECTORS - DEALERS

ANTED TO BUY

clippings from recent issues

The Spinning Wheel

published in TANEYTOWN, MARYLAND

For Dealer . . . Collector . . . Beginner

CONTAINING: A host of information on how to recognize authentic items and how to buy wisely . . . Enjoyable news features and items of interest pertaining to Antiques . . . Advertising by the most reputable dealers of authentic antiques.

You can receive this publication each month by one of the following classes of mail. Simply send us your name and address and let us know by what class mail you wish your monthly issue sent.

Air Mail, 1 year, $2 (reaches you within two days of publication)
First Class, 1 year, $1 (reaches you a full week sooner than 3rd class)
Third Class, 3 years, $2. For one year, 3rd class trial subscription, $.50
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FABULOUS SWORD

Imagine the fun, to lay nothing of the convenience, of wearing a lapel pin that also a letter opener.

The hilt is Imperial carved Chinese white jade; the double edged blade is sterling and the sterling sheath is set with a colorful stone.

Chinese called it the SWORD of WISDOM, because it is supposed to cut ignorance. 4" long, $18. Matching white jade earrings and cuff links, $15. pr. Three white jade buttons, $15. Tax included.

Illustrated catalogues: Jade and Jewelry or Sift and Art—SO¢ each.

The Triad

This shining, hand-mode copper three-tome moket a stunning group for table, mantel or window, filled with ivy or any small plant. 4¼", 4½", and 5¼ square. Adopted to many charming arrangements.

Prices include packing and shipping.

No C.O.D.'s, please.
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FABULOUS SWORD

Imagine the fun, to lay nothing of the convenience, of wearing a lapel pin that also a letter opener.

The hilt is Imperial carved Chinese white jade; the double edged blade is sterling and the sterling sheath is set with a colorful stone.

Chinese called it the SWORD of WISDOM, because it is supposed to cut ignorance. 4" long, $18. Matching white jade earrings and cuff links, $15. pr. Three white jade buttons, $15. Tax included.

Illustrated catalogues: Jade and Jewelry or Sift and Art—SO¢ each.

The Triad

This shining, hand-mode copper three-tome moket a stunning group for table, mantel or window, filled with ivy or any small plant. 4¼", 4½", and 5¼ square. Adopted to many charming arrangements.

Prices include packing and shipping.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

COFFEE SERVERS

A gay dash of color to brighten meal—and to practical! Made of pyrex glatt to retain heat or cold. Excellect also for serving and storing fruit and vegetable juices. Bottle neck lined with cork and gaily decorated with washable, wear­able plastic. Wonderful bridge prize, and to in­expantive. Choice of colort: White, Blue, Green, Red, Orange, Yellow, or Brown. (Suggestion: Buy several tizes and be prepared for any occasion!) 2-Cup Size . . . . $1.50
4-Cup Size . . . . 2.00
6-Cup Size . . . . 2.25
12-Cup Size . . . . 3.00
16-Cup Size . . . . 3.25

Prices include packing and shipping.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

NEW USES FOR OLD THINGS

CHINESE TREASURE CENTRE

5th Floor Dept. H.G. 5
441 Madison Ave. New York 22
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HORSES' HEADS

as Book Ends or Hitching Posts!

Reminiscent of Civil War days—these sturdy cast-iron, Masterpieces! As book ends, on finished pine bases, they're charming against even the heaviest tomes! As Hitching Posts they stand massive guard—are serviceable, too! Heads are 9½ high, weigh 20 lbs. each. Order today! Satisfaction guaranteed.

Book Ends $17.50
Hitching Posts: $9.25 ea. $17.50 pr.
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JAY NOVELTY CO., BOX 12, KEW GARDENS, N. Y. C.

$1.00 postpaid. Add 20c tax. Susan his change pocket for small bills. This sterling money clip to keep in just about everything, give him a dollar makes sense. If he has paid from Eunice Novelties, order them now. 3 for $1 postpaid from Enrico Novelties, 541 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

And don't forget ladies use money paid from Knoedsen's, Box 77, Kodiak, Alaska.

A dollar makes sense. If he has just about everything, give him this sterling money clip to keep in his change pocket for small bills. A nice token for wedding risers. Roll up the score in this new and improved version of a score pad. The stand is clear lucite and comes up to 50. She is 4 1/2" tall and will walk when placed on an inclined surface. A brief history of the Eskimo comes with her. $1.50 postpaid from Kamden's, Box 77, Kew Gardens, N. Y.

And don't forget ladies use money paid from Eunice Novelties, 541 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

## FROSTED ALUMINUM FOR HOT WEATHER HOSPITALITY

Here's the inspired-hostess way to make any beverage look, feel, and even sound twice as cool! Frosted aluminum—very smart, very sophisticated—accents its ice cold charm with corded plastic-wrapped bases in jade green. Each piece can be chosen individually; set up your own ensemble.

Shaker, 695; Hiball, each, 1.85; set of 8, 14.80; Insulated Vacuum Ice Bucket, 12.95; Beer Mug, each, 2.00, set of 3, 16.00; Pitcher, 7.95. Postpaid.

## COLONIAL SHADOW BOX

To Display Your Curios, Miniatures, Objects & Art Charming as a bride's gift or for your own home to set off treasured possessions. Its gleaming mirror back reflects curios for double beauty. Quaint colonial design, authentically ornamented. Measures 22" (almost 2 feet) high, 12" wide, 4 1/2" deep. In rich mahogany finish on native birch. Priced so reasonably even two are in-expensive!

$12.50 Each  $24.00 the Pair

Shipped prepaid anywhere in U. S. Send gift card with your order. No C.O.D.'s, please.

RICH-LEN WOOD NOVELTY CO.

6025 S. CALUMET AVE. CHICAGO 37, ILL.

## REMOVES LINT AND DUST...

... LIKE MAGIC

The new Electro Static Cleaner "Brisk Windmill" removes dust from window screens, draperies, pillows, beds, etc. Priced to suit all budgets. Add 10c tax for state and local sales tax. Send to dealer who will also handle returns. A neat, useful gift to keep in your car. Enclose your card. We'll gift-wrap and mail direct.

## SCREEN DOOR GRILLE

... FROM THE SOUTH'S FAMOUS FURNITURE FACTORY

Hand-Wrought Iron

SCREEN DOOR GRILLE

From the South's famous ornamental iron shop, practical details you will appreciate. These strong, handsome grilles for single pane doors—just send us width and height of screen opening.

$19.20

Appr. 9" diameter. Adds interest to your terrace.

## THE BRASS MART

Woolworth Bldg.

10 Park Place New York 7

## SCHWARZ new Summer Catalogue now ready for you. Toys and games for outdoors in the sun... for evenings and rainy weather indoors. Fun for seashore, lake or mountian for everyone in the family. Coupon below brings it, FREE
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Your Heart’s Delight
Heart shaped silent butler designed by the incomparable Harry Lachman. Its many uses for hot hors d'oeuvres, as a bon bon dish, or as the traditional silent butler will be a delight to any hostess. The heart is 7" x 8" x 1 1/2".
In bright copper $12.00
In silver plate $28.50
Includes 20% Federal Tax.

Table Talk
For town apartment or country terrace...a charming table ensemble in delicate shades of a peasant-weave “Woraco” fabric, accented with white cording. The napkins monogrammed in white and a deeper shade of the color of the cloth. Cloth, 52" x 52", 6 napkins...$28.60.
Colors: Dresden Blue, Dust Rose, Indian Maize, Platinum Grey.
Write for information regarding other sizes and luncheon sets.

Hand Engraved Tray
Decorative tray for the bride or hostess. Gay tropical fishes, engraved in sparkling plexiglass and outlined in gold, swim across a Chinese blue background. Simulated bamboo frame around the shatterproof plastic. Overall size 13" x 22". Also available in royal blue and maroon.
$9.50 (express collect)
Send check or money order
No C.O.D.’s, please
CONTEMPORARY STUDIOS

Flowing greens will enjoy prosperity and long life in this attractive hanging planter which comes in polished brass or copper. Hang them in groups or use a pair as book-ends. They are only $13.15 apiece and come postpaid from William Hengerer Co., Buffalo, New York.

Fine silverplate. Master craftsmanship and beautiful design in silverplate is news. By San Giovanni, this sugar and creamer is an elegant addition to a bride’s coffee service. The set is beautifully priced, too, at $10.50 ppa. Add 25¢ postage. Holder for 36 tis., $5.55. Terrace Novelties, 211 East 50th St., New York 22, New York.

Hand engraving aid to keep roasts, turkeys and tempeps, under control...this double-pronged fork is a replica of an old Sheffield antique, in serviceable silver-plated copper.
$15.50.

A carving aid to keep roasts, turkeys and tempeps, under control...this double-pronged fork is a replica of an old Sheffield antique, in serviceable silver-plated copper.
$15.50.

Orders
Seidenbach’s
Tulsa, Oklahoma
AROUND

New leaves for your table. Of gleaming copper these know no season. Handmade, they're decorative and useful for serving canapés, sandwiches or cakes all year round. 12" size, $6.60; 9½", $4.40; 6½", $2.20. Set of 3, $12.50 ppd. No c.o.d.'s. Susan Howe, 22-29 Mont Ave., Far Rockaway, N.Y.

For the camp town races, for spectator activities, for picnics and camping out, a sturdy collapsible maple or oak chair with a seat of awning striped Vi vatone canvas. With back rest, $2.15. Without back, $1.75. Express collect. Viking Associates, 637 Madison Ave., New York 22, New York.

Luncheon is served on clear table mats, that reveal the shining surface of a handsome table and eliminate the care of laundry. Trimmed in ivory or bright yellow, they're cheerful looking and practical. Set of 8 just $2.50 ppd. Hall Galleries, Albert Steiger Company, Springfield 2, Mass.

LYRE WALL BRACKETS

Brighten up that wall space with these decorative wall brackets made of pressed wood. Available in mahogany or French oidor finish. Overall size 7½" x 9¾". They make an excellent gift idea.

$2.98 the pair
express charges collect

NOTE: Figures shown are not included. Send orders to Dept. E-3, No C.O.D.'s please

Henry Roddenweig
722 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

Puss'n Pug

You'll fall in love with this smart, saucy pup and kitten in the gleaming pastel colored ceramics by Kay Finch. Life-like and irresistible whimsical, they will give you never-ending pleasure. 6½ inches high. Packed for secure delivery anywhere. Sorry, no C.O.D.

Express Charges Collect • The Pair • $10.00
2½, if delivered in Illinois

C. D. PEACOCK INC.
STATE AND MACONIE STREETS
CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

HAND SPUN ALUMINUM
ICE BUCKET and CHAMPAGNE COOLER

3½ quart capacity; porcelainware insert, cork lining. Lucite handle, 14" high—8" wide. Also used for hot foods and buffet setups.

$13.95 express collect
No C.O.D.'s

NOMMEL NOVELTIES
88-74 Corona Avenue
Elmhurst, Long Island, N.Y.

MODERN is dramatic!

Modernage was the first to launch dramatic plate glass furniture of preeminent beauty and durability. Our showing today, based on successful experience, offers America's most complete array of proven designs for many decoration needs!

Miami store: 1444 Biscayne Blvd.

AMERICA'S FOREMOST DESIGNER & MAKER OF MODERN FURNITURE

For Her First Home

Sterling silver bread tray, $38.50. Stanley Johnson jam jar in crystal and wood (mahogany, ebonized mahogany, or red mahogany), $6.50. Pewter spoon, $2.75.

PRICES INCLUDE FEDERAL TAX

Mail and phone orders filled promptly

GEORG JENSEN INC.
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street, New York
Lewis & Conger's FIRST ANNUAL SAFETY AWARD won by the TRILMONT SAFETY HEATER

(Made by the Trilmont Products Co. of Philadelphia)

This award is given to the product, first marketed or improved in 1945, judged to have contributed most to safety in the home.

JUDGES
JULIEN ELFENBEIN
Ed., House Furnishing Review

ELOISE DAVISON
Dir., N. Y. Herald Tribune Institute

NED DEARBORN
Pres., National Safety Council

KATHARINE FISHER
Dir., Good Housekeeping Institute

RICHARDSON WRIGHT
Ed., House & Garden

The large-surface, non-glowing coils send upward a steady flow of comforting heat, yet the perforated sides do not get hot. Children and pets can touch it with absolute safety. No danger of fire even if tipped over. AC-DC. Ivory, 19¾" long, 33.00

Send for our Spring Catalog HG

LEWIS & CONGER
New York's Leading Housewares Store
Avenue of Americas at 45th Street • VAN 6-2200
New York 19, N. Y.
Some bright tomorrow, adventure will call, and you'll find yourself heading back to New York. Back to carefree strolls along Fifth Avenue...gay opening nights on Broadway...a million twinkling lights all over the city. And...the final touch of magic...back to The Waldorf-Astoria. From the exciting moment of your arrival, you will be part of the stimulating life of Manhattan...and in your Waldorf quarters you will enjoy a unique sense of well-being, privacy, and security.

The Waldorf-Astoria
PARK AVENUE • 49TH TO 50TH • NEW YORK

Our famous Fifth Floor is packed with colorful, practical, sun-loving outdoor furniture. Real rattan sets and pieces—back again with cane bindings, concealed-spring cushions and covers of water-repellent sailcloth in brilliant, fast colors. We're featuring blue, coral, turquoise, yellow and green with contrasting bindings—other colors available. Finished in natural stain-proof varnish, these ravishing rattan pieces are the last word in luxurious comfort—and comfortably priced, too!

American Maple Tables—authentically reproduced from selected maple and birch cabinet woods, with a mellow, honey color blend...with a hand rubbed finish as smooth as silk. They play a gracious part in making rooms warm and friendly, and dressed up! On sale at better stores.

Hammacher Schlemmer
145 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
Send for Spring Catalog "G-3"
More than a Dream . . .
This Bed of Tomorrow

Here is the realization of dream-world beauty . . . inspired by old-world splendor . . . designed as a 6' extra-wide bed or with twin beds attached to a handsomely hand-carved Venetian headboard . . . finished in antique silver . . .

upholstered in deep-tufted shimmering satin. Hale's combines this distinctive piece with gracefully executed Louis XV furnishings.

Hale's Beds
605 Fifth Avenue (near 49th) New York
washable

EVERGLAZE®
FINISHED FABRICS

make dream rooms come true

These wondrous fabrics bring exhilarating freshness and beauty to your home. Perfect for gay, entrancing bedspreads, draperies, vanity skirts, slipcovers and a hundred other uses. Glowing to the eye, “Everglaze” fabrics wear and wear, retain their radiant lustre through repeated washings. Further, they resist soil and dust (which means less launderings). All in all, “Everglaze” fabrics are beautiful, practical and moderately priced. At your favorite store or decorator.

approved by

SAVORY POT ROAST

Select a 4 to 5-lb. pot roast of round or chuck of beef. Wipe, season with salt and pepper and sear on all sides in Lifetime Dutch Oven. Cover, turn heat very low and cook slowly for 2 hours or until nearly tender. (No water is necessary. The "triple-thick" bottom keeps natural juices from cooking away.) Add whole peeled onions, carrots and potatoes. Season, replace cover and cook 1 hour longer. Remove meat and vegetables to hot platter. Skim fat from brown juices in pan and thicken with a mixture of flour and water. Season gravy and serve with the dinner.

Look for this ridge
— the sign of the Lifetime triple-thick bottom. Shown here is the 6 qt. Dutch Oven.

Note Lifetime triple-thick bottom to prevent "hot spots"; thick rounded ridge to prevent side scorching; hard, warp- and dent-resistant sidewalls.

Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Utensils are sold at leading department and housefurnishings stores. Reynolds Metals Co., Housewares Division, 2000 So. 9th Street, Louisville 1, Kentucky.
Mohawk Foundation Colors have been preharmonized with prevailing color trends in home decorating.

In the master bedroom—The Dusty Rose accents the beauty of the rose designs now so prevalent in patterned drapes and flatters blue paper and paints.

In a living room—The China Blue complements the wines and greys now so widely used in allied house furnishings.

In the dining room—The Maple Tan harmonizes perfectly with and brings out the beauty of old and new wood finishes.

Bradlee Embossed Wilton has an all wool pile, carefully blended from many of the world’s finest virgin carpet wools to give durability, resiliency, color purity and sparkling beauty. Bradlee may be had in the eight colors pictured below.

Bradlee Embossed Wilton is but one of the Mohawk family of distinguished carpets—from the only mill that makes all weaves of carpet.

...in Mohawk Foundation Colors
These BRADLEE EMBOSSED WILTONS

Bradlee Embossed Wilton is one of the Mohawk family of distinguished carpets—from the only mill that makes all weaves of carpet.

MOHAWK RUGS and CARPETS
Beauty that endures

MOHAWK CARPET MILLS, Inc. - AMSTERDAM, N.Y.
Another Kentucky tradition, Kentucky Tavern, the whiskey that has always enjoyed the same family ownership, was on its way to fame when Aristides won the first Kentucky Derby seventy-one years ago.

Glenmore Distilleries Company, Incorporated
Louisville, Kentucky

The Best Bet of the Better Bourbons!
No more changing! No more storing!

...take it easy with amazing new

RUSCO
world's first all-metal,
Self Storing
Combination Screen and Storm Sash

Here's how RUSCO works. The famous patented, self-adjusting all-metal RUSCO frame fits flush with existing window frame...provides perfect, weatherproof fit. A rustproof RUSCO screen insert stays in place year 'round, screens out insects, soot, dust, grit, snow. The permanent RUSCO top storm panel stays in place always. The adjustable RUSCO bottom panel fits inside screen panel...slides upward into patented storage position when not in use. Patented RUSCO invisible seep hole drainage prevents sill decay. Famous RUSCO Fingertip Ventilation operates instantaneously from inside the house! RUSCO provides screens, storm sash and weatherproofing—all in one permanent unit.

Enjoy Rusco Advantages Year 'Round!

In winter, obtain perfect window insulation instantly by merely lowering RUSCO storm sash. Reduces heat loss and infiltration by more than 50%—RUSCO permanently insulates and weatherprooﬁngs entire window opening.

In summer, simply slide RUSCO storm sash up into storage position, giving full direct ventilation through RUSCO screen. Finest grade 16 mesh rustproof screens keep out insects, dirt and grit.

Stormproof, draft-free ventilation winter or summer by raising lower RUSCO sash part way, lowering upper inside sash. Air deflects upward into room—permits you to leave windows open—yet safe from storm damage and drafts.

RUSCO provides screens, storm sash and weatherproofing—all in one permanent unit.

Fits Existing Windows Without Alterations

RUSCO ALL-METAL Self Storing Combination Screen and Storm Sash
No possession is more valued or more highly praised than one that promotes well-being. That is why Magnavox has become the most treasured and desired of all radio-phonographs. This superb instrument reproduces all music so faithfully that listening is a new and wonderful experience. With Magnavox you enjoy the same trueness of tone as in the concert hall. Built for those who want the best, Magnavox is truly an enduring investment in gracious living.

Combining the wonders of radio science, F.M. and automatic record changing with the best in furniture craftsmanship, Magnavox is designed to hold its place over the years. You'll find a wide choice of models, starting at $214.50, in America's fine stores. See, hear and compare Magnavox with all other radio-phonographs. Once you hear it you won't be satisfied until you own one. The Belvedere shown is $380;* F.M. optional, $50 extra. The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

*Slightly higher west of Rockies
COVER: The purposeful sound of a saw, the good smell of fresh cement, the silhouette of the builder's ladder—are promising signs, peacetime signs—in your own yard. The high cost of building can be tempered by inventiveness and imagination. Don't turn your back on the idea of a new face for your house. The promise of better things to come is in this springtime's air. Photograph by Penn.
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EMERGENCY HOUSING AT MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR

MARRIED VETERAN STUDENTS. (SEE DEAN WURSTER'S ARTICLE OPPOSITE)

THESE ARE THE TWO BASIC PLANS USED IN THE M.I.T. HOUSES
It is time to take stock in the house-building world.

The trends of development in the architectural profession and the building industry were altered by the depression years and, just when rising anew, were knocked into another set of shapes by the war needs. During this period from 1941 to 1946 all manner of technical advances were made in materials, geared to the purpose of war. With our quick optimism in these matters in America many rosy miracles found their way into the advertisements of "post-war homes" shown in our consumer and professional magazines. Promises have been made for everything under the sun—heat-proof, cold-proof, dust-proof, and wear-proof things—even promises extending into eternity and infinity. But observe carefully—you will find few price tags.

At this moment the war is over and the incoming stocks are depleted. This depletion includes workmen and apprentices in the building trades as well as the materials. The total picture is further complicated by the lack of home building since 1930, the obsolescence of the old houses and the increase in the number of families resulting from the high marriage rate. All in all, it is generally agreed we lack some 3,000,000 dwelling units. In breadth of vision the leadership which says we must start 1,200,000 dwelling units in 1946 compares to the sights set by the goal of 50,000 planes per year during one of the early years of the war. Putting it tersely—we are down on the supply and up on the demand.

Building costs are higher now than in 1940; which is most natural, given the conditions just outlined. How much higher? There will be variance in opinion and measurable variance in different parts of the country, but in my judgment the average increase is about 50 per cent. From my experience in California and Massachusetts and from observation in the Middle West, I think this is a fair national guess. Many will rightly claim costs are up a higher percentage than this, but I suggest any higher percentage is likely to reflect demands for special quality in materials and workmanship, rather than the run-of-the-mill. These special demands and luxurious expectations are doubtless due in some measure to those advertised promises for new and exotic devices. But what we need, and will be lucky to get, in the present emergency, is just good plain shelter.

Please be fair to your architect. In all probability your dreams and your budget never did meet, and now they are further apart by this 50 per cent rise. For most of us it is the money which is the fixed item and it is our demands which must give way—both cannot be rigidly fixed. Are you sure you need the latest gadgets now? Of course you have dreamed of them—but certain things can come later.

This is a plea for simplicity, that your money may buy space for you rather than an immediate series of complications which might later stifle potential growth.

At this point let me give you an idea of how the sizes of the moderate house run. During the early part of the war the demountable houses for war workers had 672 square feet with no basement, porch, or garage. The living room in such a house was 12' x 14'—the bedrooms and kitchen somewhat smaller. There was a living room, kitchen, bathroom and two bedrooms. It lacked the extra bathroom, the added bedroom, and the large living room of our dream. In all our thinking let us take 1000 square feet as the base for any permanent family residence.

To go now to the cost of construction let me cite the work just completed in building 100 houses at Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the married veterans who are returning to study. On August 8, 1945 the Administration accepted the overwhelming necessity for action. Briefly stated, here is the problem.

The veterans have been away from normal life and want all the elements of a home. Speed in building is important, for the veterans and their families are already here, many of them desperate. In our case at the Institute the houses must be temporary for they have to be placed on ground allotted for other future use. This means the structures should be demountable in order

(Continued on the next page)
to have a high salvage value in selling when the need is over, so that the sum for amortization may be reduced. The cost must be as low as possible, so that the rent will not be too high; and each house must be a minimum size to lessen the cost of furniture and the monthly winter heating bill. With all these factors in mind, these very compact and simple plans were worked out. Both house areas are very much smaller than your ideal minimum. The house with 517 square feet plus porch was built for $3,965, and the smaller one with 410 square feet plus porch was built for $2,863 (each excluding utilities and land). Taking into account the porches, we find that the average cost per square foot was $6.75. These houses (being temporary) have cedar posts for foundations, no fireplaces, are only partially painted on the exterior, and heated by gas-fired stoves. The houses are insulated with metal foil at floor, ceiling, and walls. In my judgment these same houses could have been built for $4.50 per square foot in 1940, and we are just 50 per cent higher today.

I have gone into the above so carefully in order to convey to you how expensive the simplest thing is today in the building world. We shall never dig out of our troubles until we know the truth and seek remedies. Here you have the purchase of 100 houses, two types only, by an institution where experts cooperated to set the minimum possible standards for such things as insulation, heat capacity, and size. These minima were all set at a point which would do the job but with no luxury quality in materials or workmanship whatsoever, and inadequate space for permanent residence.

Buy space rather than fine wall finishes (they can always be applied—and rough surfaces do not immediately demand elegant furnishings.) All this is not written with the desire to dampen your enthusiasm, but rather to make you aware of the real situation so that you will scale down your demands to your purse and to the temper of the times. I know from experience that it is futile building to a minimum and I feel sure it is a national duty to do it.

**FIVE "MINIMUM" HOUSES DESIGNED IN CALIFORNIA BY W. W. WURSTER**

**1560 SQUARE FEET**

Exceeding by 50 per cent the 1000 square feet minimum mentioned by Mr. Wurster in his article above, this plan makes one realize how small a thousand square feet really is. In computing the area of the house, the garage is not included.

**1500 SQUARE FEET**

Shown here is a more compact arrangement of approximately the same area as the house above. (Garage and porch not included.) Note that these plans begrudge a single inch for non-essentials, yet achieve an air almost of spaciousness.
Containing almost exactly the square foot area considered by Mr. Wurster to be minimum for a permanent residence, this design proves that conventional accommodations in the very small house need not be either dull or uninviting.

It is possible to get below the minimum 1000 square feet figure if family needs are simple enough. However, with no planned accommodations for children or guests, this design must be considered a special rather than typical solution.

In this scheme the living room alcove is used for sleeping, thereby saving enough space to provide an extra bath. Note the generally attractive appearance of all of these little houses.
Inventive design

From the work of some of America's most original and inventive architects we have selected seven ideas which will be useful and stimulating both to the remodeler and the new home builder. Each of these details is capable of being adapted to a variety of conditions and designs. In each case it is the principle, rather than the exact form in which we show it, that is especially worth remembering. A little of this kind of thinking, in the remodeling or planning of your house, will add zest and value to the finished product—and no less valuable fun to the doing.

THE WINDOWS ARE FIXED in their frames and ventilation is achieved through screened louvers above them. Plywood flaps control the amount of air admitted. Below the windows is a continuous line of drawers and cabinets. As shown in the sectional detail, at LEFT, the ventilating louvers are tucked up under the overhanging eave so that rain cannot enter. This design is by John B. Yeon of Portland, Oregon, who has used this particular device with great success in several houses he has designed in the Northwest.

ANOTHER SPACE SAVER is this drawer and cabinet unit which takes the place of a balustrade at the edge of a stair well. A curtain can be drawn across to give a sense of enclosure, or moved aside for maximum summer ventilation. This design also is by architect Carl Koch of Boston.

EXTERIOR LIGHTS set in the overhang of the roof beyond the windows of this California living room not only furnish a dramatic general illumination but also enable one to enjoy the view, since there are no confusing reflections from lights inside the room. Interior lighting is, of course, provided for reading and other special purposes. Harwell Hamilton Harris was the designer.
THIS PLANT BOX, in the home of architect George Daub, of Philadelphia, is so arranged that air at floor level passes under the galvanized iron trough, is warmed by the radiator and rises between the window and the plants. The double advantage of protecting the plants from cold and concealing the radiator is, in this way, handsomely achieved.

A BUILT-IN BUFFET occupies one wall of this house by Carl Koch. The wall is of vertical oak flooring, tilted (see sketch) to create a light-trough at the top. Drawers and cupboards are recessed in a box which forms a work counter in the kitchen beyond. This device saves space in a small room at the expense of another room which presumably has more than enough.

FOR SHADE AND PRIVACY at one end of a porch, architect W. C. Behrendt designed this screen of vertical louvers. Made of plain boards set on end, they are fixed in position and admit the breeze at the same time that they serve their other functions; this is a good instance of simple, inexpensive, but effective design.

A SLIDING PARTITION glazed with patterned glass comprises the upper half of this wall in a house designed by George Fred Keck of Chicago. The room in the foreground is used as a game room or overflow guest room. The living room is beyond. By sliding the sash back into the wall recess, the two rooms become, in effect, one.
From time to time the tides of taste have washed up some strange things into our homes, and among them the strangest was that flotsam which can best be described as gingerbread. It had drifted a long way—from sentimental Germany through England to our own domestic shores. And there were many reasons why we gathered it in.

Our own country, prospering after its recovery from a debauch of civil war, accepted the thinking which ran through the upper grades of society in England and on the Continent. This philosophy was called Progress. More and better machines turned out more and better goods and sold them in wider and wider markets. Scientific advancement aspired to explain away all mysteries and banish the supernatural from belief. The conscience of business was uninhibited. Make lots of money and prove that you were the ambition of the times. The good life was the materially prosperous life. Although we have since found how false is this fetish of Progress, still many Victorians believed that there was no end to their prosperity.

The English reigning family was strongly tainted with German blood and from it the people took their taste and we, in turn, took it for our own. It brought us many lovely domestic customs which we cherish to this day—the Christmas tree and the thickly iced gingerbread man. It also brought in the heavy hand to the furnishing of rooms. Layer on layer of heavy curtains proved that the owner could afford good and plenty of them. Upholstery was padded and obese. Fringe sprouted everywhere. No flat surface—table, mantel or shelf—was allowed to exist without its crowded quota of gimcracks. Walls grew clotted with heavily framed pictures or atrocious ornaments. So many were the kinds and number of furniture pieces in a room that traffic around it was restricted to narrow lanes between them. The gingerbread man’s heavy icing was evident on every hand.

Meantime dignified Georgian furniture was hauled off to attics or sold for a song. In England the cottager and workman alone stuck to their simplicity, for the simple reason that they could not afford to do otherwise. These evidences of progress were not for the lower orders. Nevertheless, some of the gewgawed taste filtered down to their level. It is significant that the earliest stirring of modern taste in Germany bore sociological aspects—it was an effort to supply sound, simple and inexpensive furniture to working and peasant classes. But it was not to be theirs alone. Soon French cabinetmakers adopted those simple, sturdy forms—and executed them in rare and expensive woods. So even this revolt against gingerbread was merely a more precious continuation of that same lots-of-money-lots-of-show philosophy that induced Victorians to crowd their rooms with collections of junk and befringed assortments of furniture.

In recent years decoration, determined to rid itself of a heritage of lushness that seemed destined to recur, has sought inspiration from the Orient. In those lands of the Far East, possessions are never displayed en masse. A few precious objects of great beauty and perfection mark the horizon of a cultured man’s desiring. They are shown one at a time. Each has its day, while the others are kept in careful storage. Their rooms offer the serenity of uncluttered space and their colors are subtly related to maintain this serenity. They are expressions of an inner peace, of a philosophy ages old which knew that the only lasting progress is that which goes on inside a man.

There will always be gingerbread houses and gingerbread rooms because, in one way or another, there will always be gingerbread people—people dazzled by the icing. And here and there in each generation are sufficient other people to whom the glitter of display is the least of their desires. You know to what group people belong the moment you step inside their houses. The gingerbread people make a great noise; the others enjoy great peace.

A conglomeration of unrelated pieces and awkward colors marked Victorian taste of the gingerbread era. Mr. Steinberg, opposite, has permitted his imagination to run only a little less riotously than such cluttered up rooms themselves.
Floors, in the sense usually understood, refer to the general covering of the floor space of a structure. The term "floor" is often used to refer to the underflooring, or the material on which the flooring is laid. In this context, flooring materials refer to the surface covering of a floor, which can be anything from tiles to linoleum, wood, or carpeting. These materials are chosen based on various factors, including durability, aesthetics, and practical considerations such as ease of maintenance and resistance to wear and tear.

The choice of flooring material can greatly affect the overall appearance and functionality of a space. For example, hardwood floors are often chosen for their durability and aesthetic appeal, while tiles are frequently used in areas where water or moisture are present, such as bathrooms and kitchens. Similarly, carpeting can provide a cozy and comfortable surface, but may require more maintenance than other types of flooring.

In designing a floor, it is important to consider the intended use of the space, the budget, and the overall aesthetic of the room. Flooring materials can be grouped into several categories, including wood, masonry, and resilient materials. Each category has its own characteristics and advantages, and choosing the right flooring material can make a significant difference in the overall appeal and functionality of a space.

**AN EXPLANATION OF TYPES, PROPERTIES, AND PRACTICAL USES**

Flooring materials are selected based on a variety of factors, including durability, aesthetics, and practical considerations. Some common types of flooring materials include:

- **Ceramic Tiles**
- **Oak Planking**
- **Glass Tiles**
- **Rubber Tiles**
- **Cork Tiles**
- **Linoleum**
- **Terrazzo**
- **Rubber with Marble Chips**
- **Magnesium Oxychloride**
- **Concrete**
- **Wood Tiles**
- **Macassar Ebony Parquetry**
- **Oak Parquetry**
- **Asphalt Tiles**
- **Slate**

On the basis of the physical properties, flooring materials may be roughly grouped into three general categories: (1) wood of all types, (2) masonry and other hard materials, and (3) resilient floors. Architects are in the habit of grouping flooring materials in this manner since most physical characteristics within each of the separate divisions are roughly similar. The range of color, texture, pattern, and design versatility within each group is so wide that a material of desirable appearance may always be found in any of the three divisions.

Every room in the house presents one or more specialized requirements. The very properties of a flooring material which make it unsuitable for one use may make it superior for another. Therefore, the following notes should not be considered as indicating comparative merit in a relative sense.

Under the traffic of the average home, all flooring materials have sufficient longevity to make durability of less moment than such properties as appearance, maintenance, sanitation, slipperiness, resistance to indentation, resistance to liquids and chemicals, and other factors.

Hall and vestibule floors, aside from being easy to clean, should be able to withstand the most exacting service. Kitchen flooring should be resistant to water, grease, fruit juices, and other kitchen spillage. It should not be dangerously slippery when wet. Resilience, although often a requirement, is sometimes inconsistent in a given floor material with the other required properties. Laundries and bathrooms have similar essentials, except that staining or damage may result from alkalis or chemicals. Warmth and resilience in a flooring material are usually not properties of the impervious floorings commonly used in the bathroom, so the bath mat makes its appearance.

Bedrooms, living rooms, and dining rooms usually have rugs or carpeting which relieve the flooring of any responsibility except appearance. The danger of rugs slipping under foot is rarely traceable to the flooring material itself but more often to waxing or polishing.

In general, concrete, wood, or other types of sub-floors upon which the finish flooring is laid must be dry, smooth, solid, and as much below the final level as the thickness of the finished construction requires.

Baseboards may be of the same material as the floors themselves or of an entirely different material. A variety of base forms are diagrammed on the following two pages.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
Here is a brief summary of the physical characteristics of best-known floorings. Because every room is a separate decorative and performance problem, be prepared to give your home the benefit and the interest of the most suitable material for each of the living spaces.

**ASPHALT TILE** has low initial cost, durability, wide color range in plain and marbled types, good resistance to weak alkalis and acids, will tolerate some dampness from the under floor, and is quiet. Asphalt tiles should not be used where there are conditions of excessive heat, grease, oils, gasoline, or other hydrocarbon liquids. It is resilient, has very low inflammability, and is non-slippery. Grease-proof asphalt tile is made especially for kitchens. Heavy furnishings or equipment should be placed on broad base gliders to prevent indentation. Asphalt tile is most satisfactory when laid over a concrete sub-floor. Mild soaps may be used for cleaning, and appearance is improved when finished with water emulsion waxes.

**CERAMIC FLOOR TILE** is manufactured of clay which is fired at a high temperature. The most common type for interior use is known as "ceramic mosaic." Manufactured in small units up to about 2" x 2" in hexagonals, rectangles and squares. Another type is "quarry" tile in various sizes from 2 1/4" to 9" squares. Tiles for floors are normally not glazed and come in a wide range of colors, plus black and white. They have a relatively non-slip surface. (Glazed wall tiles should never be used on floors subject to hard wear.) A special type of floor tile is manufactured containing an abrasive aggregate to provide a minimum of danger from slipping. Ceramic tile has very low sound absorption. Ceramic floor tile is non-resilient and cold to touch. It is practically impervious to liquids, grease, and chemicals. It is durable and easily cleaned.

**CONCRETE** is particularly desirable as a finish flooring for unusually difficult conditions of service. Many satisfactory concrete paints are available, or the concrete can be colored integrally. Scorings may be used to give scale and pattern. Concrete is fireproof, permanent, sanitary, hard, unharmed by water, cold to the touch, and noiseless. Precast concrete flagstones are chiefly popular out of doors but make interesting floors in some indoor locations.

**CORK TILES** are made of granulated cork compressed under heat, which causes the naturally contained lignin to flow and bind the particles together into a relatively impervious but extremely resilient material. Cork rates high in sound absorption, warmth, ease of maintenance, and excellent durability. Colors are different shades of brown. After laying, cork tile must be sanded and then treated with a filler and surface finish. It may then be waxed if desired.

**LINOLEUM** is made in a variety of types: (1) Both Battleship and Plain come in solid colors, (2) Jasper is a two-tone coloring in striations, (3) marbled has a mixture of colors more resembling a cake than actual marble. (4) Inlaid comes in many varieties and patterns. Assembled on a common backing separate units are joined to form a single sheet. (5) Embossed is usually an inlaid with grooves pressed at the joints between the units. Linoleum is quiet, warm, resilient, and long-wearing. Waxing and polishing will add to the life and beauty of the floor and will increase the resistance to wear, staining, attack by acids or alkalis in the concentrations usually encountered in the home. Linoleum should be laid only over a completely smooth sub-flooring.

**MAGNESIUM OXYCHLORIDE CEMENT** has been widely used as ship decking, in street cars, subways, and railroad coaches, and now holds promise for residential use. It is light, resilient, non-combustible, non-slipping, free of cracking, durable, and unharmed by ordinary chemicals. Available in unusually brilliant colors. Use under conditions of excessive dampness is not recommended.

**RUBBER TILE** has properties of resilience, ease of cleaning, resistance to stain, durability, and quietness. Rubber tile is permanently injured by grease, oils, strong alkalis, gaso-
line, or other hydrocarbon solvents. Rubber tile should not be used over excessively warm sub-floors, as over a boiler room. The use of an approved water wax as a surface finish applied in thin coats is approved by manufacturers.

**TERRAZZO** flooring consists of cement mortar, known as the “matrix,” in which marble chips, called the “aggregate,” are mixed. After the flooring is poured and troweled it is ground with machines to expose the color of the aggregate. Pigments may also be added to the matrix for color effect. Division strips of metal or plastics are employed to create a pattern and to localize structural cracks. The floors are sanitary, permanent, non-resilient, and cold to the touch. In residential work, terrazzo is particularly suitable for the bathroom and foyer.

**WOOD** is the most widely used of all flooring materials because of its combination of aesthetic versatility, availability, precedent, ease of installation, warmth, particular type of resilience, permanence, resistance to indentation, durability, and first cost.

Wood flooring is most often laid in strips which are tongued and grooved and blind-nailed. Another form of wood flooring is plank in uniform or random width, often laid with butterfly keys or pegs to simulate old methods. Parquetry flooring makes use of short lengths of strip floorings laid in many designs such as herringbone, checker board, and other more or less complicated patterns and borders.

Among the recent developments in wood flooring is the prefabricated block type in which plywood or strip flooring is assembled into a square tile varying from 9” to 12” in size. These are completely finished in the factory so that no further treatment is required when they have been installed. Another relatively new type is factory finished strip flooring.

The deciduous (hard) woods are commonly finished by staining, waxing, shellacking, or varnishing to allow the grain to be seen. The conifer (soft) woods are frequently used with an opaque deck paint finish; or as the under flooring for linoleum, synthetic tiles and other resilient floorings; but may also be stained and finished as are the hard woods.

Shellac with a wax finish maintained at all times provides an attractive durable floor. Floor seats provide: 1) minimum slipperiness when waxed, 2) less luster than varnish or shellac, 3) a minimum of maintenance, 4) worn spots may be patched without refinishing the entire floor. Varnish requires several days for finishing, and for that reason is not widely used.

The water emulsion wax finishes for wood floorings have, under Bureau of Standards’ tests, exhibited better anti-slip properties than either paste or spirit wax.

The cost of wood flooring is dependent upon its “grade.” Wood flooring is graded for uniformity of color, absence of defects, and direction of grain. When flooring is sawed from the log so that the finished surface is parallel to the annular rings of the tree it is called “flat sawn.” Since the swelling and shrinkage of flooring is in the direction of the annular rings this type is not only more likely to sliver but to also show cracks or bumps. When the flooring is cut at right angles to the annular rings of the tree it is called “quarter sawn” or “edge grain.” In this case any movement of shrinking or swelling occurs in the thickness of the wood when laid rather than in its width. Therefore, it is longer wearing, free from slivering, and is less likely to show bumps or cracks.

**OTHER TYPES OF FLOORING** have special characteristics of appearance or performance. Glass tiles, set in a grillage of concrete or metal, make a translucent floor suitable over otherwise dark spaces such as basement rooms under terraces, or for dramatic decorative effects with illumination beneath. Rubber terrazzo utilizes synthetic rubber into which marble, cork, or other aggregates are mixed to provide a floor with a wide color range, warmth, quietness, resilience, water resistance, and absence of cracks. It can be installed over almost any type of sub-floor. Slate flagging, marble, and sawed stone provide a versatile palette for the designer where color and durability are needed. Wood paving blocks and short slices of logs set in concrete make an interesting and natural floor for rooms where it is desired to catch the spirit of the outdoors. Brick is similarly used for its informal natural effect. An asbestos tile made with plasticizers achieves complete resistance to grease, moisture, acids, and alkalis. It has high resilience, low maintenance cost, durability and wide color range. Cork Carpet has normally been made ¼ inch thick and 6 feet wide in brown and green, producing a relatively low cost floor of considerable resiliency but of less durability than the thicker cork tile. Indentation should be avoided by means of gliders.
THE PROBLEM: TO BUILD MORE WINDOW AREA INTO THIS HOUSE

This solution is suggested for cases in which the rear of the house (shown here) is so oriented that sun control is not a major problem. Assuming that the living room is the section of the house being treated, the device illustrated above would add appreciable floor space to the room, at the same time affording the desired expanse of window. Full length windows, or glass doors, are alternatives.

Where the side of the house to be treated faces full south, or nearly so, the proposed larger windows may need to be shielded in some manner so that the summer sun will not enter the room. The addition of a simple porch—which could of course be carried across the entire house—serves this purpose adequately and permits full length windows or French doors to be used. The porch itself is an asset.
Of all the questions we are asked by people who want to remodel an old house, the most frequently recurrent is: “Can I put larger windows in my house without spoiling its appearance?” Naturally, it can be done; but a little discretion and good judgment are needed. Selecting as our prototype a very common small house design, LEFT, and assuming that glass areas may be added at the rear, toward a lawn or garden, we show below four variations designed to accomplish different results.

The above solution shows a maximum use of glass on a façade which gets the full sun. Here the overhang to supply shade in the summertime consists of an extension of the roof over the second floor windows and a similar function is served by the porch floor over the first floor windows. Keep these projections narrow enough to admit the winter sun which holds to a lower orbit.

Twin bays extending the full height of the wall provide large windows in what might be presumed to be the living room and dining room on the ground floor and two bedrooms upstairs. This design has considerable vertical accent and would perhaps be most successful where there is an attached garage, high garden wall, or other feature which would have a balancing effect, tying the house to its site.
Dramatically remodeled

THE FRANK H. SLOSS RESIDENCE IN SAN FRANCISCO

This house, remodeled by architect Francis E. Lloyd, is an example of what skill, imagination, and a rejection of the conventional remodeling panaceas can accomplish. It indicates the possibilities inherent in many ornate and unimaginative houses of its era. Because of its run-down condition, the owners bought the old house at a price that permitted devoting a major share of the available funds to drastic alterations; while the location of the lot, and the soundness of foundations and frame, made it worth the venture. They wanted a house possessing dignity, comfort, and simplicity. The magnificent view of the Bay and Golden Gate, apparently ignored in planning the original structure, became an added advantage. The plan was generally simplified; exterior Victorian icing and many interior partitions were removed. Frances Mihailoff, the decorator, keyed the general interior color scheme to a Degas painting; sand-gray and grayed-turquoise, with yellow and yellow-rust accents. Interiors are shown on the following pages.

Larger and more usable areas were formed by shifting the entry and stairwell into an addition at the right of the house, (See floor plans on next page) and by squaring up the lines of the building. Extra sun and light floods through the open east side of the roof extension into the third floor guest room and balcony.
LOOKING DOWN ON THE OPEN DECK which is outside the living room, overlooking a panorama of San Francisco. Wing walls and planting boxes on two sides screen out the roofs of surrounding buildings. Thomas D. Church did the landscaping.

THE BUILT-IN BAR, LEFT, in a traffic-free corner of the living room brings hospitality direct to the consumer; a good example of intelligent, specialized storage. In the photograph below, the bar at FAR RIGHT is shown closed.

RECESSED CEILING LIGHTS above the living room book wall, RIGHT, aid in identifying titles and diffuse a general illumination. In the corner, next to the fireplace, are built-in cabinets for storage of phonograph records. Other supplementary storage space is provided below the bookshelves.
THE FIREPLACE WALL is veneered; curtains are sand-gray, hand-blocked in rust and yellow; rug is deeper sand-gray. There are accents of turquoise and yellow-rust.
THE best appliances are only as good as the wiring that keeps them going. Good wiring means well mapped wiring throughout the home. It means enough circuits, properly protected, and plenty of outlets to accommodate new appliances you may acquire. Good wiring results in all equipment working at peak efficiency—perfect timing on your range—full tumbler action for washer and dryer—every smallest unit under proper control.

The technicalities of wiring leave to a good electrician. But you should be able to tell him, as you would your architect, what your scale of living is, electrically—what you want and where, now and for the future. The charts on these pages are graphic check lists to help you choose the appliances you wish and to understand the wiring they need. These are based on a recent consumer study by Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

A GOOD BEGINNING

The chart at RIGHT is the basic pattern for electrical living. Fundamental equipment is all here, properly wired. Range (2), water heater (1) and furnace (4) need individual appliance circuits because of their heavy loads. Refrigerator (16), washer (37), ironer (19), toaster (10), and iron (20) are on a separate appliance circuit, and the smaller appliances (24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 18) are wired to a general purpose circuit.

BIGGER AND BETTER

At the top of the opposite page we have charted the next step in convenient living. In addition to the basic equipment in our first chart, a dishwasher (7) has been added; also an electronic air cleanser (3) which rids the house of dust and pollen. An automatic clothes washer (8) replaces the wringer type (37) in the first chart, and more small appliances (21, 22, 23, 10, 11, 14, 36, 29), radios (15), better lighting (27), heaters (31) and a sun lamp (35) add greater comfort.

THE BEST YET

The lower chart on the opposite page shows the complete picture of good living electrically today. Garbage disposer (6), clothes dryer (9), home freezer (17) and air cooler (5) are major additions. More fluorescent tubing and circular units (27) for lamps bring home-lighting up to the best standards. Bathroom heaters are built in (31), additional kitchen appliances (12, 13), fans, radios (15), heating pads, blankets (33, 34).
BIGGER AND BETTER

![Diagram of an electrical system showing equipment and circuits]

KEY TO CHARTS

A Good Beginning (opposite page) shows the essential electrical equipment; Bigger and Better (top) is an electrical step up; The Best Yet (bottom) represents the acme of electrical efficiency. Read each chart from bottom left, from heavy equipment to small appliances.

INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT CIRCUIT
APPLIANCE CIRCUIT
GENERAL PURPOSE CIRCUIT

A—SERVICE FEEDER
B—MAIN CONTROL CENTER
C—BRANCH CONTROL CENTER

1—WATER HEATER
2—RANGE
3—ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANSER
4—FURNACE
5—AIR COOLER
6—GARBAGE DISPOSER
7—DISHWASHER
8—AUTOMATIC WASHER
9—DRYER
10—TOASTER
11—WAFFLE MAKER
12—ROASTER
13—COFFEE MAKER
14—MIXER
15—RADIO
16—REFRIGERATOR
17—HOME FREEZER
18—SEWING MACHINE
19—IRONER
20—HAND IRON
21—HOT PLATE
22—TOOL BENCH MOTOR
23—SOLDERING IRON
24—CLOCK
25—KITCHEN VENTILATOR
26—INCANDESCENT LAMPS
27—FLUORESCENT LAMPS
28—VACUUM CLEANER
29—FAN
30—RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
31—BATHROOM HEATER
32—PORTABLE HEATER
33—HEATING PAD
34—HEATING BLANKET
35—SUN LAMP
36—ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
37—WRINGER TYPE WASHER
From his experience in the camouflage corps, landscape architect Lou Bernard Voigt of Washington learned a fascinating and simple way to help his clients visualize what the gardens he designs for them will look like. So simple is it that any amateur with a knack for painting can make his own overlays of seasonal flowering.

First select a point from which to visualize the projected garden and make a wash drawing of its shape, walks, existing trees, etc. This will be the pattern on which the four seasons will be laid.

Next take four sheets of transparent plastic, such as acetate, of the same size as the original outline drawing. On the first add such shrubbery and trees as you plan to plant and the spring flowering of bulbs and early perennials. The colors are laid on in tempera paints. Place this over the first drawing and you see what the garden will look like in spring. Do the same for summer, autumn and winter.

This simple visualization prevents costly mistakes—unhappy color combinations and getting plants that are out of scale with their immediate fellows. In the course of assembling information on the mature height, breadth, color and type of foliage of each plant group, a vast amount of

(Continued on page 165)
First draw an outline of the garden, then paint in tempera on transparent plastic sheets the seasonal flowers, as above, and lay them over the outline to produce the changes seen below.
Poolside or garden, Van Keppel-Green's metal furniture is sublimely unconscious of the weather. Nautical cord, taut over the frames, makes the washable covers. B. Altman; Robert Keith, Kansas City; Gump's, San Francisco.

Terrace or dining room, Ficks Reed's bleached pine furniture gives clean-cut coolness. But it must have shelter from rain or parching. Kaufmann's, Pittsburgh; The Dayton Co., Minneapolis.

Penthouse or piazza, Salterini's wrought iron furniture gracefully resists the elements sans rusting. B. Altman; Paine Furniture Company, Boston.
AMERICANS come from good porch stock. It's a tradition, like being in a hurry and self-improvement. Give us a hint of summer and the urge to get up and get outside persists like the buzz of a mosquito. We've spread out and up a long way since the broad front piazza on the tree-shaded street was standard equipment.

Whether you're a contemporary cave dweller, shelved into a great apartment house, or a modest land owner with a fifty-foot frontage, there's always a way to contrive outdoor summer living space.

All terraces don't have to be fastidiously paved with old flagstones or bordered in brick. Porches are as much a state of mind as a fact. Two right angle walls, a circus awning (like the one in color at the LEFT), and the ground beneath your feet create a fine corner for outdoor living. Arbor, overhang or awning casts a fine shadow for a lawn porch. If you do decide to plant your furniture right on the greensward see to it that its legs are thick enough not to sink, spindling into the earth. And survey the land to make sure it will drain off easily and not emulate a peat bog after each rain.

Aimless lawns or overexpansive turf may be sharply defined into an outdoor leisure area with frivolous walls. The Swedish enclose space by movable boxes planted with ivy-draped high trellises. Just a corner may be set off, or a whole "room". This is excellent privacy insurance for front yard problems. White window boxes overflowing with small, window box tomatoes make an entrancing botanical boundary for a lawn parlor against a white house. In autumn, the plants may be changed to golden poufs of chrysanthemums. (See page 150 for window box ideas.) The simplest of all fencing fantasies is the snow fence, which has a natural and pleasing serpentine effect between supports. Painted blue, yellow, white, what-you-will, and paced off at the bottom by vivid geraniums in matching pots, it's successful and amenable to change. (Continued on page 134)

TAKE A TURN ON A TERRACE . . .

DOWN TO EARTH OR SKY HIGH

- Snack tables of frosted amber maple with the adaptability of Chinese tea tables. They're agile for garden buffets with room for plate-resting, 16" by 16". Two make a coffee table, four a card table. W. & J. Sloane, New York.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
Practically perfect for a lawn, cast aluminum furniture with curved feet that won't sink into the grass. It looks like hand wrought iron but is light as down. Serving table, coffee table; gay, duck-covered couch. From Stix-Baer & Fuller, St. Louis.

Turn your terrace into a lounge with this enameled birch furniture. The Saran plastic strapped seat and back contrast in color to the frame. The chair is from John Wanamaker's, New York; Robert Keith Inc., Kansas City.

Pretty enough for a penthouse and practical for city living, this wrought iron furniture knocks down into pieces easily stored away in the winter months. Chairs and dining table are from Hammacher Schlemmer; Mayfair Co., Inc. Albany.

Add beach cabana gaiety with a sectional bar for buffet or counter dining. It's a lunch-time luxury for busy gardeners. In combed maple with center section, end section, and stools with sailcloth seats at W.&J. Sloane, New York.

A table to go 'round in merry, help yourself style! For less confusion in a compact area, pass your drinks in lazy-susan fashion on a table top that revolves on 3 steel ball bearing race. 36" in diameter, white enamel finish. Halle Bros., Cleveland; Lammert Furniture Co., St. Louis.
TURN TO THE TERRACE FOR SUMMER LIVING

- Flagstone, fresh-air drawing room with the feel of cool living has an ash chaise and casual armchair with the look of rattan. Pick plain or striped cotton upholstery or plan on a pattern. For reading, a lamp table; for cocktail hospitality, a low table. All from L. Bamberger & Co., Newark; Jordan Marsh, Boston. Protect them with shade and a rain break.

FOR APPROXIMATE PRICES SEE PAGE 135
Something new can be added

AT LAST—ENJOY THE LOOK, THE FEEL—OF NEW BED AND BATH LINENS!

ABOVE. Convert bathing into a delicious ritual on hot summer days, with Callaway's plain textured terry towels. Contrasting, two-toned embroidered border and monogram, extra. Powder blue, dusty rose, nile green, yellow. Seven-piece set includes two extra size bath towels (27" x 50"), two hand towels, two wash cloths, bath mat. Mosse, Inc.
The Scranton Craftspun shower curtains of Vinylite (plastic film) wave a striped design of blue, green or rose across a crystal ground. Matching window curtains with ruffled borders. Available in leading department stores.


LEFT. Spread a pristine bath rug under your feet, such as this oval one by Lady Christina. Short, uncut loops in blue, dusty rose, pink, yellow, aqua, beige, lavender, grey, peach or white. Cannon terry towels in pastels and white. Add rayon taffeta shower curtains by Textron in a silver or white fern design on blue, rose, or white, or white on peach, red, yellow, green and blue. At leading department stores.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 144
Pamper yourself with blankets—thick, light, infinitely soft, like the Springfield ones above, in the dream colors shown, as well as dusty rose. Fitting partners are the Supercale sheets by Wamsutta in scalloped, eyelet and feather-stitched styles. These blankets and sheets at better stores throughout the country. For bath time luxury, Martex self-textured towel sets; left in this green; also in white, blue, straw, rose, Mosse, Inc., top, in these same colors, plus peach, Lord & Taylor. Bath crystals, Helena Rubinstein, porcelain jar, Mottebedeh.
WEDDING PRESENT TABLE

LEFT: formal yet lighthearted, a setting for a gala dinner with silver, china, glass and linen to enchant the fortunate bride who receives them as gifts.
Fine lace and linen runners bracket the gleaming mahogany table, chime well with the Chinoiserie pattern of Wedgwood’s Charmwood china, the traditional shapes of Cambridge’s finely cut Bijou glasses. In sympathy with the 18th century elegance of the setting is the new sterling pattern, Osnowy by The Tuttle Silver Company, Boston; with its three-tined forks and pistol-handled knives which may stand, as here, or lie conventionally upon their sides. Linen, Mosse; epergne and candelabra, Robert Ensko; table, Needham’s Antiques; candles, from Will & Baumer. More details on page 136.

Let sour cream whet winter-weary appetites and revive raddled menus. It can raise the commonplace to the superb. From the Balkans to Bird-in-Hand, Pennsylvania, it’s the crème de la crème of kitchen stratagems.

To the uninitiated, sour cream is too often confused with health diets, or bad borscht. Commercially soured cream is no kin to sweet-turned-sour. It’s as carefully processed as Grade A milk. The tantalizing, faint tartness is nursed along by the addition of a special culture or starter. Its consistency is that of smooth custard. If you can resist it, it will keep two weeks when properly stored and refrigerated.

Soups to sweets, hors d’œuvres to hot breads, sour cream has a use. Filch as your own the foreign ways of using it. The Russians, the Bohemians use it as lavishly as the French do butter. The Scandinavians have a way with it for fish. The Austrians and Hungarians thicken and enrich their wonderful gravies with it. It’s good hot or cold. But a warning, all sour cream cooking must be done at a low temperature to avoid curdling and for gravies it must be blended in just before serving.

Use it for hors d’œuvres; try it on ice-cold radishes, on raw cauliflower-ettes and grated beets or mixed raw vegetables. Pickled herring and cole slaw marinated in sour cream may be traditional, but have you tried cream or cottage cheese mixed with sour cream, spiked with lemon juice, salt and chopped chives to serve with potato chips?

Beet soup or borscht is not the only soup with a special affinity for sour cream. Sorrel, cabbage, cucumber, mushroom, potato, cream of pea, tomato and fruit soups are all the better for the stirring in of a few spoonfuls just before serving. Fortify Vichysoise with it. Spoon it over jellied consomme flavored with sherry, or madrilene, then dust each dollop with a pinch of curry powder and grated onion.

In the old countries, they bake fish in a white sauce made with a little butter, flour, fish stock and sour cream. Hardcooked eggs minced and grated Parmesan cheese may be added to this sauce for pleasing diversity.

A cucumber sour cream sauce will snap up a bland fish, make history on a salmon or white fish mousse. Ramekins of cooked shrimp and mushrooms heated in seasoned sour cream with paprika for color and Worcestershire sauce for savor are banquet fare. Brown the masterpiece with a little grated cheese sprinkled on top. To really flatter fried oysters, try them just once with a benison of sour cream and horseradish mixed. It’s the gourmet touch.

Sour cream can be to vegetables what butter

(Continued on page 129)
Repairing, Replanning, Restyling

THE THREE R'S OF REMODELING

Right now it may be possible to remodel
an existing house more easily than to buy or build a new one, so here is
a chronological outline of the proper procedure.

1 A PHYSICAL CHECK-UP. Somewhere in the life
of every building it passes a point where the cost of
remodeling becomes out of proportion to the increase of
liveability that results. Structural soundness is the most
important factor in determining whether it is feasible
to remodel. The structure itself must be basically good
—plumb and level, foundations solid, timbers and framing
not weakened. This is true whether the remodeling is
to involve maintenance repairs, changes in the plan or
mechanical equipment to make the house more comfort­
able and convenient, or a face-lifting to improve ap­
pearance of the interior or exterior.

If the house is one you already live in, you will be
pretty familiar with the structural soundness of the build­
ing. But, if you are considering the purchase of an existing
house to remodel, it would be wise to interview the for­
er occupants as well as to have a reputable builder
make an inspection for you. The builder may do this
grats on the hope that he will later do any work that you
decide to undertake. If you prefer not to be under even
a slight obligation to any one contractor, offer to pay
him for his inspection trip.

The present difficulty of attempting new construc­
tion may very well lead to the remodeling of a poorer
structure than would normally be advisable. Then, too,
familiarity with a neighborhood or sentimental attach­
ment for the house might lead you to accept some defi­
ciencies. The house might have sufficient historical or
archeological interest to make it worthwhile to overlook
unsoundness and to strengthen the structure.

2 PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE. In the building of a new
house the plans and specifications make it possible for a
contractor to estimate fairly and accurately the cost of
the work. However, it is considerably more difficult in re­
modeling to arrive at an equitable amount in advance
of the construction operation, and we have to approach
the matter in a somewhat round-about way. A preliminary
EXPERT GUIDANCE. If the changes you contemplate involve structural changes, then building authorities, in many localities, will require that a set of drawings be filed and a building permit obtained. In some towns and cities the law requires that these drawings be prepared and stamped by a registered architect. Entirely apart from this legal necessity, however, architectural services are indispensable in any sizable venture involving appearance, strength or convenience.

The architect’s fee will usually be not less than 10% of the final cost of the work and may run more. Sometimes an architect will arrange to do the work for a fixed amount, or you may prefer to pay him on a “cost-plus” basis in which he receives the amount of his total expenses in performing his services for you with a fixed percentage of the total cost added. For mutual protection the standard form of contract between the owner and the architect should be executed.

Often the changes in an existing building involve the removal or relocation of partitions. Few amateurs realize the potential danger of such an operation because partitions are of two kinds—bearing and non-bearing. A bearing partition carries weight of some of the construction above and it in turn is supported by beams, or walls below. The removal of such a load-bearing partition will mean that the construction above may sag or even collapse. Many similar pitfalls are encountered in remodeling work.

If new furnishings and decoration are a part of the contemplated rejuvenation, now is the time to retain a professional. Heating, plumbing, or electric work that is complicated or extensive may lead the architect to suggest that you also retain experts whose fees you pay in addition to the architect’s honorarium.

EXISTING CONDITIONS. The first phase of the architectural work will be to make measurements of the house "as-is". From these measurements a set of drawings is prepared. Of course, if you have the original architectural drawings for your house this work will not be necessary. The drawings of the existing conditions will be referred to throughout the job. They will reveal to the architect, builder, and engineers many conditions which are not so readily apparent from even a careful examination of the house itself. The architect makes these drawings on thin paper and by placing one plan over another learns most of the things he needs to know about the structural system, piping system, and other factors. The “as-is” drawings together with the list that you originally prepared are the tools with which the architect, engineers, and decorator will prepare the later specific documents for the builder’s guidance.

FIRST DRAWINGS. Remodeling can be broadly divided into three general categories. The first of these is repair, and covers all aspects of the strength and durability of the building whether it be such things as leaky roofs, termite-infested or dry-rotted timbers, leaky base-
REPAIRING, REPLANNING, RESTYLING continued

ments, faulty heating, plumbing, or electric work, or similar conditions.

The second phase of remodeling is that of replanning for greater convenience, and may comprise additions, subtractions, or rearrangement.

The third has to do with the appearance of the house—both inside and out. It may mean simplifying roof lines, painting, the removal of porches, new wall finishes, or other details of beautification.

Your remodeling program may call for any one, two, or all three of these divisions. But whatever your program demands to be done, the architect will prepare rough sketches to show the feasibility of the work so that you may visualize the changes. The architect may submit several versions of these first drawings or sketches for discussion and when all the revisions that are necessary have been made to the scheme, it is customary for the owner to sign his name to the approved set. It is possible that at this point another approximate estimate of cost should be made, particularly if the approved sketches are at considerable variance with the original written listing upon which the first approximation was made.

It is customary when you have approved the preliminary sketches to pay the architect a part of his fee. This is usually a sum equal to 20% of his total fee computed upon a reasonable estimated cost.

6

CONTRACT DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS.

With the approved sketches the architect will prepare accurate drawings to show the nature and extent of the changes, and the accompanying specifications which describe in words the quantity of materials and methods of workmanship. If changes, or additions, or repairs are required for any of the mechanical parts of the house, either the architect or a special engineer, when retained, will show this work on the architectural drawings. In cases of extensive alterations, a separate set of mechanical drawings may be made. The drawings and specifications are the basis for the contracts that will be made later with the builder and mechanics.

It is extremely important that you study the drawings and specifications carefully to avoid omission of any detail that you desire and to prevent the inclusion of any items that you may decide are superfluous.

Upon the completion of the work on drawings and specifications the architect receives payment on his fee equal to 60% of the total computed cost based upon a reasonable estimate of the work.

7

TAKING BIDS. There are three distinct considerations in the selection of a contractor to do your work: dependability, time required, and price. Of these dependability is by far the most important.

The usual procedure in taking bids is to select a group of builders—perhaps three or more—and to supply them with drawings and specifications from which each independently makes an estimate of what he will charge to complete the entire project. These general contractors selected to submit bids should be known for their skill and honesty. No builder should be allowed to submit an estimate unless you would be willing to let him do the work should his cost be the lowest. The architect will be able to suggest suitable bidders and perhaps you will know of reputable workmen from your own experience.

In normal times contractors were extremely anxious to bid on construction work. Due to the present uncertainty of labor and material availability and cost, it is entirely possible that you will not be able to get a builder to set a contract sum for doing your remodeling work. If possible, however, this procedure is desirable because it allows you to know in advance the exact cost.

The second arrangement, if a firm estimate cannot be obtained, may be acceptable to a reputable builder. It is known as the "cost-plus, not to exceed a certain sum" method. The contractor estimates a fair price for the work to which he adds 10% (or an agreed percentage) for his own profit. In case he is able to make any saving under the estimated price the money thus saved is divided equally between you and him. If the work costs more than the estimate you still pay only the estimated cost.

It is more than likely in many localities that the only way you can get your remodeling done is on a day labor basis with the hope that the workmen will accomplish as much each day as they would if the job were being han-
died under a contract. Sometimes a general contractor is engaged to take charge of the job and you pay him his expenses plus an agreed percentage or a fixed sum for profit. Or else you may hire such workmen yourself and with the help of the architect try to make them all work in harmony and with efficiency. The day labor method is at best uncertain as to the total cost. It may be cheaper, the same, or very much more expensive than on a contract arrangement.

In remodeling work the period during which the house is being overrun by workmen and generally littered with building materials and dirt should be kept at a minimum unless you are fortunate enough to take the whole family to some remote section for a vacation. You may ask each contractor in submitting his estimate to also indicate the time that he will require.

Heating, plumbing, ventilating and electrical work may be handled as separate contracts or they may be handled by the builder under the general contract. The architect will advise you which method is to be desired.

The cost to the borrower of an FHA insured loan has been set at a maximum discount of $5 per $100. This simply means that if you borrow $1,000 for one year you get $995 but pay back $1,000 in monthly installments making the actual interest rate slightly over 9 1/2 per cent. The lender may secure his loan through a real estate mortgage, deed of trust, chattel mortgage, or other form. Charges and fees in addition to the discount may have to be paid for recording and filing, documentary stamp taxes, personal legal advice, title examination, and hazard insurance premiums. The evidence of your indebtedness may take the form of a promissory note with indorsers, co-makers, or collateral; a bond; or a mortgage.

Lending institutions or private sources may make a loan above $2,500 without FHA insurance. The basis for such a loan would correspond in general to the FHA insured loan. The lending institution determines that the value of the proposed improvements bears a proper relationship to the value of the property being improved and that the amount of the loan applied for is in proper proportion to the value of the work to be done.

If you are buying a home to be remodeled for your own occupancy there is a remote possibility that you can escape the somewhat complicated transactions involved in the remodeling operation. In the present seller's market this may not be as easy to arrange as it has been in more normal times. It works this way. You first agree with the seller on the purchase price of the house in its existing condition. You supply the seller with a complete description of the work that you require to be done. The seller, as a condition of the sale, performs and finances the work that you have specified and when completed you then make the purchase of the house. Your purchase may then be financed under usual mortgage arrangements with a lending institution or private loan sources.

8

FINANCING. If you are the owner of a house to be remodeled, the Federal Housing Administration will insure the bank which lends you the money against loss should you default. With certain exceptions, the FHA sets a limit of $2,500 (exclusive of financing charges) to be repaid in three years and thirty-two days maximum period. The FHA will insure such loans only if used for certain "eligible improvements", including those for structural alterations, repairs, or additions to a completed structure. No part of the loan may be used to finance the cost of completing an unfinished structure. An attached garage or other building attached to a completed house is permitted. Such changes as grading and landscaping, private sidewalks, driveway, curbs, fences, the installation of a septic tank or cesspool, the drilling of a well with pumping equipment and piping are eligible.

Heating systems including stokers, oil burners, coal, gas, and electric furnaces, elevators, and built-in air conditioning systems are eligible. So, too, are plumbing and wiring when a permanent part of the property.

9

OWNER-CONTRACTOR AGREEMENTS. It should be understood that the architect is the limited agent of the owner and has no contractual relation with any of the contractors. A standard form of agreement should be executed between the owner and the various contractors based either on the amount of the contractors' bids or

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
upon a cost-plus-fixed-profit basis. The Contract Documents consist of: (1) working drawings, (2) specifications, and (3) agreement; copies of all three should be signed by both owner and the contractors. When agreements are to be filed with a public official to insure waiver of lien, see that such a clause is inserted in the agreement.

10 THE BUILDING OPERATION. This will no doubt result in a general turmoil which calls for the strictest self-discipline. If you are lucky the work will go forward with a minimum of mess and damage to your belongings. But at best, it is not an experience that you will enjoy. The architect will make periodic inspections in order to guard the owner against defects and deficiencies in the work of the contractors, but he does not guarantee the performance of their contracts.

Changes from the original drawings and specifications are invariably expensive. Some changes may be advisable, for as the house takes form, small details will suggest themselves. Keep these to a minimum and be sure that all deviations from the original contract, with their cost, are authorized in writing before the changes are made by the contractor or workmen.

11 PAYMENTS TO THE CONTRACTOR. On the same date each month, the architect will submit an estimate of the labor and materials incorporated into the building and of the materials properly stored at the site. The owner pays the contractor an agreed percentage (usually 85 per cent) of this amount. At the end of the job, the architect will make a final inspection and issue a certificate of acceptance to the contractor, stating that the work provided for in the contract has been acceptably completed and that the balance due to the contractor is to be paid. The architect, before issuing such final certificate of acceptance, will obtain from the contractor evidence that all pay rolls, material bills, and other indebtedness connected with the work have been paid. At the same time, the contractor will deliver any guarantees which have been agreed upon.

12 THE GRAND FINALE. Before you hold the house warming in your rejuvenated home there will be the questions of landscape work, furniture and decoration. Skilled professional advice on interior decoration is desirable. Only a reputable and established designer should be considered. While this is not, in the strictest sense, properly a part of the remodeling operation, decoration is certainly important in its contribution to the final effect. The decorator will name a lump sum for doing the work you have agreed upon, to include not only the materials and labor but the professional fee as well.

Sometimes remodeling starts a vicious circle by making furniture, draperies, and rugs suddenly seem shabby against the newness of a background that has been just completed. Don't overlook this possibility when your budgeting and financing are being worked out. In the same way landscaping may become glaringly necessary if the exterior of your house has been redesigned. Money spent on landscaping multiplies in value very quickly as plants grow and become more healthy and beautiful. The addition of an outdoor fireplace, pergolas, walks, retaining walls, fountains, pools, terraces, and planting will integrate the geometrical man-made house with its natural surroundings, increasing your pride of possession, your enjoyment of your home, and its value. The assessor may even notice the difference! Be prepared for a slight shock if his appreciation of your remodeling is reflected in your next year's tax bill.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?

The following check list itemizes (or will suggest to you) most of the elements encountered in house remodeling. Make a thorough inspection by daylight in good weather, and cover everything, inside and out—from celler to garret. To identify and diagnose many of the elements, you will need an experienced building eye, so work together with your builder or architect, or both.

THE EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOUNDATIONS</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
<th>HOOD</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MUD SCRAPERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK FILL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAINAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERSTRUCTURE WALLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOF</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
<th>EXTERIOR DOORS</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLASHING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOORS INCLUDING TRIM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORNICE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STORM DOORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKYLIGHTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCREEN DOORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUTTLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HARDWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUTTERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WEATHER STRIPPING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWNSPOUTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GLAZING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECK FLOORING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CALKLING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECK RAILINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECK FLASHINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORCHES</th>
<th>FOUNDATIONS</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
<th>EXTERIOR DOOR LIGHTS</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLOORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAILINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEILING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Replace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASEMENT BULKHEAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSE CONNECTIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESSPOOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPTIC TANK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRY WATERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETAINING WALLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRACES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNTAINS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTDOOR GRILL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENCES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARBORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWNS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANTING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE INTERIOR OF THE HOUSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOOR</th>
<th>Living Room</th>
<th>Dining Room</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Kitchen</th>
<th>Hall</th>
<th>Stairs Up</th>
<th>Bedroom No. 1</th>
<th>Bathroom No. 1</th>
<th>Bedroom No. 2</th>
<th>Bathroom No. 2</th>
<th>Maid's Room</th>
<th>Maid's Bath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEILING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDOWS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLDINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT FIXTURES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITCHES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTLETS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIATORS, GRILLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT-IN FURNITURE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER INTERIOR DETAILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEATING PLANT</th>
<th>BASMENT &amp; ATTIC</th>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FURNACE</td>
<td>FLOORS</td>
<td>FIREPLACES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIL BURNER</td>
<td>WALLS</td>
<td>CLOSETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAL STOKER</td>
<td>CEILING</td>
<td>VENTILATING FANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS BURNER</td>
<td>DOORS</td>
<td>SINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCTS</td>
<td>WINDOWS</td>
<td>GARBAGE DISPOSAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIVES</td>
<td>MOLDINGS</td>
<td>DISHWASHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSULATION ON DUCTS &amp; RIVES</td>
<td>LIGHT FIXTURES</td>
<td>STOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR CONDITIONER</td>
<td>SWITCHES &amp; OUTLETS</td>
<td>REFRIGERATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAL BIN &amp; CHUTE</td>
<td>RADIATORS, GRILLES</td>
<td>STAIR TREADS &amp; RISERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD STORAGE</td>
<td>BUILT-IN FURNITURE</td>
<td>STAIR HANDRAILS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRIC WIRING</td>
<td>SHELVING RACKS</td>
<td>STAIR LIGHTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT WATER HEATER</td>
<td>STORAGE CLOSETS</td>
<td>STAIR WALLS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alaxy of geraniums

NEW ONES JOIN OLD FAVORITES IN WINDOWS AND GARDENS

Helen Van Pelt Wilson, author of a new book on geraniums, describes varieties she has grown in her Philadelphia garden and the bright range of them she found in California. Geraniums today are having a renascence as gardeners of East and West are waking up to the possibilities of these versatile plants. Enthusiasts everywhere are discovering new varieties and fresh values. Hybridizers are working to clarify and extend the color range and are even altering the plant form. In fact, from Palo Alto, California, a large-flowering race of dwarfs will soon appear to bring color to the restricted spaces of a small garden or edge the borders of a large one. At Danielson, Connecticut, new scented forms have been developed from the crossing of the old-fashioned Mint and Rose types.

Too often gardeners, especially in the East, know the geranium, or more properly the pelargonium, only as the ubiquitous red or pink double zonal of park bed, window box and cemetery. True, its enduring nature makes the zonal geranium equal to a hard life but, more imaginatively placed, how interesting and lovely this plant can be. In a Philadelphia garden crossed by pebble paths, I saw the handsome white variety, Mme. Buchner, filling triangular box-edged beds. Standard plants of the glowing American Beauty accented each corner, while a collection of scented Rose and Mint types clustered around the central feature, a bird bath.

The single forms of these zonals, so rare in the East, yet quite as easy to grow here as the doubles, offer many attractive possibilities. Italian terra cotta urns filled with the flaming La Fiesta provide just the splash of brilliance required by the muted greens and browns of a dining terrace in New Jersey. For the long floor boxes of an open porch the single lavender Edee and double light salmon-pink Mrs. Lawrence are a charming pastel study with Sweet Alyssum Violet Queen, planted to trail over the edge of the box. A garden in a very hot location could offer a cool welcome if broad panels edging a wide entrance walk were planted with the single Snowflake and edged by pink verbena matching the rosy pollen of this white geranium.

Other pleasant combinations include the rose to salmon-pink Dreams with the lavender Aster frikartii; the lilac-white single, Helen Van Pelt Wilson, and Begonia semperflorens Pink Pearl, edged by the small purple bellflower, Campanula carpatica, and white Sweet Alyssum; or, as at Carmel, where yellow blinds adorned a white house, the light pink Honeymoon in great yellow boxes beside a door with masses of pink and yellow tuberous begonias filling the beds just below.

For separate-headed, free-blooming flowers the single, orange Maxine Kovaleski is an outstanding pelargonium; so, too, the vibrant blend of red and purple in Battle of Gettysburg. Collectors will likewise delight in the very rare Bird's Egg group, in Jeanne (syn. Sweet William, Carnation) with its laciniated petals, and in such unusual varieties as Rosebud, Poinsettia and Phlox. Everyone, of course, will like the fine-flowering Apple Blossom, Alaska, red-edged white Carmel and orchid-pink Memories.

For those to whom the uncommon in plants is as appealing as the beautiful, there are among pelargoniums exciting possibilities. Four dwarf varieties already exist. These are the basis for the little-giant hybridizing already mentioned. They include the vermilion Mme. Fournier with a noticeably zoned and scalloped leaf; the scarlet Vesuvius, sometimes called Black Vesuvius because of its dark foliage; Pigmy, with round, twelve-petaled red flowers; and Little Darling or Kleiner Liebling, also known as Tom Thumb, with single, rosy blossoms. These dwarfs are particularly nice for small window gardens where pots of tiny cuttings can be set along the latch strip.

The climbing and cactus-stemmed oddities among pelargoniums you must (Continued on page 160)
POTTED GERANIUMS fill summer gardens everywhere. Here, grouped on the steps and held singly in brackets, they give welcoming accent to a house entrance.

POPULAR ZONAL GERANIUMS fill a flower bed in a Boston park with summer-long masses of color. Sweet Alyssum makes a lacy white edging.

IVY GERANIUMS drape a wall along an "Ivy walk" in Piedmont, California. They need western sunshine for best result.
First week. As the gardener begins one of the busiest months of the year, he is wise to choose tools that do their jobs most efficiently; to have materials well labeled and in the handiest locations; to inspect plantings regularly, and weed and spray at the first sign of trouble. . . . Seed of hardy annuals may still be planted, and that of most tender kinds—beans, squash, zinnia—as soon as oak leaves are half-an-inch long.

Second week. More than one gardener made as many as four plantings of lima beans during last spring’s wet spell without success. To avoid failure in crop germination, dust seed with a fungicide before sowing or, when only a few plants are needed, sow seed in pots in the cold-frame. . . . Dried grass clippings, straw or pieces of cloth laid over beds will retain soil moisture and encourage the even germination of fine seed. Remove covering when seedlings begin to push through the soil. Water as needed.

Third week. Tomato and annual plants can be set out when the weather is settled. Use a special “starter” solution, or one-fifth pound of commercial fertilizer dissolved in a gallon of water, at the rate of a quarter pint per plant. Don’t neglect the bulbs that gave such a fine show this spring: feed them with a complete fertilizer; let leaves yellow before trimming them back. . . . Dried grass clippings, straw or pieces of cloth laid over beds will retain moisture and encourage the even germination of fine seed. Remove covering when seedlings begin to push through the soil. Water as needed.

Fourth week. If lilacs failed to bloom, this is a good time to check up on the reason—usually incorrect pruning, poor soil or too much shade. It’s better to prune them a little every year than to cut them back severely once in six. . . . House plants will make a decorative corner in the garden if placed where they are shaded from midday heat. . . . Cuttings of Wax Begonia and Impatiens strike root quickly in a shady border.

Fifth week. By Memorial Day the tenderest garden subjects—plants of peppers and eggplant, and seed of lima beans and melons—can go in the ground. . . . Keep an eye constantly open for the striped cucumber beetle on squash and related vegetables. Watch for ever-present aphids on vegetables and ornamentals. . . . Susceptible plants should be treated for fungus troubles before symptoms appear: give regular dustings of sulphur.
You don't buy insulation like a dress or a coat—to be discarded when worn out. Insulation efficiency must last throughout the life of your home. And here's where Father Time can help you choose wisely.

For Balsam-Wool Sealed Insulation is scientifically designed to keep on protecting your comfort and saving on fuel bills as long as your home stands!

Balsam-Wool, for example, is scientifically sealed against wind and moisture—not only on one side, but on all four sides of the insulation mat.

Balsam-Wool scientists devised spacer flanges that enable this insulation to be fastened firmly in place—it can't pack down or settle. Balsam-Wool is scientifically resistant to fire and vermin. Every condition of climate—every condition of application—has been anticipated by the makers.

Be sure your home has this scientific, lifetime protection! Insist on Balsam-Wool Sealed Insulation—designed to stand the tests of time—backed by more than 20 years of research and experience—proved in the homes of the nation. For complete information, see your lumber dealer or mail the coupon.
"For the Love of My Country" is the crested motto of this ornately hand-chased Tray made about 1817 by D. & G. Holy for the Wolfe Family of Hatherton, which also had a great love for entertaining. Now an important piece in the Linz Collection. Size 26" x 19". Including tax, $750.

"From Linz"

Two little words that denote much in the proud possession of Antiques from the famous Linz Collection. Precious pieces that have been discovered by experts of this great house with 69 years of experience.

Eve Pena, artist in embroidery, combines experimentation in texture with unusual types of stitching. On the mocha curtain are horses with manes done in realistic loops of white silk. The same technique is used for the mane of the lion, affable as M.G.M.'s Leo. Upper right, embroidered on natural linen in pink and yellow. Three bits of framed needlework recall Picasso. The first is a study of flower forms done in pinks and yellows, the second, a fanciful abstraction in white, magenta and mustard on lavender. The third is an embroidered variation on the double profile, half gray, half beige. Horse head pillow is embellished with a white mane. The brown and blue lion, lower right, has a past straight out of the Mexican Colonial Period.

Bedroom Beauty That Adds Up

Start with a bed, add a vanity, a highboy as you go along... each piece perfectly matched, and when you're finished you have a complete and beautiful bedroom of Ethan Allen Colonial Furniture... authentic reproductions made of selected maple and birch cabinet woods with a mellow, honey color blend. Ethan Allen "open stock" is your standing invitation to embrace the charm and the gracious beauty of early American reproductions. On sale at better stores.

Beecher Falls Co., 171 Madison Ave., N. Y. 16
On the Beauty side: the quiet elegance of Columbia Venetian blinds makes a harmonious setting for your furnishings, modern or traditional. Match the tapes or slats to your color scheme — and blinds become part of the decor.

On the Function side: Columbia Venetian blinds have long been famous for the handsome enclosed headbox that permits no working part to show; for their smooth, dependable mechanism; for the automatic safety-stop. From board to finished blind, Columbia controls every step, so you know you're getting quality all the way through. Custom-made to fit your windows, with wood or metal slats. Selections may be limited, but not for long.
when you paint your home according to the scientific principles of Pittsburgh's Color Dynamics

OVER THE THRESHOLD of your home, new or old—painted according to Pittsburgh's Color Dynamics—there's more happiness ahead, more safety, comfort and contentment assured, for you and your family!

That's because this fascinating new scientific system enables you to choose color combinations that not only beautify your home but rest and relax you, perk up your spirits, promote your health and well-being.

Scientists know that color is a tremendous influence in the daily life of everyone . . . that people are cheered or depressed, rested or fatigued by various color combinations. Pittsburgh has embodied these principles in a new system of home decoration. Known as Color Dynamics, this new method shows you how to make rooms friendlier and more enjoyable to live in—rooms that grow on you and in which you will really feel at home!

Scientific surveys conclusively show that various colors produce definite mood effects, ranging from depression to gaiety, fatigue to restfulness. Such studies have guided Pittsburgh in developing its system of Color Dynamics.

COLOR DYNAMICS Does the Job Right
Pittsburgh Paints Make the Job Last!

THE LOVELY COLOR effects you select for your home by the principles of Color Dynamics can be made extra long-lasting by the live-paint protection afforded by famous Pittsburgh Paints.

There's a Pittsburgh Paint for every home need! Wallhide—flat, semi-gloss and gloss—dries quickly, makes possible one-day painting—one coat covers any surface—can be washed repeatedly; Florhide for floors; Waterspar Enamel and Varnish for floors and woodwork; Sun-Proof House Paint for exteriors. All are enriched with famous "Vitalized Oils" to keep them live, tough and elastic. And Pittsburgh's exclusive Molecular-Selection Oils assure easier spreading, quicker drying.

The fascinating story of COLOR DYNAMICS is clearly explained in Pittsburgh's new booklet, "Color Dynamics for the Home." It's FREE. Get it from your Pittsburgh Store or Dealer or send the coupon below.

Paint RIGHT with Color Dynamics...Paint BEST with Pittsburgh Paints

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.
PITTSBURGH STANDS FOR QUALITY PAINT AND GLASS

Please send me FREE copy of your new book, "Color Dynamics for the Home."

Name ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ Zone State ____________________________
Here is news for your holiday-hungry heart! Glorious Banff Springs Hotel in the Canadian Rockies will reopen on June 15 this year... golf, riding, swimming, hiking!

That isn’t all. Other world-famous Canadian Pacific resort hotels in Eastern and Western Canada will reopen this summer too... Chateau Lake Louise, Emerald Lake Chalet and Mountain Lodges in the Rockies, the Algonquin Holiday Colony in New Brunswick, the Digby Pines in Nova Scotia... and many others.

These Canadian Pacific resorts are famous for hospitality, courtesy and service. They have been host to countless thousands of visitors from every part of North America and many foreign lands.

For full information consult any Canadian Pacific Railway office or your own Travel Agent.
A thrilling new experience—the first time you enjoy delightful King Whisky! More and more discriminating people everywhere, are praising its smooth mellow-ness, its full-flavored, satisfying taste. For this is truly Brown-Forman's King of pre-war whisky—from Kentucky!

BROWN-FORMAN'S KING OF PRE-WAR WHISKY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KING</th>
<th>Blended Whisky</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A thrilling new experience—the first time you enjoy delightful King Whisky! More and more discriminating people everywhere, are praising its smooth mellow-ness, its full-flavored, satisfying taste. For this is truly Brown-Forman's King of pre-war whisky—from Kentucky!
READY MADE TO FIT YOUR FURNITURE PERFECTLY

Roley Polen customette Slip Covers

MAKES HOME LIVELIER AND LOVELIER

Here is luxury at low cost! New, exciting, smartly styled ready-mades that fit as if made to measure.

This beautiful, vat-dyed pattern with matching drapes is but one of the many Roley Polen creations becoming available at leading department stores. Tailored the exclusive Customette way with the patented adjustment features which make Roley Polen Customelettes the first choice of American women.

MADE FOR THESE AND OTHER CHAIRS, SOFAS AND STUDIO COUCHES BY ROLEY POLEY MFG. CO., CHICAGO 10
HAY FEVER SUFFERERS! Now you can get rid of RAGWEED before the pollen begins to fly.

WEEDONE
TRADE MARK

- Weedone is the original 2-4 Dichlorophenoxyacetic Acid (2-4D) weed-killer that you've read so much about. It was developed by Franklin D. Jones of American Chemical Paint Co.

DANDELION

The day of these lawn pests is over. Their number's up. And that goes for chickweed, ragweed, pennywort, heal-all, knotweed, and also poison oak, bindweed (morning glory), and honeysuckle.

Weedone, the sensational weed-killer,* kills them, completely, right out to the root tips. Yet, Weedone does not kill grass.

In two or three weeks the weeds dry up and disappear, while grass slowly covers up the places where they grew. - Weedone is applied with regular spray equipment, a spray gun or even a sprinkling can.

It is deadly for most plants (except grass); yet for humans and animals it is less poisonous than common salt. It does not stain the skin nor corrode metal spray equipment; it does not hurt the soil. - Buy Weedone where you buy your seeds.

6-oz. bottle (covers 1,000 sq. feet) ... $1
1-qt. can (covers 5,000 sq. feet) ... $3
1-gal. can (covers one-half acre) ... $10. - American Chemical Paint Co., Ambler, Pa.

PUBLIC ENEMIES NO. 1

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS! Now you can get rid of RAGWEED before the pollen begins to fly.

POISON IVY

* Weedone is the original 2-4 Dichlorophenoxyacetic Acid (2-4D) weed-killer that you've read so much about. It was developed by Franklin D. Jones of American Chemical Paint Co.
GARDENER’S NOTEBOOK

Loosestrifes. In July when borders are fairly colorful with masses of phlox and spires of hollyhocks, even then there’s a section of damp soil with the loosestrifes or lythrum that makes an admirable addition. Botanists know six kinds, but for amateur gardeners, L. salicaria, the purple or willow-leaf lythrum, offers the best advantage. It is in this group that most recent hybridizing has advanced. Among the newer kinds are the carmine-red 4 spikes of The Beaux and the charming looser-flowered 3 wands of Rosalie.

A native American wildling, loosestrife is generally found on the verges of ponds and big streams. Taken into the garden where the soil is richer, they increase in size and, if the soil isn’t sun-baked, will thrive. For best effects use groups of six each in a border.

Age of Roses. The hybrid teas are relative parvenus in our gardens. Four more years and we shall have accepted them for six decades. They first were distributed in 1890. The hybrid per­petu­als, on the other hand, can count 110 years of garden adornment. The knowing gardener, who has the space, will always grow some hybrid perpetuals. They are not so tricky as their offspring, the hybrid teas, and do not succumb so readily to winter ravages.

Imagine not growing the immu­n­ity and lusty Frau Karl Druschki, the fragrant pink George Arndt, the equably fragrant scarlet Henry Neyron, the lower, soft yellow Mme. Albert Barbier and the immense lilac-rose Paul Neyron. Nor would our garden ever pass up the almost thor­next Lilac Haze, the long-blooming pink Mrs. John Leydon and the curious, white-margined Roger Lambdin.

Crocos in Frames. In one of his books, E. A. Bowles, a famous English amateur gardener, speaks of his special delight in growing crocuses in cold frames. Last fall, following his pattern, we tried it—filled a double frame with crocus varieties and such species as were then available. By the first of March they started flowering—two weeks earlier than those out of doors.

Besides bringing earlier bloom, crocuses in frames have a better chance of survival in those districts where field mice flourish. Within two years these mice cleaned out drifts of several hundreds at Sun House garden. We had hoped to study their flowering in the frame. This spring we studied it in the dozen, perfec­tly com­fort­able on the edge of the cold frame muttering the estatic crocus name.

Mop-headed. Among the tender bulbs we managed to raise in the house last winter was Velthamia nitidifolia, a native of South Africa. First a spread of bright green glossy, broad, crinkly-edged leaves, then from the center of them rises a foot-high stem bearing a mop-headed flower, a spherical mass of pink tubes. As it is easy to grow we wonder why it is not seen more in homes. We will rest it this summer, then start it off again in time to bloom about Christmas.

RICHARDSON WRIGHT

THOUSANDS IN USE!

ELECTRIMMER
Original Electric Hedge Trimmer...Will Cut Your Hedge Neater, Smoother, Ten Times Faster! Cuts even through tough ivy, burl, and leaves, leaving a smooth table-flat hedge you'll be proud of. Powerfully cutting out the labor. Easy to do, cheap, no care, saving. Powerful motor. Fills in tight corners. Weight only 6 lb.

SKILLSAW, INC.
3503 Elston Ave.
Chicago 30

NEW BUCKWHEAT HULL MULCH
Protect your plants with this dense, fibrous garden mulch. 100 lbs. $2.50 p.o.b. 500 lbs. $10.00 p.o.b. 1000 lbs. $19.00 p.o.b. Descriptive folder on request.

LAROWE MILLS, INC.
Roo: A. C. Comer, N. Y.

GARDEN MARKERS

Letters on spray-and-acid-proof metal for all plant, shrubs, trees, etc. Indestructible metal labels for all. Printed or hand printed.

ROOVERS, Joseph M. Lotsch, Pres.
3645 14th Avenue, Brooklyn 18, N. Y.

Start now with a
VIGORO Beauty Plan!

Add thrilling new beauty to your home with the Vigoro Beauty Plans. Designed especially for the small home by a well-known landscape architect, these easy-to-follow plans show you how to get a more impressive, more beautiful setting for your home. A professionally planned landscape!

And when you’re planting be sure your growing things get the nourishment they must have. Feed Vigoro, complete plant food—a scientifically balanced diet of vital food elements growing things require from the soil. Helps produce lovelier, healthier plants—smoother, thicker grass!

Helps build humus in soils!

Sections of properly fed and well-fed grass from adjoining plots. Grass fed Vigoro develops deep root systems. Each year, as the new growth takes place, part of the old roots decay—humus (organic matter) is formed in the soil where it belongs...rich, dark, fertile!

A Product of
Swift & Company
Enjoy the perfection of a centuries-old skill in delicious de Kuyper Cordials

Expect to taste in these choice liqueurs the fruit of 250 years’ experience! The old treasured secrets of making de Kuyper Cordials were brought to America twelve years ago. Since then these cordials have been produced here, exactly as in Holland for generations. Made with the same magnificent flavor, bouquet and suave smoothness! For cocktails, after dinner, for delectable long drinks, grace your entertaining with luxurious de Kuyper Cordials.

De Kuyper CORDIALS and FRUIT FLAVORED BRANDIES

12 Popular Varieties of Cordials
4 Delightful Varieties of Brandies

Send for free Recipe Booklet. Learn to make many delicious drinks with de Kuyper Cordials.

Ceiling Stains

Q. Can you tell me how ceiling stains can be removed?
Dr. K. J. C., Kennebunk, Maine

A. Unless the stains are caused by leakage, they are probably joist and lath marks which are caused by lack of proper insulation. If the area between the ceiling and the rafter or joist spaces is not properly insulated, there is breathing movement through the plaster. The moist air carries dirt and eventually marks the line of the lath and joists on the ceiling.

The only way to remedy this is to insulate the ceiling thoroughly and replaster.

Steaming Windows

Q. We have been troubled with window steaming on the inside. Our house is four years old and the first year we had no trouble although ours is a cold climate. We have oil heat and the thermostat is usually kept at 65°. What is the cause of the steaming?
Mrs. N. M., Beulah, Mich.

A. The cause of the steaming is due to condensation. The air in your house is warm and contains a large amount of moisture. When it strikes the cold surface of the window glass, this moisture condenses. One of the best remedies would be to install fixed sash, which actually insulates by means of a layer of dehydrated air between the two panes of glass, that is sealed in by a patented bond around the edges of the two panes.

The best remedy outside of double windows or storm sash is to attempt to keep the air dry to a greater extent. See that your radiator valves don’t emit vapor. Keep the doors to service rooms closed to avoid steam from the kitchen, laundry or bathrooms.

Leaking Deck

Q. On the second floor of our house, over the living room, we have an open deck and thus far have been unable to find any floor covering that doesn’t leak. As a last resort we tried a thin coat of cement but the change of temperature has cracked and ruined this. The floor construction is joists covered with wood flooring over which are tin and felt flashed about 6” up the sides. What do you advise us doing next?
Mrs. L. L. P., Ocala, Florida

A. If the metal deck over your living room was properly lapped and soldered, there is no reason why it should leak.

(Continued on page 127)
MORE THAN A MATTER OF TASTE

You like one pattern, your neighbor likes another . . .
for we're a nation of individualists. But there's more to
sterling than the pattern . . . even though all sterling is
solid silver. The mark of the master silversmith is always
apparent in the exquisite detail and superb execution of
each piece bearing the Frank M. Whiting & Co. name.

Sterling by
FRANK M. WHITING
and Company
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT

Goldsmith and Silversmith Tradition Since 1840

VICTORIA
LILY
TROUBADOUR
This Trademark is your assurance of

Quality and Beauty

Lawrence Products

Cotton Rugs

The WESTMINSTER
Loop Pile

Sizes
18" x 34" to 9' x 12'

NINE OUTSTANDING STYLES...
offering a wide variety of textures...Bullion Twist, Looped Texture, Deep Cut Pile, and Combinations of Weaves.

WESTMINSTER  KAHNCREST  CORDETTE*
BUCKINGHAM*  CHELSEA  VICTORIA
RAMBLECORD*  FOAMCREST  HEVI-TUFT*

ALL MADE IN TWELVE BRILLIANT PASTEL SHADES...
Off-White, Rose, Blue, Green, Yellow, Turquoise, Burgundy, Lipstick Red, Beige, Grey, Peach, and American Beauty.

At Finest Furniture and Department Stores

LAWRENCE PRODUCTS CO
MILLS ATTALLA ALA

A PICTURE, like anything else, should always be considered in context. Have a portrait painted as though it were going to spend the rest of its days in a vacuum and ten to one it will be hard to live with. An antidote for this condition has been found by an organization in New York City called Portraits, Inc. Here likenesses by many artists are displayed against various backgrounds and one can see firsthand how different techniques wear in certain surroundings. To facilitate consideration of ways and means, Portraits, Inc. will furnish prices for the work of their member artists. One of their most helpful services is the painting of portraits from photographs—frequently of men who have been lost in action.

A child's picture is exhibited in a room filled with a display of silverware of both antique and modern vintages.

(Continued on page 125)
A room done in pickled pine is the setting for this portrait of a young girl. Its highlights are brought out by a doll green French sofa covered in cut velvet, a yellow chair, and a tan rug. In two wall cabinets are figurines of actual people, another by-product of the organization. On one table is a miniature statue of Margaret Sullivan. On the lower shelf of the bookcase are plastic likenesses of her children. On the shelf above are small figurines of John P. Marquand’s children. This method of displaying the wares of Portraits, Inc. shows each object to good effect without the use of display cases.

The Prize-Winning “EASY MODERN”

This room designed by Lester C. Tichy, won first prize in House & Garden’s National Architectural Competition. The settee and chairs were made with no-sag springs.

HOUSE & GARDEN gave the room first prize! No-Sag* Springs gave the furniture its easy, liveable comfort—just as it gives all furniture style, beauty, luxurious comfort and lasting durability. Whether you’re buying modern, period, or traditional furniture, make sure it has NO-SAG Springs and you make sure of its quality.

*Patented and Pat. Pending • Write for list of quality manufacturers making No-Sag Spring furniture and store in your area that sells it.

COPELAND & THOMPSON, INC., 206 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

THE FINE ENGLISH DINNERWARE

POPELOW
BONE CHINA

Timeless design from the ancient Chinese

ROSEBUD CHINTZ
Charming roses in natural color

Spode

Take time in choosing your Spode pattern. There are many points to consider. Booklet 38 will be helpful. Write for it today.

Wholesale distributors

BUY A LITTLE — BUT BUY THE BEST

COPELAND & THOMPSON, INC., 206 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Self-supporting, self-conforming No-Sag Springs eliminate perishable webbing and twine ties! These springs are used by America’s leading manufacturers of automobiles and airplanes—and in Pullman Berths!
I'm so happy I waited for my National Presto Cooker!

NOW—My Kitchen Time is Cut from Hours to Minutes . . .

"THANKS to my beautifully designed, easy-to-clean, easy-to-use Presto Cooker! With its exclusive HOMEC seal it certainly makes cooking a pleasure . . .

"Just think! Now 1 cook asparagus or peas in 1 to 2 minutes . . . a 4 pound pot roast is ready to serve, deliciously tender, in 35 minutes . . . fried chicken in 10 to 15 minutes . . . and many other foods are prepared in comparably short times with most of their natural garden-fresh colors and flavors, vitamins and minerals retained."

NO WONDER millions of homemakers everywhere insist on Presto Cookers . . . backed by 25 years of scientific research and pressure cooking experience, thorough testing and ingenious manufacturing, Presto Cookers are not a war-born experiment. Three great factories are now producing thousands of Presto Cookers daily. If you have to wait, you'll be happy you waited for a Presto Cooker—"Your Best Kitchen Helper."

TO GET YOUR PRESTO SOONER . . .

Register your order with your dealer now. Presto Cookers are sold in department stores, hardware stores — wherever quality housewares are available.

The effect of a portrait can be heightened by underscoring it with an unusual architectural feature. This picture of John P. Marquand is shown to advantage by placing it over a mantel carved in baroque style.

A street scene through the window of Portraits, Inc. A bust of a young girl and a flowerpot full of plants set off the view effectively.

(Continued on page 127)

Look with pride and gratitude at the man or woman who wears this emblem, for it is the Honorable Service Emblem awarded to veterans of World War II. Recognize the emblem just as you used to recognize the uniform it has replaced. And give the wearer the respect and consideration he or she so well deserves.

The Garden Flower

Gay... enchanting colors, delicately handpainted in unique floral patterns by individual Stangl artists, will bring sparkling charm to your table. Most pieces have different flower decorations harmoniously blended under glaze.

Look for the name Stangl when you select your dinnerware. It's important to you as a hostess—for it identifies the very best in fine pottery. On sale at leading gift and department stores.

Send for today for handsome new Stangl booklet in full color: "Attractive Settings for Your Table."

FULPER POTTERY COMPANY
TRENTON 4, NEW JERSEY

AMERICA'S OLDEST AND FINEST POTTERY
Established 1805
Now... instantly neutralize closet odors and make the air fragrant... fresh!

A picture of two girls skiing employs the Egyptian technique of releasing important subject matter from the laws of proportion. The figures are prettynaturally large compared to background. The ski-scape is done in flat perspective with a very pleasant effect.

No Wick! No Waiting! Sprays away any odor!

SIMPLY atomize with Instant Sweet-Aire! Its jiffy-quick neutralizing action immediately dispels the clinging odors of perspiration... soiled clothes... leather... cleaning fluids... polish. Leaves air and garments fragrant... fresh... without bothersome wicks or waiting. And clothes can remain on hooks and hangers, for Sweet-Aire will not water-spot materials. Instant Sweet-Aire whisks away odors all through the house... in kitchen... bath... living room, etc. Get Instant Sweet-Aire at department, drug, hardware stores... or at beauty or gift shops. Miller Protecto Products Company, 1317 South Westnedge Avenue, Kalamazoo 41, Michigan.

A charming picture of two little boys shelling peas. Below it an amusing arrangement of a bowl full of gourds, spiked unexpectedly by a handful of lace bobbins.

LETTER BOX

Continued from page 122

It is our guess that either the job was not done properly or you have broken the deck by hauling heavy deck furniture over it.

Take the old covering off and have it replaced with an entirely new covering of composition roofing by someone who will guarantee his work. You can then have a wood grating installed which will take the wear off the material if it is subject to heavy traffic.
"Let me show you something new about screens!"

"Lumite cannot stain Silts and Sidewalls!"

It is 100% rustproof under any condition and it never corrodes. Rain, snow, humidity, fog, acid, smoke... and even salt water spray cannot affect Lumite.

"Lumite never needs painting!" With rust and corrosion eliminated permanently, that messy job of repainting is never necessary. Lumite is light in weight, easy to cut and frame, comes in a pleasing dark green.

"Lumite cannot bulge or dent!"

Its amazing strength and resiliency allow Lumite to "give" easily under impact or pressure without breaking a strand! Yet it instantly snaps back to its original flatness... without a trace of bulge, sag or dent!

Economical, too! Because it defies the elements and takes unusual abuse without breaking, properly-framed Lumite gives years more wear than ordinary screen! Its amazing strength and resiliency allow it to "give" easily under impact or pressure without breaking a strand! It instantly snaps back to its original flatness.

What would it cost to care for one of these children, to give him the food, clothes, and medicine he needs? Just $15 a month. For the cost of a purse or a pair of shoes you can save a life.

Our troops have seen the tragic need. They've shared their rations. They've stripped off their scarves, gone back to their barracks for shirts or gloves or socks... anything that might warm a freezing child. They've recognized an enormous debt to populations that risked everything in Underground movements and paid that debt to their children. Now, it's your turn.

Foster Parents' Plan for War Children (registered with the President's War Relief Control Board #57) makes it possible for you to adopt one of these youngsters. Individually, or as part of a group, you will be assigned a child. Your contributions of money or any gifts you may wish to send through the agency will be devoted to your own foster child, not spread out over a group. Surely, your office or social group will be glad to help a child if you tell them about the plan.

Supplies as well as money are needed. These, unless sent specifically for your foster child, are distributed generally. Clothes, especially shoes; non-perishable foods (except those packed in glass); household equipment, pots, pans, dishes, blankets; and soap, scouring powder, disinfectant are all desperately needed. Shipping charges on any large cartons of supplies will be paid. (Please be sure that all items are clean.)

To adopt a war child, write Foster Parents' Plan for War Children, Inc., 55 W. 42nd St., New York City 18. All gifts for your foster child and all money donations should be sent to the above address. Packages of supplies for general distribution should be mailed to the agency's warehouse, 591 First Ave., New York City 22.

Don't put this off. Don't let another day pass without adopting a child yourself, and urging everyone you know to do the same. Any contribution, no matter how small, will be welcomed and put immediately to the best of all possible uses, the saving of lives and the building of a true peace.

You're really wonderful. You opened that can so quickly and smoothly. And never a slip. We peaches had perfect confidence in you all the way around.

THE KING OF CAN OPENERS FOR THE QUEEN OF THE KITCHEN

Patented double synchron-action assures positive, SAFE cutting action... will not slip, skip or jump. Cans of all sizes and shapes are held securely and smoothly opened with a twist of the wrist. Always ready and SO easy to use. Leaves smooth round edges and lifts lid for easy removal. Fully guaranteed. Has built-in handy bottle opener.

SWING-A-WAY CAN OPENER

Patented double synchron-gears assure positive, SAFE cutting action... will not slip, skip or jump. Cans of all sizes and shapes are held securely and smoothly opened with a twist of the wrist. Always ready and SO easy to use. Leaves smooth round edges and lifts lid for easy removal. Fully guaranteed. Has built-in handy bottle opener.

"You're simply marvelous!... said the peach to the swing-a-way"

At better stores everywhere; or send check or money order for $2.00 ($2.25 West of Denver) plus 15c for mailing.

SWING-A-WAY Steel Products, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, III.
is to bread. Better still it can substitute for sweet cream in making white sauces (1 cup sour replaces 1 cup sweet). When butter is low and broccoli without Hollandaise is just another green to you, see what a sauce concocted of sour cream blended with a little sugar and horseradish mustard can do. Try it, too, picked up with a bit of scraped onion or chopped chives over mushrooms, beets, boiled cucumbers or string beans. Give it a chance with cheese on cauliflower.

The potato becomes a noble vegetable under the influence of sour cream. Simpler than the tallow and ambrosial is a sauce made half and half with herb mustard and poured over hot new potatoes. Or do it with fresh dill and sour cream as the Pennsylvania Dutch do for plain boiled potatoes. Substitute sour for sweet cream in mashed sweet potatoes, beating it in with an egg.

Make the most of meat and get the best of game. It's a Pan-Slavic trick to enhance and enrich with sour cream. The famed Hungarian paprika dishes of veal, beef or chicken are all thickened by blending flour and sour cream into the gravy. Stewed hare and hasenpfiefer are mere shadows of themselves without it. Then there's the famous beef a la Stroganoff without which a Russian restaurant could not survive.

It's silvered beef tenderloin with mushrooms in sour cream, made with or without tomatoes at the chef's discretion.

A few tablespoons of sour cream mixed with soy or Worcestershire sauce, ladled over lovely hamburger or meat loaf raises these to Lucullian heights. Veal has a very particular affection for sour cream when stirred into the gravy for chops, veal birds, baked or stewed cubies and even in kidney stew. If you count on color, add a drop of Kitchen Bouquet.

When liver is not too welcome, pamper it with a sauce made by adding a spoonful of flour to whatever fat is left in the pan and a little stock, a half cup of sour cream mixed in and a sprinkling of minced parsley. Taste it combined with horseradish for boiled beef, with chopped fresh dill for lamb, with raw cucumbers for cold cuts.

The Poles have a proud dish, chicken browned in butter and baked in a blanket of sour cream—the secret of their tender way with a bird.

More homely but just as good is (Continued on page 130)
the au naturel technique for salads and dressings. For a really elegant departure, make a dressing for greens by mashing a ripe avocado into mayonnaise and season with a pinch of curry powder. An intricately flavored salad can be made of cooked cold celery root, cut julienne, and served with a dressing made of sieved egg yolks, lemon juice beaten into sour cream, a smidgen of sugar, a dash each of salt and pepper. Add lemon juice, sugar and salt to sour cream for a Waldorf salad.

For a dog-day refresher, help yourself to a bowl of cottage cheese and sour cream with blueberries.

Epicurean are such simple desserts as fresh or canned peaches served with thick unbeaten sour cream. It's equally delicious and unadulterated on all kinds of sugared fruit and berries. When whisked, dusted with brown or maple sugar and spooned over a one-crust apple pie or apple scallop, it's the touch of genius.

Pancakes made with cottage cheese and sour cream served with lingonberries and powdered sugar are a dessert combination with international overtones. Almond filling and frosted canes can be made sans butter with sour cream as a savory saving grace. Last generation cooks favored sour cream as a baking add-in. When whipped, dusted with brown or maple sugar and spooned over a one-crust apple pie or apple scallop, it's the touch of genius.

In the Caucasus region, certain citizens attribute their centennial longevity to the properties of sour cream. Whether or not you are planning to bring your life expectancy up to five score and ten, you can use sour cream so many ways, to please your palate, give old dishes spring freshness, and incidentally save butter without giving up a gout of gourmet standards.

These nine recipes for novice or old-hand are a sound basis for sour cream cooking. Try them and move on to your own experimentation. Turn to page 137 for a saving substitution.

Veal Viennoise

2 lbs. veal, rump or shoulder
2/3 cup pearl onions
2 lbs. butter

World-famed vintages from wineries seven centuries old. Sherries and Ports of an exquisite flavor perfected by one devoted family since ancient times. Their heritage comes down to you in delectable taste and rare bouquet. Serve imported Merito Wines to enhance your hospitality.

Send for FREE Merito Wine Guide and Recipe Booklet

Marques del Merito Inc., Dept. 3J, P.O. Box 12, Wall St. Sta., N.Y.
MAY. 1946

SOUR CREAM
Continued from page 130

1½ cups water
1 bag leaf
2 or 3 whole cloves
½ tsp. allspice
1 tsp. caraway seeds
1 tsp. paprika
Salt, pepper
Lemon juice
1 cup thick sour cream

Mince the onions fine, cook slowly in
butter until transparent. While the
onions are simmering, in another small
saucepan, boil the water, bay leaf,
cloves, allspice, caraway seeds for 10
minutes. Cut veal into cubes, flour
lightly, add to onions. Strain the spiced
water over the meat, add salt, pepper
and paprika. Cover and simmer gently
for one hour or until the meat is tender,
squeeze in a little lemon juice and
blend in from a half to a cup of sour
cream to taste. Serves 6–8.

Hungarian Chicken Paprika

1 young frying chicken, cut in serving pieces
3 tbsp. butter
2 medium sized onions, chopped
1 tsp. paprika
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tbsp. flour
1 cup sour cream
Salt, pepper

Sauté onions in butter until golden.
Add chicken and brown lightly. Add
paprika and mix, then the lemon juice.
Cover tightly and cook over a low heat
until tender. Remove chicken to serving
dish and keep hot. Skim off any ex-
cess fat and boil down the stock if
there is too much of it. Thicken with
flour, season with salt and pepper.
Blend in the sour cream, stirring con-
tinuously. Pour sauce over chicken.
Makes 4 servings.

Chicken Livers Muscovite

1 lb. chicken livers
¼ cup onion, finely minced
¼ cup green pepper, sliced
1 cup mushrooms, sliced
½ c. butter
3 hard-cooked eggs, sliced
1½ cups sour cream
1 tsp. salt
½ tsp. pepper
¼ tsp. Worcestershire sauce

Flour chicken livers lightly and fry
until brown in hot butter with onion,
green pepper and mushrooms. Add
eggs, sour cream and seasonings. Pour
into buttered casserole. Top with bread-
crums or croutons. Bake in slow oven
for 10-15 minutes (350°F). Serves 4-5.

New Orleans Pancakes

1 cup (tilled) cheese
1 cup thick sour cream
1 cup flour
1 tsp. sugar
½ tsp. salt

Beat the eggs. Add the cottage cheese
and sour cream and beat together. Add
remaining ingredients. Beat until thick-
Continued on page 132)
SOUR CREAM
Continued from page 131

or than cream. Heat griddle or Swedish
punt pan greased with butter and spoon
butter on to make 3" pancakes. Brown
on one side, flip and brown on the other
side. These pancakes will be puffy and
very light. Serve hot with jelly, jam or
preserves. Especially delicious with
fugenderberries and powdered sugar.

Mushrooms a la Russe
1 lb. mushrooms
2 oz. butter
1 medium sliced onion, minced
1 cup sour cream
Flour, salt, pepper
Worcestershire sauce
Wipe and slice unpeeled mushrooms.
Saute in butter along with the onion
over a low flame. Season with salt,
pepper, and sprinkle a little flour over
them. Stir gently, don't crowd or bruise.
Rough stirring causes the juices to
run out and boil away. Cover and cook
5 minutes longer. Blend in the sour
cream and a few drops of Worcestershire

Dill Sauce for Meat
1 pt. beef broth
2 tbsp. vinegar
1 tsp. dry mustard
1 tsp. chopped dill
1 tbsp. sour cream
Melt butter and blend in flour. Add
milk. Cook until smooth and thick. Just
before serving, add minced chives or
parsley and a dash of paprika. Stir
constantly until heated through, keep
heat low. Season with salt and pepper.
This is equally good with cucumbers
for a jelled fish loaf. Cucumbers should
be chopped, salted and chilled, then
well drained before adding to the sauce.
Serve with sliced lemon.

Sour Cream Devil's Food Cake

CAPSTAN—bright and cheerful, distinc-
tively nautical. An electric clock
that appeals to men. $10.95*

CONSOLE—modern electric clock
strikes hour and half hour. Rich
mahogany case. $22.50*

HITT—streamlined electric kitchen
clock. Attractive ivory plastic
case size 83/" x 61/", $4.95*

PYPER—a new electric alarm
in ivory plastic case. Plain dial
$4.95. Luminous dial $5.95.*

*Approximate Prices No Tax Included

Seth Thomas
"The finest name in clocks"
SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC OR SPRING-WOUND
A product of GENERAL TIME Instruments Corporation

Pictured on the desk: The "Yukon"—
framed in black and gold color.
THE VICTORY GARDEN

Home gardeners, many of whom had planned to turn their major efforts to ornamentals this year, are back in their vegetable plots. They are acting in response to President Truman's urgent appeal for home gardeners to help relieve the world food situation, and in general are finding more pleasure in the work than during the war.

Two or three years of victory gardening have given gardeners the know-how to plan the vegetable garden efficiently for the family's requirements of fresh and canned or frozen foods, and to carry out routine chores with greater ease and speed. Many of the fruit trees and bushes planted a few years ago are coming into full bearing. Even with the continued burden of growing utilitarian crops, the experienced gardener never fails to get a thrill of achievement—not to mention taste—from the garden's first yield of fresh peas or ripe strawberries.

Most rewarding to the victory gardener's efforts this year, however, is the knowledge that he is making a real contribution to the world's food basket. In the words of Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson, "Yields of victory gardens will add materially to the total food supply. They will save transportation, furnish fresh, economical and nutritious food during the summer. Conserved and preserved they will lighten the demand on the total world food supply during the winter."

To encourage gardeners in their food production efforts, Secretary Anderson appointed Paul C. Stark of Louisiana, Missouri, as director of the National Garden Program and head of a committee to plan Department of Agriculture activities in this field. Under his guidance a conference of national garden leaders met in Washington in March and will continue to hold meetings as long as the emergency exists. The committee is also working out plans for a broader, long-time home garden program which will include landscape improvements in both rural and urban areas. Mr. Stark, the first president of the National Garden Institute, was in charge of the Department of Agriculture's victory garden program last year.

The National Garden Institute, an independent organization that operated during the war and works closely with the National Garden Program in Washington, has as president this year Edward J. Condon of Chicago. Ex-governor Lloyd C. Stark of Missouri is chairman of the board, and Lester J. Norris is chairman of the industrial advisory committee. The Institute plans to hold regional meetings this year, as it has in the past. Industry, through company-employee gardens, youth agencies and local organizations everywhere, is continuing to cooperate with the Institute's program. In response to

(Continued on page 137)

Sound ... Solid ... Successful

One of the long-to-be-remembered sights viewed on a trip through New Hampshire is "The Old Man of the Mountain." Tourists, recognizing it as the inspiration of Hawthorne's renowned story, "The Great Stone Face," are fascinated by this natural profile atop a granite cliff, twelve hundred feet above Profile Lake in Franconia Notch. It has also stood as the symbol of another equally-outstanding New Hampshire institution— the NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY—since its organization in 1869.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Manchester, New Hampshire

GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
IN MINT CONDITION $425

An original English Hepplewhite table, circa 1790, with top of fine swirl mahogany, banded with tulip wood, boxwood lines and edges. One long drawer, with false front at opposite end, original brass pulls. Top 20" x 30" closed; 28½" high.

JOHN A. COLBY & SONS
WABASH AT RANDOLPH, CHICAGO
626 DAVIS STREET, EVANSTON, ILL.
A Complete Furnishing and Decorating Service

Choice Antique
PEN BROKE TABLE

OUT YOU GO

Continued from page 97

Four barber-striped poles may be planted any place on a lawn or near to the house to hold up a canvas canopy. Move out and move under its shade for a cool and simple salon. In conjunction with window box walls it is pretty and practical.

If yours is a terrace or porch that can be picked up and moved about like these, take advantage of mobility. Follow the sun and the flowers. In spring, look at the blooming fruit trees. In summer, turn towards the phlox and the view. In autumn, make for the sheltering warmth of the house walls. Where there’s white water or a calm pool, bankside furnishings are most apt. (Look at page 96 for a well-banked grouping.)

It’s always amusing to give ladders something to watch. A croquet lawn, bowling green, badminton court or putting green is a fun focus for lawn furniture drawn up conversationally at one side, and squared off by rows of strawberry jars.

When your pied-à-terre is high above the ground, you’ll be lucky to have a balcony. Even the narrowest bit of balcony may be made to serve. Attach collapsible flaps like the leaves of a butterfly table in tiers of two or three to the balcony railing. Flipped up they provide open-air dining space and serving surface with a view. One charming Frenchwoman had hers made of glass for the highest visibility of Paris.

Penthouse terrace or just balcony, there’s a lot you can do to it. There’s no need for the barren aridity of a railroad station. Plants give cachet and country feeling. The basic best are potted plants that are seasonable.

Pale pink pots full of petunias thrive thriftily. Bulbs can be moved out of doors with your very own crocus to herald the spring popping out fifty feet off the ground, Hyacinth and tulips may be used for superb splotches of color. Group them in corners, against the wall, step them up on bricks.

For greenery, sedum and sempervivum can be grown in low pots and distributed massily about. Better still, make your own rock garden on the roof. A few well placed stones, a bare soil full of earth, and these plants will thrive as if in their native habitat. A jut in a penthouse terrace makes an admirable spot for a small rockery.

Both town garden and penthouse walls may be cheered up by greenery or scenery. Fleece vine, given something on which to twine, as chicken wire, a trellis, or poles, is very fast growing and pleasingly lush with buckwheat-like white flowers. Ivy, the in-

(Continued on page 135)
vinclicle, is good in pots or climbing. But if exposure, climate, and your green thumb fail, why not try scenery?

An ugly wall may be optically eliminated by a trompe l'oeil landscape or a witty, bright mural. The more crude and naive, the more fun.

Real penthouse gardeners try espaliered trees, clumps of bamboo, even weeping willows. But without these sumptuous plants there's still a place for practical gardening on skyscraper terrace or balcony. Small greenhouses, doll house size, may help you raise radishes, scallions, lettuce. Herbs may be grown under glass or in an open frame and are decorative as well as culinary.

Bamboo supports may be rigged to hold up a screen of morning glories. These are a delightful barrier against a poor outlook. A raised box with a wall of vines or filled with good-sized plants makes a fine division, if your balcony is big enough, between eating outside and sitting out of doors. Something growing is the secret of a successful city porch.

Bright canvas gives lift to a square yard of city roof. For pure whimsy, awnings that roll down tent-like all around a terrace or balcony, may have windows cut in them, large ones of isinglass, so that you may dine with an outside panorama rain or shine.

Wide louvered shutters, like Barbados jalousies, are wonderfully atmospheric storm-breaks. They are run out, awning-like on rods, or down grooves in the wall when a storm comes up.

When you own no parcel of the outdoors whatsoever, decorating will have to substitute. Flower-filled window boxes, plant-filled fireplaces are a summer solace when you don't live in a house by the side of a lane.

The topsy-turvy hammock and bottomless pitchers of lemonade may have gone along with straw boaters and mandolins, but the move to sit out a bit after dinner lingers within most of us. Play up to any piazza possibilities your home may have.

Following is a list of the approximate prices for the outdoor furniture shown on pages 36-99.

**Page 96**

- **Van Keppel-Green's metal furniture:**
  - Chaise, $32 (without pad).
  - Chairs, $22 each.
  - Table, $53.

- **Flick-Reed's bleached pine furniture:**
  - Chaise, $90.
  - Chairs, $30 each.
  - Table, $58.

(Continued on page 136)
Why a prominent homeowner writes an ad for KIMSUL® Insulation

Read what KIMSUL did for the beautiful home of Mr. J. A. Zehntbauer, President of Jantzen Knitting Mills:

November 5, 1945

Steward Griffith Company 2615 N. Grandview Street Portland, Oregon

Well, Mr. Griffith:

Everything you said KIMSUL Insulation would do for my house has been fully realized. We save fuel and are more comfortable, both in summer and winter. It is a pleasure to tell you about this and to recommend KIMSUL as an insulation material and also to recommend your workmanship, which is most excellent.

The KIMSUL which you installed in the store building at Jantzen Beach is another good job and is meeting expectations in every respect.

We believe insulation pays for itself and gives added comfort. We believe KIMSUL is unexcelled for insulation and your workmanship tops, and it will be a pleasure to recommend you and your product to anyone needing insulation.

Sincerely,

President
JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS

If you own a home—or plan one—KIMSUL can give you the same year-round comfort and fuel savings which made an enthusiast of Mr. Zehntbauer. Now is the time to insulate! And the wise choice is KIMSUL—the scientifically designed many-layer blanket insulation. For all the facts on KIMSUL, mail the coupon today.

KIMSUL INSULATION
A PRODUCT OF
Kimberly-Clark Research
KIMSUL Division, Neenah, Wisconsin

Please rush FREE BOOKLET with full information about easy-to-install KIMSUL.

□ We now live in our own home
□ We plan to build a new home

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP. B-466

136 HOUSE & GARDEN

WEDDING PRESENT TABLE
Continued from page 103

The following merchandise is shown in the photograph of the table setting illustrated in color on page 102.

Dinner setting of Eighteenth Century elegance with Charnwood china by Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, at Stern Bros.; Bijou crystal, water goblets, wine and champagne glasses by Cambridge Glass Co. from Sweden; sterling candy dishes, John Cabourn salts and peppers, and the new Georgine Ostrich pattern in flatware by The Turtle Silver Company, Boston. The individual ashtrays are by Smith & Smith, a subsidiary of the above firm.

The antique Eighteenth Century English pedestal table and Hepplewhite armchairs are from Needhams Antiques, Inc. Of the same period are the English Savonnerie rug from Michaelian and the five-piece silver and crystal epigone and candelabra from Robert Ensko, Inc. Long linen and Milan lace runners with matching napkins, Moir, Inc.

Tall white candles from Will & Baumer and silver paper match holders from Can-Ble-Luxe Shop complete the setting.

OUT YOU GO
Continued from page 135

Salterini’s wrought iron furniture: Arm chair, $32.
Side chair, $28.
Table, $84.

Page 97

Ypsiilanti Reed’s combed maple furniture:
Snack tables, $15.50 each.

Dillingham’s Dine-a-cart, $20.

Page 98

Richard L. Sanforf’s cast aluminum furniture:
Serving table, $90.
Coffee table, $66.
Couch, $234.

Dillingham’s birch wood and enamel furniture:
Arm chair, $24.
Revolving table, $20.

Molla’s wrought iron furniture:
Side chair, $29.
Arm chair, $33.
Table, $95.

Ypsiilanti Reed’s combed maple sectional bar:
Bar, center section, $80.
Bar, end section, $100.
Stools, $23 each.

Page 99

Heywood-Wakefield’s ash-like rattan furniture:
Chair, $34.
Arm chair, $36.
Lamp table, $12.
Cocktail table, $13.

Have You Included a HomEase Water Softener in Your New Home Plans?

Mr. Stewart Griffith and George Barber, contractors to whom Mr. Zehntbauer wrote, inspected a typical snug installation.

KIMSUL was placed and installed under the direction of Frederick H. Steward, company president, who is most excellent.

THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO. 2429 COLLERAIN AVENUE CINCINNATI 14, OHIO Representative in Principal Cities

More Enjoyable Living with Products That Bear This Label

Have You Included a HomEase Water Softener in Your New Home Plans?
The Perfect Combination

✓ Metal for permanent fit
✓ Wood for economy

These sensational new Thermoseal windows have smart, lightweight, easy-handling interchangeable wood-framed storm and screen panels... PLUS a patented all-metal closure frame that allows automatically for expansion, contraction—keeps windows weathertight at all times. Before you buy any storm windows... see this brand new combination for perfect satisfaction!

• Changes from winter to summer in seconds
• Operates entirely from inside house
• Rainproof draft-free ventilation year-round

IREE-IN-ONE WINDOW INSULATION
HE THERMOSEAL COMPANY

836-G Euclid Ave. • Cleveland 15, Ohio

THE VICTORY GARDEN
Continued from page 133

urgen request, the Institute is continuing the popular National Green Thumb contest and the General Douglas MacArthur medal awards for junior gardeners.

The combined efforts of victory gardeners, during the four war years, totaled an imposing contribution to the food program—twenty-four million tons of food!

BUNSAVINGS BONDS

PAINT UP
CLEAR UP

9 out of 10 painters use Gum Turpentine—the standard, fool-proof paint thinner. Gum Turpentine is also an excellent cleaner for: furniture, woodwork, carpets, metal and porcelain fixtures. For sale everywhere. Look for the AT-FA Seal of Approval.

THE VICTORY GARDEN
Continued from page 133

SOUR CREAM SALAAM
Continued from page 132

Add melted chocolate. Sift flour with baking powder and soda. Starting with flour mixture, add dry ingredients alternately with milk and sour cream. Pour into two buttered 9" layer pans. Bake in moderate oven 325°F., 25 to 30 minutes. Put layers together and top with a seven minute frosting or your own favorite frosting.

Sour Cream Pie

1/3 cup sour cream
1/2 cup sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. cloves
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. salt
1 cup flour
2 eggs, separated
1 tsp. vanilla
1 baked pastry shell

Mix the sugar, spices, salt and flour. Add the sour cream. Heat in a double boiler over hot water and stir until thickened. Then cover and cook 15 minutes. Pour the hot mixture, slowly, into the well-beaten egg yolks; add the raisins and cook over hot water a few minutes. Stir in the vanilla. Pour into a baked pastry shell and serve when cool. Topped with whipped cream. Or make a meringue with the two egg whites beaten stiff with a little salt and four tablespoons of sugar. Spread over filling and bake in a moderately slow oven, 325°F., for 15-20 minutes or until lightly browned.

Alternate for butter

Thick sour cream can be used in place of butter in baking. For sweet cream in many baked and cooked dishes. To replace butter with sour cream in baking, use one cup of sour cream for 1/2 cup of milk and 3/4 cup of butter. Use 1/2 teaspoon of soda, mixed with the dry ingredients, for each cup of sour cream and count the soda as equivalent to the leavening power of 2 teaspoons of baking powder. That is, if the recipe calls for 1/2 cup butter, 3/4 cup milk and 4 teaspoons of baking powder, you'd use 1 cup of sour cream, 1/2 teaspoon baking soda and 2 teaspoons of baking powder.

SOUR CREAM
SALAAIM

MAY, 1946

Walls Around Warmth

... WITH A HEARTH FOR ITS HEART

Prim descendant of a pioneer cluster of rooms around a huge central chimney, the New England farmhouse has found its way into every state. Small windowed and broad-doored, its typical story-and-a-half structure hugged the soil and faced wintry blasts with grim fortitude. Inherently homelike, it is often most pleasing when it retains original simplicity. Renewed appreciation has rescued many of these original houses from oblivion. No less has Russwin preserved for present day home builders the rugged charm of the hand forged hardware.

Inside, functional simplicity was born of local materials and craftsmanship. The great fireplace, central motif of age-darkened, pine-paneled walls, welcomed the whole family at its broad hearth. Few can enter such a house without a pleasant recollection of ancestral vigor. That's why so many like its style and admire the matching hardware Russwin makes available today.

Write for Russwin's illustrated booklet, "Residential Hardware", to aid you in your plans and allow 2% of the total building cost for hardware. Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corp., New Britain, Connecticut.

FOR ENDURANCE ... WROUGHT OR CAST BRASS AND BRONZE...
FOR DESIGN & WORKMANSHIP...

SINCE 1839

DISTINCTIVE HARDWARE

RUSSWIN

AME RICAN TURPENTINE FARMERS ASSOCIATION
Valdosta, Georgia

ALWAYS USE GUM TURPENTINE TO THIN PAINTS VARNISHES AND ENAMELS

RUSSWIN
Bartholomew Design
Entrance Door Hardware
2012AC41237

RUSSWIN
COOKER DOOR
2007

RUSSWIN
H and L Hinge
5002

RUSSWIN
Barnstable Design
Entrance Door Hardware
3512ACCC01237

RUSSWIN
SINCE 1839

DISTINCTIVE HARDWARE

RUSSWIN

THE VICTORY GARDEN
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SOUR CREAM SALAAM
Continued from page 132

Add melted chocolate. Sift flour with baking powder and soda. Starting with flour mixture, add dry ingredients alternately with milk and sour cream. Pour into two buttered 9" layer pans. Bake in moderate oven 325°F., 25 to 30 minutes. Put layers together and top with a seven minute frosting or your own favorite frosting.

Sour Cream Pie

1/3 cup sour cream
1/2 cup sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. cloves
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. salt
1 cup flour
2 eggs, separated
1 tsp. vanilla
1 baked pastry shell

Mix the sugar, spices, salt and flour. Add the sour cream. Heat in a double boiler over hot water and stir until thickened. Then cover and cook 15 minutes. Pour the hot mixture, slowly, into the well-beaten egg yolks; add the raisins and cook over hot water a few minutes. Stir in the vanilla. Pour into a baked pastry shell and serve when cool. Topped with whipped cream. Or make a meringue with the two egg whites beaten stiff with a little salt and four tablespoons of sugar. Spread over filling and bake in a moderately slow oven, 325°F., for 15-20 minutes or until lightly browned.

Alternate for butter

Thick sour cream can be used in place of butter in baking; for sweet cream in many baked and cooked dishes. To replace butter with sour cream in baking, use one cup of sour cream for 1/2 cup of milk and 3/4 cup of butter. Use 1/2 teaspoon of soda, mixed with the dry ingredients, for each cup of sour cream and count the soda as equivalent to the leavening power of 2 teaspoons of baking powder. That is, if the recipe calls for 1/2 cup butter, 3/4 cup milk and 4 teaspoons of baking powder, you'd use 1 cup of sour cream, 1/2 teaspoon baking soda and 2 teaspoons of baking powder.
Every piece of Theodore Haviland china reflects the superb skill and craftsmanship that has gone into its making.

Additional patterns and table settings, some in full color, are shown in a booklet, "Fine China—To Have and To Use." A second booklet, "History of a Name," traces the romantic history of this china. You may obtain both booklets by sending 10c to cover mailing costs.

The secret of light flaky pastry lies in a minimum of handling, a maximum of chilling. The light touch, good cooks claim, comes with practice. The chilling, by refrigerating both ingredients and utensils. Help on both scores to achieve tender piecrust comes with the use of the new Lewis Featherweight Rolling Pin. Made of stainless Durol, a highly polished aluminum, its light weight prevents even the heavy-handed from applying too much pressure. The removable handles permit filling the roller with ice cubes to maintain cold throughout the rolling of the dough. The handles groove tightly into the roller, locking the ice cubes securely inside. Easy to clean with soap and water. This professional aid in pastry making costs $2.49 and can be found at Hammacher Schlemmer.

An indoor collapsible laundry dryer of sturdy aluminum is designed along the lines of the large yard dryers. This new one opens out like an umbrella to 41 feet of drying space. It is compact enough that you can easily store it in a closet or drawer. Opened, it measures 38 square, stands 4' high and has five parallel rows of clothesline. Light enough to lift with one hand, resists rust and won't warp. Complete with line, $7.95. Aluminum clothespins, spring type, are 49c a dozen. From Macy's, New York.

Smooth plastic clothesline woven of sixteen braided strands of Saran makes it as strong as steel, light as twine. Weatherproof and moisture-resistant, this line won't stretch, rust or rot. Clothespins grip it tightly. Can be wiped clean, or even boiled in soapy water if smoke and dirt make it necessary. It won't kink or tie in knots when handled. To hang, one end is already looped. You loop the other end, after measuring off required length. By spreading the braids slightly and in setting the pointed ends, you get a loop that works on the old Chinese handkerchief principle—the harder you pull, the tighter it gets. The forest green color of Saran Braid Plastic Clothesline makes it inconspicuous 50 ft. for $2.19; 100 ft. for $3.89. Write to Lee-Bart, Inc., 900 Laper Avenue, Saginaw, Mich., for the name of the store in your neighborhood.

A streamlined can opener of gleaming chromium and white enamel gives definite distinction to an ordinary kitchen tool. The Can-O-Mat, a two...

(Continued on page 139)

THEODORE HAVILAND & CO.
INTEGRATED
26 W. 23rd St., New York 10, N.Y.

THE MORE PARTICULAR you are about rum, the more you will like Don Q. Use Don Q Cold Label for high balls, sours, and old fashions. White Label for Cocktails. As Puerto Rico's painstakingly-blended rum, versatile Don Q makes lasting friends with you.

PRODUCT OF DESTILERIA SERRALLES, INC., PONCE, PUERTO RICO, U.S.A. • U.S. DISTRIBUTORS Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK 3, N.Y. • IMPORTERS SINCE 179...
The sizzling hamburger is no lowly dish when properly broiled. Cooked in the new *Grillette Steak Broiler*, individual hamburgers come out juicy, tender and all in one piece. Once-ground beefsteak, seasoned with salt and pepper, sans egg, breadcrumbs or any other binder, can be broiled to a turn without falling apart. The *Grillette* is a carbon steel wire basket, oblong in shape, with a hinged cover and a 6" handle. Holds just eight ounces of chopped meat. It measures 5¼" in length, 3" in width, and stands 1½" high to avoid pressing out any of the nutritious meat juices. The handle is short enough to fit easily into the oven broiler; long enough for an outdoor charcoal grill. Use it to broil sausages grease-free, for corned beef hash, frankfurters, shishkebab, fish. Use it for French-frying potatoes, shrimp or oysters. Packed two to a box, the *Grillettes* are $3 a pair at Lewis & Conger.

Plastic window screening will protect your home from insect pests and really let you enjoy outdoor living this summer. *Lumite Window Screen* is available now by the yard in a variety of widths to fit windows, doors and porches. Woven from Saran, the new plastic, it's tough-wearing, highly resilient under pressure and gives with-
Redecorate with Slip Covers

- That's what Hollywood does to create fresh new beauty in their homes. You too can achieve new decorative effects by covering your chair or sofa with Sure-Fit, America's most beautiful ready-to-put-on slip covers, in either cretonne or knitted fabrics. They fit modern or traditional furniture in minutes, and the new patented Sta-Fast feature won't let them creep, slide or twist.

Sure-Fit slip covers are sold in better stores throughout the Nation... None sold direct.

Make SURE it's SURE-FIT
Look for this Label

SURE-FIT
Ready-to-put-on SLIP COVERS

HOUSE & GARDEN

CHINA CLOSET ADDENDA

This glossary of familiar terms will establish the identity of your china

So that the prospective buyer may know what he seeks, here is a brief review of familiar china forms and the fruits by which they are known.

In general, china falls into two broad categories—earthenware and porcelain. Earthenware may be almost anything from a bit of Mexican terra cotta to a plate decorated by one of the Della Robbias. Earthenware is soft, porous, opaque. It is made usually of china clay and plastic clay with perhaps some china stone for good measure. Fired at less intense heat than porcelain, it may be distinguished from the latter by the fact that it is not translucent.

Hispano-Moresque majolica. One of the earliest types of earthenware is majolica, a pottery developed by the Moors in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It was embellished by such Oriental trappings as Arabic script, coat-of-arms motifs, and flowers. In sixteenth century Italy, majolica underwent a tremendous development. Such Renaissance subjects as full-blown cherubs, arabesques, scenes from Roman history and the Scriptures made their appearance. Majolica became a vehicle for the talents of such artists as the Della Robbias.

Later, on the other side of the Atlantic, Mexican majolica combined effective plagiarism of the Spanish and Moorish designs with healthy native development. A Chinese strain became manifest in blue and white medallion patterns. In the seventeenth century, blue dots and dashes were put on enameled white grounds between main decorative motifs. Majolica ornamentation has been imitated by members of the trade in Mexico down to the present day.

Japanese Pottery. In the overseas bag of many a G.I., along with such trophies as Samurai swords and Japanese battle flags, there is often a momento of the homelier side of Oriental life in the form of a piece of Japanese pottery. Textures of such wares range from crude bowls with a grain-like gravel, to porcelain noted for the fine quality of its paste. Since Japanese pottery is designed with an eye to incense burning or the drinking of tea, it is usually more heat resistant than our own product. Interesting reflection of Oriental hospitality is the fact that the glaze on Japanese pottery is usually applied so as to leave the lower part of the dish bare, so that the clay may be inspected and criticized by guests.

(Continued on page 141)
Porcelain, as opposed to earthenware, is pottery made from kaolin clay, china stone and silica, fired at intense heat until it becomes translucent. Hard paste porcelain is made from actual kaolin clay whereas soft paste porcelain is composed of clay containing a chemical mixture producing the same effect as kaolin.

Bone china is a compound of fine clay and calcinated bones. The number of bone chinases is legion. Here are a few of the better known English types.

Coolport—a late eighteenth century china famous for its deep blue ornamentation and its rich gildings. A strong Chinese influence is evident in its decorative subject matter which includes landscapes, flower and bird designs, dragon and sprig patterns.*

Crown Derby—an eighteenth and early nineteenth century porcelain. Deep red and blue were the most usual base colors, with brilliant gold decoration applied after the fashion of the Japanese. Gold leaf designs and fes­toons were used frequently on borders. Other specialties of the Derby factory were a brilliant lapis lazuli blue, and delicate lace trimmings on figures in contemporary costume. Crown Derby was also made in less famous pastel shades such as lilac, pale blue, green, pink, and canary yellow. Royal Crown Derby is still being manufactured.

Lowestoft—English mid-eighteenth century artificial porcelain, sometimes inscribed with the legend "A Trifle From Lowestoft." Yellowish paste is covered usually with a dull bluish glaze. The Tudor Rose is a common form of embellishment, and black specks are frequent. Blue, dull Chinese Lowestoft was so named because it came in through the port of entry where the factory was located.

Minton—English mid-nineteenth century china reminiscent of Sévres in its ground colors which were rose, green, and blue. Gold incrustations and carved figures are other earmarks of Minton.*

Spode—a white porcelain made during the nineteenth century by Josiah Spode. Parian ware, a porcelain resembling Parian marble, used often for statuettes and ornaments, was first made at the Spode factory.*

Wedgwood—a type of china made by Josiah Wedgwood, a pottery manufacturer who was famous for his "Jasper ware," a white biscuitware ornamented with Greek motifs and figures in graceful robes. Wedgwood was also noted for his terra cotta, his basalt ware, his Queen's ware, and an agate ware with a mottled, marblelike finish.*

Worcester—an eighteenth century (Continued on page 142)

This genuine mahogany buffet from our "Buckingham Group" is now available. The quality and craftsmanship are finer than ever before. Write the Factory for our nearest dealer.

Spread a new Needletuft coverlet on the bed, and see your whole room come alive! Needletufts go with everything—their colors are coordinated to the best rugs, wallpaper and draperies, their designs are wonderfully adaptable. Individually made by skilled craftsmen, using many varieties of needletuft embroidery. Colorfast, they wash beautifully, need no ironing. At the finer stores. Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dalton, Georgia.
"Carrie's a jewel—but I'm glad I've got this M-B unbreakable percolator!"

**Look What's Here!**
The Long-Last Percolator!

**Manning Bowman**
Means Best

**China Closet Addenda**
Continued from page 141

English porcelain usually in base colors of apple green and royal blue, decorated by salmon scale markings, exotic birds, and elaborate gold borders. Portraits were often used decoratively for Worcester, and transfer printing was accomplished for the first time at the Worcester works. This was a method whereby a pattern was first printed on paper from a copper engraving, then transferred to the pottery. Worcester jeweled ware paralleled that of Sévres in excellence. Better known porcelains not made in the British Isles include: Deleek—a fine Irish porcelain, washed with a metallic luster and fired at low heat. It is pearly in color.

Dresden and Meissen—Early eighteenth century German porcelain which made frequent use of bird, insect and raised flower designs. This china can be distinguished by the sword and star mark on the bottom.

Sévres—a French porcelain made in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Turquoise blue, royal blue, and rose were the most usual colors. Early statuettes and busts glorified Napoleon. Cameo effects were popular in the nineteenth century. In the Louis Philippe period, Sévres vases were ornamented by sculpture, painting and gilding. Gold relief decoration was enriched by the addition of small jewel-like drops of enamel or opaque cabochons.

Japanese porcelain. Japanese porcelain ranges in color from the blue and white wares of Arita, Seto, and Kioto to Hizen porcelain done in red and orange. Owari ware has floral decoration handled with the precision of a botanist. Pottery, however, offers a more natural outlet for the Japanese decorative talent.

Cantonware—an eighteenth century Chinese pottery with a beautiful white body decorated in blue and white chinoiserie motifs. Some Cantonware makes use of European crests and engraving designs. These are surrounded by borders of diaper.

Be chary with china. The china collector treads a precarious path, paved too often with good intentions which end in the cry—"it fell apart in my hand." The bogeys of china care are temperature extremes, water taps which suddenly assume Brobdignagian proportions during washings, metal dish pans which tend to leave nasty deposits, food acids, tea and coffee stains, shaky breakfast bowls for cups, and hasty storage methods.

Wash china yourself, and fight chippage by putting a folded towel in the bottom of the enamel pan in which you do your laving. Figurines and vases should be cleaned with a camel's hair brush dipped in soapy water. They should be rinsed in clear water, and patted dry with a tissue. Dust them frequently with a soft brush between washings.

(Continued on page 143)
HOUSEHOLD SHORT CUTS
Continued from page 139

out denting, bulging or sagging. It won't rust or corrode; remains unaffected by salt air, smoke, rain, snow, heat or cold. A Lumite screen may be left up all year without damage. It won't stain, cleans easily with a whisk of a damp cloth and never needs painting. The dark forest green color is easy on the eyes. Light to handle and simple to frame, it has no sharp points to scratch your hands or tear your clothes. It's practically indestructible and can last a lifetime. You can get Lumite in widths from 23" to 48" for $2 to $3 a square foot at John Wanamaker's.

A handsome cutlery rack with six Flint hollow-ground knives to hang on the wall behind your kitchen worktable is an investment that pays big dividends. The rack protects the fine blades and safeguards the fingers. The knives are stored within easy reach to save time and motion in handling. Each knife slips easily in and out of its individual slot. The set includes razorsharp, chrome vanadium steel knives: ham, roast and steak slicers, a French cook's knife, a paring knife and a utility knife. The well-designed rack is made from a single piece of aged and kilndried American hardwood in natural color. A wood fiber backing protects the cutting edges. The whole fits conveniently in a kitchen drawer, if that's your preference. The Flint Holder complete costs $12.95 at Hammacher Schlemmer.

CHINA CLOSET ADDENDA
Continued from page 142

Remember that there are times when that delicious Roquefort cheese dressing can be a menace, and wipe plates dry with a paper napkin immediately after eating. Slack china always with some sort of padding between every two plates. Suspend cups from a secure overpinning—never put them inside each other. When you remove china from the cupboard, lift—not slide it out.

By observing this list of dos and don'ts you will lengthen the lifeline of your china line.

*Types of china still being manufactured.

VICTORY CLOTHING COLLECTION

Further collection of clothing is imperative. Please continue to donate clothing for overseas relief. Give your discarded boots, shoes, dresses, underwear, suits, shawls, workshirts, sweaters, blankets, quilts, etc., to the Victory Clothing Collection.

More Pearl-Wick Hampers are sold than any other ever made—because practical housewives prefer Pearl-Wick Hampers for very practical reasons!

Their self-ventilating construction dispels soiled clothes odor and retards mildewing. They are roomy and cleanly, with wipe-clean plastic pearl lids. And their handsome designs and decorator colors make them smart-looking aids to good housekeeping in bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens or nurseries.

Be sure your next hamper is a genuine Pearl-Wick!

Pearl-Wick Corp., Long Island City 2, New York
The choice of Jose Iturbi

FAMED PIANIST AND CONDUCTOR

"Baldwin! Again I say it is incomparably superior to all others..."

Choose your piano as today's masters do; by richness of tone, effortless action, and responsiveness. Baldwin and Baldwin-built Pianos are increasingly available. Meanwhile your Baldwin dealer has set one aside so you can hear and play it any time you like. Let him tell you when and how you can own a Baldwin.

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY • Cincinnati • Chicago
Makers of Baldwin, Acrosonic, Hamilton and Sherwood Pianos

DUNBAR FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY • BERNE, IND. • MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO, ILL.
With mixed feelings of gratitude and relief, we herald the return of the white percale sheet. The one shown is a particularly handsome version with colored embroidered scallops. The embroidery may be pink, azure, dusty rose, peach, jade, yellow or all white. These Cannon sheets come in sizes 63” by 108”, 81” by 108” and 90” by 108”, with pillowcases to match. At leading stores.

Wonderful all-wool St. Mary’s blankets are back to warm you and your heart, in blue, pink, green, aqua, yellow, ivory and white. Altman’s. Top all with Sunspun’s chenille bedspread that comes back crisp and new after laundering. A design like mullioned window panes in all white or white with blue, gold, green or peach, at Wanamaker’s.

(Continued on page 146)

Just pull the cord gently . . . in a flash you control air, light and view.

And that’s only one magic feature of Judd Traverse Tracks. They put privacy and living comfort at your fingertips. And they give you a chance to express your own style preference as well. With Judd Traverse Tracks you can retain a “period” charm or go as modern as you please . . . curtain large windows or combine multiple windows to get pleasing large-window effects.

There are dozens of fascinating ways to use Judd Traverse Tracks — each offering beauty and smartness for windows of all types and sizes. See them at your dealers. And for a portfolio of practical decorating hints, use the coupon below.

H. L. JUDD COMPANY • WALLINGFORD, CONN.
87 Chambers Street, New York 7, New York
Beautify your Awnings and prolong their life at the same time!

...WITH A SINGLE APPLICATION OF Setfast CANVAS PAINT

Yes, it's every bit as simple as it sounds. Just a single, easy application of Setfast Canvas Paint with a brush and your awnings look like new, last years longer! For Setfast is a special canvas paint that not only makes shabby awnings attractive again, but protects them from sun, rain and canvas rot at the same time!

Setfast Canvas Paint can't crack or chip off. Choose from 11 attractive colors, plus white, black and clear. When you put up your awnings this season, treat them with Setfast Canvas Paint.

SOMETHING NEW

Continued from page 145

"Must" list footnote for a small boy's room: 100% virgin wool Faribo blanket, 72" x 90", in blue, yellow, green and rose beige. Pacific's "Balanced" sheets, still rare as a crossword puzzle gun, should gradually become more readily available. Sizes 72" x 108", 81" x 116", 90" x 108", with matching pillowcases. Star-embellished as an enchant-er's robe is this Monument Mills' cotton bedspread, designed by Dan Cooper. Single and double sizes. Gray, yellow and white. Also in green, yellow and white. A treatise in texture is this Lady Christina sculptured rug. In a wide range of colors including blue, dusty rose, pink, yellow, aqua, beige, lavender, gray, peach or white. All merchandise on this page available at leading department stores.

THIS IS WHAT A HOME IN NEW HAMPSHIRE CAN MEAN

It's easy to grow lyric about owning a home or farm in New Hampshire—and many do—but plain, country common sense offers more substantial reasons.

Neighbors are genuine and congenial, churches not merely decorative. Soon you'll be able to remodel an old house you find upon your land—and then you begin to live!

Many of our friends now make New Hampshire their legal residence. A favorable tax situation exists.

Our handsomely illustrated booklet—"A Home in New Hampshire" is yours FREE. Write:

State Planning & Development Commission
582 Capitol Street
Concord, New Hampshire

Send FREE copy of your booklet: "A Home in New Hampshire."
Continued from page 146

Now you can have the luxury of thick terry towels and bath sets, all matching. Now you can find water-proof shower curtains ... and now you can hang these long-lost treasures on another well-welcomed bathroom accessory, the chromium towel rack, Lewis and Con­ger. The Fieldcrest terry towels can be matched up to bath mats and wash cloths, in lime, lemon, pale pink, tur­quoise or blue. At leading stores. Greeted with more rejoicing, this sturdy rubberized shower curtain by Kleinert comes in solid colors and printed patterns on white, blue, yellow, green or rose. From W. & J. Sloane.

FOR A LOVELIER HOME!
Reflecting the slightest ray of light, they add a note of real loveliness to your home—as house numbers or name plates. You see these patented lenses on highways ... glowing clearly and distinctively, night and day. In green or white letters on a handsome walnut-stained panel, they’re beautiful and purposeful for country and sub­urban homes.

NEW BOOKLET gives down-to-earth facts on how to choose modern home heating equipment

"By Jiminy," you’ll say, as you leaf through the newest booklet on home heating ... "this is just the information we’ve been wanting!"

No fiction, no dream stuff, no fairy tale ... this 12-page factual booklet offered by Bryant Heater Company gets right down to the job of helping you choose the correct heating equipment for your home. It has some mighty good answers to your problems, whether you are planning a new home or modernizing the old ... whether you want complete winter air conditioning which filters, warms, humidifies and circulates, or a simple radiant wall heater for that room over the garage. Out of Bryant’s wartime service have come some new production methods ... out of Bryant laboratories, new designs, controls and mechanical fea­tures which can make carefree, auto­matic gas heating a reality for every class of home. Yes, wherever gas for heating is available, now there’s opportunity to forget old-fashioned heating worries ... to install genuine Bryant automatic gas heating and “let the pup be furnace man”.

Jot your name and address on the coupon. Mail today for a copy of the booklet that talks of heating in facts instead of fairy tales!
THE WARFIELD
AMERICA'S MOST
USEFUL TABLE
BY
Brandt
BRANDT CABINET WORKS, INC. • HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND

Use it as a handsome console or side table... raise the leaves and you have a table for four... extend it progressively to seat six or eight or fully extend to 12, to seat 12 persons comfortably.

Send 25c for "A Sketchbook of Tables and How to Use Them." Full of ideas!

BRANDT CABINET WORKS, INC. • HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND
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NEW GARDEN TOOLS

Continued from page 148

Lucky indeed! Building sooner, you might have considered aluminum windows outside your budget. Now you will have ALWINTITE Aluminum Windows, and at a price you'd expect to pay for any good windows!

You'll open or close your aluminum windows with complete ease. They won't ever warp, stick or swell.

You'll never be bothered with costly upkeep. These windows never need painting—they won't rot or rust.

You'll like the way these windows blend with interior color selections and materials. They're good-looking, and they stay that way merely by wiping them off as the windows are washed.

You'll enjoy snug weather protection. These ALWINTITE Aluminum Windows—with their patented, built-in stainless steel weather strip—keep out drafts and rain, save fuel!

Remember the name—ALWINTITE Aluminum Windows. Write today for illustrated literature.

THE ALUMINUM WINDOW CORPORATION
A subsidiary of General Bronze Corporation
34-18 Tenth Street
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

ALUMINUM WINDOWS

Plastic hose for gardens. Lightness is one of the chief talking points of the new Amepeco hose. Not affected by hot sun or other weather conditions, it is kink and crack-proof. The transparent plastic hose carries a five-year guarantee; the green plastic, a two-year one (because of color, defects cannot be detected as readily in the factory). Transparent: 25 feet, $16.00, or 50 feet, $18.00; green plastic, 25 feet, $7.45, or 50 feet, $12.95, from Lewis & Conger, New York, N. Y.

Rubber hose is back. Quality construction marks the post-war Swan (Continued on page 155)
How to set a great success!

Color, brilliance, dazzling beauty, are the words that'll apply to your table when you possess Dirilyte flatware and hollow-ware, the color of polished gold! No one who uses less dramatic tableware will be able to compete with the settings you'll create. And Dirilyte is as practical as it is glorious. This fine metal is harder than sterling, very scratch-resistant. It's solid, not plated, but costs no more than good plate. Send 15c for the Dirilyte booklet - superbly illustrated, it makes the art of table-setting easy!

Golden-hued Dirilyte

AMERICAN ART ALLOYS INC., KOKOMO, IND.

Henry Teuscher, Curator of the Montreal Botanical Garden, explains the correct culture and attractive combinations of window box plants—based on his forthcoming book.

WINDOW box gardening, far from being a weak substitute for real gardening, is a pastime to challenge the horticulturist’s skill and artistry. Moreover, it is no recent development resulting from the concentration of people in large cities. Its history reaches far back into antiquity.

Ancient wall paintings and excavations prove that window box gardening was popular over 2,000 years before Christ. The old Assyrians, Babylonians and Egyptians grew flowers in containers hewn from stone. These were used to crown the balustrades of their high, pillar-supported terraces, the historically famous “hanging gardens”, in which these ancient peoples excelled. The old Romans, too, had flower boxes of stone and wood.

Considering its many years of existence, window box gardening, as generally practiced today, shows lack of imagination and skill. In our choice of plants we are by no means restricted to the ubiquitous geranium and petunia. There are hundreds of other beautiful plants which succeed equally well when their special needs are satisfied.

Many plants, in fact, can be raised to perfection much more readily in a flower box than in a garden. A box makes it easier to prepare an exact soil mixture, to control the amount of moisture and the intensity of light, and to give any special care required.

Nor are we limited to annuals for boxes. Many tropical and subtropical plants, such as caladiums, the lovely achimenes, Suedamum jasminoides and others, do well in flower boxes.

If tin trays are fitted into the wooden boxes, permitting removal of plants when flowering is over, our choice widens still more. We may include spring-flowering bulbs as well as rock garden plants, roses and chrysanthemums. The easily manipulated tin containers make it possible to bury (Continued on page 151)

Gracious living with Maple created and built BY FOX

American Province Maple by FOX, hewn out of heavy wood, combines the charm of authentic Early American styling with the sturdiness of construction that has made the name FOX famous for forty years. Yet, thanks to modern production methods, FOX quality furniture is unusually low in price. Ask to see FOX living room furniture at your dealers—and look for the American Province Maple tag on every piece.

FOX MANUFACTURING COMPANY ROMF, CA.
WINTER BOX
GARDENING

Continued from page 150
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FIRST...Excellent Tone
SECOND...Mechanical Superiority
THIRD...Fine Styling
FOURTH...Popularly Priced

YEAR after year these four important chime characteristics have made Rittenhouse Chimes pre-eminent in American home-owner preference.
TONE EXCELLENCE because Rittenhouse engineers have eliminated chime "static". Tone is clearer, richer, more melodious.
MECHANICAL SUPERIORITY because only Rittenhouse Chimes have a Floating Percussion Unit, a "Rhythm Master" timer, and plungers and springs that are locked permanently in place. An adjustable volume control and shut-off switch add extra utility.
FINE STYLING because Rittenhouse combines famous Norman Bel Geddes design with best craftsmanship and material.
POPULAR PRICING because Rittenhouse large-scale production and war-developed methods have made possible greatly reduced chime costs. See and hear these finest of all chimes today. Write for handsome Rittenhouse Chime Brochure in color.

THE A. E. RITTENHOUSE COMPANY, INC.
64 East Street
Hornell, N. Y.

The Sheffield $26.95
FOR THE
June Bride
A gift that's handsome, exciting —
different.

AMERICA'S FINEST CHIME SIGNALS

Nancy China
Beautiful Roses in
bas-relief on
gay pastel backgrounds

Ask for them
at leading
Department or Gift Shops

Patented

HANCOCK IRON WORKS
65 W. Pike St., Pontiac 14, Mich.
find your "FIFTH FREEDOM"

... as you RE-FIT in Peaceful Vermont

ESCAPE this summer to Green Mountains. Leave behind the pressures, the heat and noise of crowded pavements. In your own summer place, your cottage, camp, tourist home or homelike hotel find a sampling of the healthful climate, restful environment and wholesome country fun that are known as "the Vermont way of life."

FREE RECREATION BOOKS—Interested in a farm or village home? Ask for "Farm and Summer Home Book." Want a preview of a vacation-for-the-book? "Unspoiled Vermont", fully illustrated, is yours for the asking.

Vermont Development Commission
20 State House, Montpelier, Vt.

VERMONT
Beauty corner of NEW ENGLAND

Gives ANY Room that DECORATED "FEEL"

The Cavalier CEDAR Stow-Away
In any room in the home, where cedar storage can help, the Cavalier Stow-Away adds usefulness and charm. Three real drawers; seven period and modern styles, in fine woods over solid cedar.

At your favorite furniture or department store
Write for Free Folder; "Decorative Storage"

CAVALIER CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 2, TENNESSEE

avoided; instead, use a mellow ivory, blue-green or warm brown. The box should be given three coats of paint.

Several holes must be pierced in the bottom of the box for drainage. To make sure that they do not get clogged with soil, a crock can be placed over each. Next comes a one-inch layer of pebbles or hard coal cinders broken into one-quarter to one-half-inch pieces. The cinders are especially good because they store up some of the surplus water, which is then available to the roots as they need it.

The soil for an average window box should be of such consistency that it does not pack hard when watered nor contract much when dry. For this reason it must be well supplied with humus. The keen root competition which is sure to develop among plants restricted by a box makes imperative, also, a soil rich in all required nutrients. Nitrogen, however, must be given with caution or foliage will develop at the expense of flowers.

A generally satisfactory soil mixture which anyone can easily prepare consists of three parts of good garden loam, one part of granulated peatmoss and one-third part of sharp builder's sand. The peatmoss must be well moistened before it is incorporated. To each bushel of this mixture, add one three-inch flower potful of bone meal and one-half of a three-inch potful of dehydrated sheep manure. Mix all ingredients together and fill the box with the mixture to within one inch of the rim.

When setting out the plants, it is best to leave at least one inch between the root balls and to sink them about a half inch deeper in the soil than they stood in their previous locations. After the box is planted, cover the surface of the soil with a half-inch layer of peatmoss to which some dehydrated manure has been added. This mulch will prevent overheating of the soil, which is most likely to occur while the plants are still too small to shade the soil with their leaves.

During the first month after planting, regular watering is the only care required. The quantity given will depend upon the weather and how quickly the soil dries out. During hot spells it may be necessary to water evenings as well as mornings.

About five or six weeks after planting the plants will be ready to absorb a quick-acting chemical fertilizer. It should be dissolved in water, one heaping teaspoonful to a gallon, and applied once a week. Regular feeding is of the greatest importance. Without it, the plants cannot be expected to continue flowering until the end of the season.

Lastly, even if you have outstanding success with your flower boxes this year, resolve to try something different in plant materials next year. The choice of suitable plants is so wide that the gardener may easily change his planting scheme each year without repetition in the course of his lifetime. To mention but a few attractive combinations (each group of three includes "background", "center" and "foreground")

(Continued on page 153)

Torenia fournieri, Begonia semperflorens, Nierembergia caerulea and hanging Basket Grass.
WINDOW BOX GARDENING

Continued from page 152

Geraniums and Nepeta hederacea variegata.

...plants, in this order:

For Full Sun
Marigold Golden Bedder, ageratum and African Daisy
Zinnia Will Rogers (scarlet), marigold
Yellow Pigmy and lobelia Sapphire
Phlox drummondii in red, pink and white, lobelia Crystal Palace and portulaca Thelussoni (scarlet)
Nasturtium dwarf Orange Glory, verbena Purple Mantle, and variegated Vinca major
Celosia dwarf Flory Feather, snapdragon Golden Queen, and verbena Spitfire

(Continued on page 154)

Your Turn Now to Enjoy a Wagon Wheel

Wonderful, you'll exclaim! Just take ½ jigger Southern Comfort, ½ jigger brandy, ½ jigger lemon juice, 3 dashes grenadine syrup. Shake. Serve in frosted cocktail glass with red stemmed cherry.

There's Only One 100 Proof LIQUOR

SOUTHERN COMFORT

NO SUGAR IS NEEDED WITH America's Most Versatile Drink

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION ST. LOUIS 3, MO.
Trap More Sunbeams
For Your Home—NEW
Idea Book Tells How!

A sunny, sheltered room for Junior . . .
with graceful groups of windows . . .
doors that increase privacy and convenience!
You'll learn how to plan such features—
and dozens more—with "Today's Idea House," new 32-page Ponderosa Pine booklet,
complete with illustrations and suggestions.
Whether you plan to remodel or build,
you'll learn how to make your home more charming and
more comfortable with doors and windows of Ponderosa Pine.
Mail the coupon and 10 cents for "Today's Idea House"—you'll find it an inspiration!

The Best is Yours with . . .

Ponderosa Pine
WOODWORK

Some of the Many Subjects Covered
by "Today's Idea House"
- How to make small rooms look larger.
- How doors can save you steps.
- How to plan for more closets.
- How to improve window decoration.

WINDOW BOX GARDENING
Continued from page 153

Marigolds and Dimorphotheca or African Daisy.

Petunia Blue Bedder balcony petunia
White Wonder and Deep Blue

For an Eastern or Northwestern Exposure
Begonia semperflorens in red, pink and
white—"Lobellia" (blue with white eye)
Geraniums S. A. Nott (dark scarlet),
Beauté Poitevine (salmon pink) and
Mrs. Salleron (variegated foliage)
with Nepeta hederacea variegata

For a Northern or Northeastern Exposure
Columbines (yellow and red foliages),
Begonia semperflorens (scarlet) and
Lysimachia nummularia
Fuchsia G. Monk, Nemesia strumosa
Sutton's Orange, and hanging fuchsia
Tuberous Begonia in red, salmon and
yellow, Begonia Lloydii and Wander-
ing Jew.

Jewels of Cooking Performance
BY ROPER
"AMERICA'S FINEST GAS RANGE"

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT THESE FEATURES
- "STAGGERED" COOKING TOP
- "SIMMER-SPEED" BURNERS
- LARGE "3-in-1" OVEN
- "CLOSED" BROILER
- "科学的" COOKING CHARTS

GEO. D. ROPER CORPORATION
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
Waterbury 88, Connecticut

COPPER
DREAM ROOMS
for only $2.98 PER GAL.

Kem-Tone Miracle Wall Finish

One Gallon $2.98
(Does Average Room)
MAY, 1946

NEW GARDEN TOOLS
Continued from page 149

How to "mow" a hedge. The Cyclone hedge trimmer (shown in photograph left, bottom) employing the same principle as a mowing machine, cuts in both directions across the fingers of a comb. This lightweight tool is held in the left hand at any convenient angle and the rod with the blade is operated with the right. Slices growth as thick as a pencil. Price, $9.50, from Stump & Walter, New York.

A modernized scythe. The Sta-Sharp weed cutter slightly resembles a golf club, cuts a 12-inch swath with its eight-toothed blade. Light to handle, and safe as well, for the cutting edges are protected by the rounded projections of the blade. $1.50 at Vaughan's.

To save bending. The new F-C Self-Cleaning rake has a spring that permits bending the head, by a push-back motion, to free the times of debris. The raking position is instantly restored when the implement is lifted from the ground. With the safety catch closed the rake can be used for garden culti­vating. Steel, enameled in red, with natural wood handle. Fourteen-inch size with 18 tines. $1.98 at Blooming­dale's.

For lawns and leaves. The Cavex Broom rake has two dozen heavy-gauge (Continued on page 156)

DEFINITELY THE PLACE THAT DOES THINGS FOR YOU!

If you're low on vitality, cosmetics are in vain, clothes fool nobody... including yourself! Come to The Gideon and Saratoga Spa, the most benefi­cent rousesome in the world for a vacation-cure! The Gideon nestled midst pines and geysers is prodigal in its service of you—delights your appetite with American food at its height. Ride, golf, swim, sun—be alone or with your own sort of folks. And always, right at your door are the world-famous baths—naturally carbonated mineral waters—part of the Restoration Cure or Special Spa Therapies. Baths that buoy you; soothe you; ease physical fag and nervous nag away; make a new woman of tired little you! Wire reservations. Privately operated. Myron H. Woolley, Manager.

THE
GIDEON
AT SARATOGA SPA
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK

The Spa is Owned—Its Health Services Operated—by The State of New York
NEW GARDEN TOOLS
Continued from page 155

THE FAMOUS SYMBOL of
Royal Doulton appears on a wide range of tableware, animal subjects, figurines—in both Bone China and Earthenware. Production continues today—as re-conversion permits.

Write for the name of your nearest dealer.

Be patient if he cannot always give you immediate delivery. Enclose 10c if you want a fully illustrated booklet, including correct table services.

Flavor Magic for Salads

Salads soar to new heights of matchless flavor with TWIN TREES Vintage Wine Vinegar—8 piquant herb flavors. TWIN TREES Vintage Wine Vinegars are the master chefs' skillful blend of savory garden fresh herbs and luscious aged-in-wood red wine. Try them for salad perfection, for sheer taste appeal.

With TWIN TREES—prose to the secret of seasoning in the grand manner is surprisingly revealed for you to relish, for all to enjoy.

Send now for FREE recipe booklet "Vintage Flavors for the Kitchen."

TWIN TREES products are on sale at Finer Shops and Department Stores.

Ask for Twin Trees Vintage Seasonings

Harbs, Sauces, Dressings, Mustard, Vintage Wine Vinegar, Capers, Splashes— singly or in gift-making groups. Of pine reproductions—Chests, Cabinet, Wall Racks, Salad Bowls.

DORSET FOODS, Ltd.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

From one of America's finest regions for the production of dry, white table wines comes Widmer's Delaware—a special varietal wine of rare zest and delicacy.
MAY, 1946

NEW GARDEN TOOLS

Continued from page 156

oil testing solution to last the average gardener a whole season. Vials and bottles all neatly packed in grooves in a handsome mahogany box. Instruction book tells how to run tests for nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus and pH (soil acidity—alkalinity), and how to apply results to garden. The whole, $6.50, from Peter Henderson & Co. Refills 35¢ each.

"Twinwall" $25.00 "Bantam" $10.00
At home or club... where you prefer a cocktail shaker that holds enough,... The "TWINWALL"... interlined... prevents condensation... keeps drinks cold... For all who demand the best.
Another BOYD creation... the favorite "BANTAM"... cocktail shaker... designed to handle with ease... feather-light... but generous... suited to Milady's taste.
Sold at better stores everywhere, or send cash for delivery by your top local store, or express.
CHARLES P. BOYD Corporation
200 North 21st Street
Philadelphia 3

MEXICAN TABLE MATS

• These natural honey-colored mats are made for me by the Mixtec Indians down in Old Mexico, who weave them by hand from their native palm fibers. They are just the thing for indoors or out. They look well on any kind of table, and especially so when set with peasant tableware.

For field and woodland. Proved as a brush-cutter by our fighting men in the jungles, the Woodman's Pal is indispensable for the outdoor-lover who is clearing land on the farm or in camp. Can be used to cut brush, kindling and firewood, point stakes, build fences and temporary camp furniture. Complete with metal carrying case that attaches to belt. $3.75 from Joseph Breek & Sons, 85 State Street, Boston 9, Mass. (Add 25¢ postage if 300 miles or more beyond Boston.)

Fine-grade Swedish saw. The one-man Sandvik Bow saw, strong and light-weight, is useful for felling trees and for cutting up firewood. Price, $3.30 for 10 inch saw, from Barnett Bros., Inc., 92 Chambers Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Start perennialis from seed. The green Thumb coldframe is the ideal spot to start your perennials this spring and your vegetable and annual seedlings at other seasons.

This standard-size starter (3 by 6 feet) has all-steel frame coated with rust-resistant paint, and two-section sash of plastic vimitile that permits the entrance of ultra-violet and infra-red sun rays. Easily assembled, light in weight and waterproof, $16.95 (express charges collect) from Goldfarb's Seed Store, 162 E. 57 St., New York 22, N. Y.

For field and woodland. Proved as a brush-cutter by our fighting men in the jungles, the Woodman's Pal is indispensable for the outdoor-lover who is clearing land on the farm or in camp. Can be used to cut brush, kindling and firewood, point stakes, build fences and temporary camp furniture. Complete with metal carrying case that attaches to belt. $3.75 from Joseph Breek & Sons, 85 State Street, Boston 9, Mass. (Add 25¢ postage if 300 miles or more beyond Boston.)

Fine-grade Swedish saw. The one-man Sandvik Bow saw, strong and light-weight, is useful for felling trees and for cutting up firewood. Price, $3.30 for 10 inch saw, from Barnett Bros., Inc., 92 Chambers Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Start perennialis from seed. The green Thumb coldframe is the ideal spot to start your perennials this spring and your vegetable and annual seedlings at other seasons.

This standard-size starter (3 by 6 feet) has all-steel frame coated with rust-resistant paint, and two-section sash of plastic vimitile that permits the entrance of ultra-violet and infra-red sun rays. Easily assembled, light in weight and waterproof, $16.95 (express charges collect) from Goldfarb's Seed Store, 162 E. 57 St., New York 22, N. Y.

Death to dandelions. The new Nor-cross Dandelion Puller has a long oak handle ending in a concave steel blade that scoops out the crown and root of the weed. Price, 39c at Macy's garden tool department.

AVAILABLE AGAIN!

The one and only BENEDICTINE
D. O. M

When you order Benedictine liqueur, be sure you get the original Benedictine D. O. M.

By now there is no reason why your dealer or favorite dining-out spot should not have an ample supply. Look for the distinctive boîte, with the familiar D. O. M showing prominently on the label.

The one and only genuine Benedictine D. O. M is produced from the ancient secret formula, and by the original Societe Anonyme Benedictine founded at Fecamp, France.

Tonight, enjoy a Benedictine after dinner. You'll find Benedictine is more than an after-dinner liqueur. It is an experience in good living.

Sole Agents for the U. S.
JULIUS WILE SONS & CO., INC.
New York 16, N. Y.

GOURMET CARVERS in matching table cases......

The discriminating host or hostess will treasure forever these new Gourmet Carvers, masterpieces of craftsmanship; in beautiful matching cases to grace the finest table. Every time you remove a Gourmet Carver from its case—and every time you replace it—the knife sharpens itself! No work—no skill—always a keen edge. A brand new idea—patent applied for—and only "ShurEdge" has it!

Available in sets of 1, 2 or 3 cutlery pieces. Blades of finest, hollow-ground chrome vanadium steel, chrome plated to protect the surface, handles and cases in choice of lustrous Pakkawood or richly inlaid woods. At your favorite department or cutlery store. Robeson Cutlery Co., Inc., Perry, N. Y.
FALL AND WINTER CROPS

Many salad and cooking greens defy frost. Katherine P. Plumb describes the best to plant this summer.

It is surprising to the amateur to learn that a number of salad greens, as well as cooking green and roots, withstand considerable cold weather. Indeed, the flavor of some is improved by frost and a few can live through winter in southern New England, available during thaws or ready for earliest spring use.

Among the hardies are cabbage, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, mustard, Swiss chard, kale, leeks, chives, parsnips, turnips, salsify, cauliflower, Chinese cabbage, spinach, French endive or witloof chicory, endive, parsley and dandelion. All of these vegetables have survived frost to a greater or lesser degree in Mount Carmel, ten miles out of New Haven, Connecticut. Weather records kept at the Experiment Station farm here show how much freezing each endured. Of course, in any locality the final date of harvest varies with the severity or mildness of the autumn and the maturity of the crop.

Winter vegetables can be lumped into two groups, according to planting times, June or midsummer. In the first class are the slow-growing cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, broccoli and salsify. In 1943 plants of Savoy cabbage started in mid-June stood outdoors with no untoward effect until November 15. The final date for late-June started broccoli was November 10, and for cauliflower planted early in the month, November 5. There had been thirteen nights of frost in September and October with temperatures ranging from 23 to 32 degrees F. Nine of the first fifteen days of November were frosty with a mercury low of 19 degrees. Brussels sprouts, equally hardy, may often be left in the garden until Thanksgiving.

The brassicas (cabbage family) flourish in well drained soil enriched with rotted manure or compost. To avoid disease don't plant them in the same place two years running. Several days before sowing, work into the soil about 40 pounds of complete fertilizer per 1,000 square feet, or half an amount if the land has been cropped previously the same season. Mark rows 30" apart and, before dropping seeds, tamp the soil with a rake to make a firm bed. Sow seeds sparsely, cover with \( \frac{1}{4} \)" to \( \frac{1}{2} \)" of soil, and water.

When the seedlings are large enough to handle, weed out the weaker plants so that survivors have at least

(Continued on page 159)

BUFFET DRAWER TRAY PREVENTS TARNISH

CONVENIENT — PRACTICAL FOR SILVERWARE AND CUTLERY

Fully lined with the remarkable fabric, PACIFIC SILVER CLOTH, the cloth that PREVENTS TARNISH. Designed to fit the average buffet drawer. Length 19"—width 10 1/2"—height 3". Ample space for services of 6, 8 or 12.

TRAY ONLY, POSTPAID

Please, no C.O.D.'s

$6

TAUNTON PRODUCTS COMPANY

It's easier to keep them out than knock them out...

get BRONZE Screens

A single mosquito can put an end to sleep and a whole squadron can find even a tiny hole in a rusted screen.

Thus, strong bronze screens, that will never rust, provide the best protection.

Dependable, rustless screens of Anaconda Bronze cost but little more than those of rustable metal... and think of the labor and expense saved in avoiding frequent replacement. Write for Publication B-5, "How to Protect Your Home against Rust."

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY

Waterbury 88, Connecticut

Amusing Bronzes and Agencies in Principal Cities

Old Angus Brand Blended Scotch Whisky, 86 Proof National Distillers Products Corporation, New York

DEVOE PAINT

787 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
MARYLAND'S Ambassador of Good Cheer is definitely a costly beer. But to the critic of flavor it seems to be entirely justified.

FALL AND WINTER CROPS
Continued from page 158

2" of space. In July, when the young plants are 6 or more inches tall, allow cabbage, cauliflower and brussels sprouts 20" and broccoli 15" in the rows.

Watering
All gardens benefit by thorough watering, soaking the soil to a depth of 4" every week or ten days during a dry spell. Cauliflower, particularly, needs regular moisture supply for proper development. In some cases, cabbage and broccoli survive drought, delaying growth until fall rains hasten maturity.

When the flower forming on the cauliflower is 3" across, it is time to tie the leaves over it to provide shade from the sun. In little more than a week after this blanching process begins, the head is ready to cut.

The buds are the edible portion of brussels sprouts. These tiny cabbages, forming in the axils of leaves along the stem, are improved by frost and should mature in October. Several pickings may be made, beginning at the bottom of the stem on each plant.

The versatile leek should be more popular in home gardens. It has a mild onion flavor and the thick, white base stem may be used as a vegetable or for flavoring soups, salads and stews. Leeks do best in soil enriched with rotted manure and fertilizer. Seeds may be sown as late as June in rows 15" apart. When plants are 4" tall they are thinned to allow 6" between.

The usual care afforded vegetables is given leeks until September. Then soil is drawn toward the stems to hasten each cultivation. The accumulating mound of earth, 5" to 6" high, helps develop the tender white stem used for cooking.

Leeks are ready for harvest after frost and the plant is hardy in southern New England. Gardeners pull a winter supply in mid-November for storage in an outdoor cache of leaves. The rest are left in place for spring use.

Wilted chicory, parsnips and salsify are grouped together because all are winter hardy and cultivation is similar. Since each takes three months or longer to grow, planting should not be delayed after mid-June. Chicory leaves may be cooked like spinach when they reach a length of 6" or so. Sprouts from the roots, taken into the cellar for forcing during the winter, make delectable salads.

These crops need good garden soil, deeply prepared. Seed of chicory may be sown in early summer and plants thinned to 3" apart in rows 2' (Continued on page 163)
GERANIUMS
Continued from page 110

really see to believe. During dormant periods they are impossibly ugly, giving no hint of the rare beauty that will come later in bloom. In blossoms they make an interesting range covering for a greenhouse wall and many are charming to combine with other pelargoniums in mixed bouquets of the genus or to arrange with other quite different flowers. From this group, perhaps, will come eventually a yellow geranium or flowers of marked fragrance. The sweet-scented evening blossoms of P. rutanoeum, the Rusc-scented Storksbill, are composed of tiny maroon petals with yellow rim and base, while the rather rare and pretty P. gibbosum, the Knotted Storksbill, bears sweet-smelling blooms of greenshadow yellow. Another scented variety is the tuberous-rooted, climbing P. glaucifolium, P. tetragonum, P. scandens, and the thorny P. eckinatum and P. stipelioni are others worth knowing.

The colored-leaved geraniums, available in many, many varieties in Victorian days, are now only about forty. Some of these, like the tri-colored Mrs. Cox with its leaf of vermilion, purple and yellow or Miss Barrett Coutts of purple, pink and cream, are rare and difficult. Others, like the green and white Mine. Sallerou, once so freely used to border circular canna beds, and the charming Distinctation with a neat brown circle near the outer edge of its leaf, are easy to find.

In the West, permanent outdoor plantings of these colored-leaved pelargoniums are often possible. In the East, when there is room in greenhouse or sunroom to winter a considerable number of plants, they make excellent, double-duty specimens. Their interesting leaves brighten any room in winter; in summer, they may be plunged in garden beds, planted in pot boxes sheltered from the wind, or arranged in telling groups on the veranda. In white tubs, the red-flowering "sulver"-leaved varieties like Mary Anne, Mountains of Snow and Beckwith Pride are delightful, while an old-fashioned hat and umbrella stand painted white and fitted with brackets makes an ideal place to display any of them.

Those who delight in collecting these colored-leaved plants also include the tricolors, Mrs. Pollock and Skies of Italy. The green and yellow bicolors or butterfly geraniums are represented by Happy Thought and Crystal Palace Gem, Alpha, Graves Jubilee, Bronze Beauty and the Marshal MacMahon. Their yellow and brown classification. P. frutetorum and Distinction are green with black zones of different widths. Then there are the g reen and whites, including the familiar Silver (Continued on page 161)
Leaf S. A. Nitt, and rare yellows like Gold Leaf, Verona and Cloth of Gold.

The scented-leaved geraniums are known to all by the familiar Rose and Lemon varieties. Yet these are but a very small part of this scented story. There are in this country several outstanding collections of the scented types, all, to my knowledge, in the East. Miss Dorcas Brigham at Williamsburg, Massachusetts, has the largest, numbering about seventy-five. Until such a collection has been visited and studied their variation is unbelievable.

The scented pelargoniums exist in six fairly well-defined classifications of Rose, Lemon, Fruit, Mint, Spice and Pungent and it is not by any means an imaginary vision of their aromatic action which makes one smell like pepper-mint and that of another like apples stored in the barn. The scents of the same varieties, of course, will vary according to conditions of perception and also the degree of oil release. On hot, still sunny days this occurs to some degree automatically but it is always the bruised leaf which emits the strongest fragrance.

Almost any scented geranium is its own excuse for being, but the plants also have definite values. I like them best as they're planted at Miss Brigham's on a sunny terrace supported by a rock wall. Even cuttings from so many rotate plenty of room indoors in winter, a fact which collectors bent on a complete list must keep in mind. In parts of California, however, where temperatures do not fall below twenty-eight degrees, they are hardy and often of evergreen tendency, developing into three- and four-foot shrubs of real beauty in the landscape.

Everywhere the scented geraniums make showy terrace or porch plants and may also be trained to standard form. Many are suited to window boxes and a few even to the rock garden since the form of the plants varies as well as the leaf structure and the scent. Tall and short, compact and rangy, usually with tiny flowers but occasionally, as in the case of Clorinda, with large ones, the scented varieties are a truly fascinating classification. A collection might well be started with a dozen, two from each arbitrary group: Rose, P. graveolens, probably the true Rose, and Red-flowered Rose; Lemon, P. crispum minor, the "finger bowl geranium;" P. melissinum, Lemon Balm; Fruit, P. nerovarum, Lime, and P. odoratissimum, Apple; Mint, P. tumentosum, Peppermint, and Joy Lucille, a cross of this with P. graveolens; Spice, P. fragrans, Nutmeg, and P. tomentosum, Ginger; and the Pungent.

(Turned on page 162)
GERANIUMS

Continued from page 161

especially the Oak-leaf varieties P. quercifolium and Old Scarlet Unique.

The Ivy-leaf Geranium, P. pet
tatum, in the East makes a rather delic
tate plant, bright with late winter
bloom, or a summer beauty of rather
occasional color when plunged in
the open garden, but in the West it realizes
its true beauty. In cascading fountains
of color varieties such as the vigorous
rose-pink Charles Turner, the scarlet In
tensity and blue-white Mrs. Banks
drapes near San Francisco; as
carpets of delicate lavender or silver
pean, Jeanne d’Arc and The Blush
make beautiful ground covers for whole
acres in San Diego. The ivies can also
be used to hide banks or cover small
divisional fences in gardens while noth
ing for hanging baskets surpasses such
free-blooming plants as the rose-pink Mrs.
H. J. Jones with its laciniate petals, The Duchess lilac-white, or the
white, feathered-rose Princess Victoria.

The Martha or Lady Washing
ton Geranium, P. domesticum, which
even in common parlance is often called
elagophyton, is little seen in the East
except as Florists’ plants for Easter,
Mother’s Day and Memorial Day.
Usually outside the greenhouse its life
is brief here, although some gardeners
have discovered that, planted directly
in the garden, the domesticum will
flower on until fall in propitious seasons.

Like the “ivies” it is fine and lasting
for bouquets and corsages, although
growers have long advised some sort
of gluing to keep blooms from shatter
ing. I never found this necessary.

In the West the Washington Ger
aniums are always handsome and out
standing. Through most of California
they flourish in either sun or light shade
and prove better plants for direct gar
den bedding than for pots. The domesticum
is particularly impressive if it is
planted in one variety, like the deep
pink Dianer’s Giant, blush Geranium’s
joy or red to orange Anna Rudloff, for
the brilliant bordering of a walk or
foundation. The white Duchess of Kent,
pink Edith North, salmon Mary Eliza
beth or orchid German Glory are also
striking if grown tall and pruned flat
against a bright patio wall or redwood
fence, while that old-fashioned, small
flowered variety, the Panay Geranium
Mrs. Layal is engaging anywhere.

Many gorgeous new varieties of
domesticum are introduced each year.
The rose, maroon-veined John Winter
mute recently caused much excitement.
The shell-pink Ballerina and lilac Star
dust appear this year with four varie
ties, Spring Glory, Summer Charm,
Autumn Glow and Winter Cheer,
hybridized by an amateur, Helen
Roberts Bohannon of Berkeley. I saw
these last fall and all are very lovely.

Get Immediate Delivery On This
Kant-Tip DELTA Lawn & Garden
HOSE REEL CART

Here’s a bin, sturdy built, attractive,
tip-proof garden hose reel cart which features extra hose
capacity and many new improvements. Con
structed entirely of heavy gauge metal, Painted in
bright red enamel. Capacity up to 500 feet of hose.
Wide base and frame prevents tipping over or
"crooping" when in use. Wide
rims of wheels make it easy to roll
and will not injure lawn. Two
sturdy hose clips Easily assembled. Add 1/2
or knocked down in 5 minutes.

Order from your dealer or
direct from factory. C.O.D.
DELTA MANUFACTURING CO
515 Leib St., Detroit 7, Mich.

Privacy with Charm

DUBOIS

Woven Wood Fence

Effective screening without that “prison wall” effect. No estate too large; no
city lot too small for thisAppealing and
practical fence—a native of France transplanted to America. For lasting
value buy only the genuine DUBOIS woven with rust-proof wire. In
five heights and three spacings. Also Reeveshire Old Fashioned Post and Rail
and Reeveshire English Type Hurdle Fences. Send for booklet B.

DUBOIS FENCE AND GARDEN CO., Inc., Remson Pl., Ridgeland, N.J.

Send for Bulb CATALOG

F. LAGOMARSINO
AND SONS • Box 1115 M • Sacramento, Calif.

Me? To be king of Salvador? Nope. I just got this brand-new Toro!

Schling’s CROCUS

Extra-special offer. Rarely
offered abroad. Large-flowered Dutch
varieties: 100 bulbs $1.50, postpaid;
1000 bulbs $5.00, postpaid.

MAX SCHLING SEEDSMEN, INC.
Madison Ave., at 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.

ROCK GARDEN

"BLUE RIBBON" COLLECTION
12 shades evenly grown and produce flowering taken. Different colors and sizes of blooming. (State choice.) $3.50. Catalogue on request.

MAYFAIR NURSERIES
93 Highland Ave., Berkeleyfield, N. J.

MODERNIZE YOUR GARDEN TOOLS WITH

TUG-O-WHEEL COMPLETE GARDENING OUTFIT

Tug-O-Wheel, the most complete
outfit ever made for vegetable gardening.
Improved all steel gardening Outfit
shows: (a) deep, heavy, nick and
corrosion-proof. (b) Right, efficient
way to use. (c) Eye-catching, other gen
eral attachments. (d) Thousands of
satisfied customers. (e) Immediate and
worthwhile return guaranteed
Write today for information.

TUG-O-WHEEL HANG PLOW CO.
Baltimore, Md.

Thompson’s Tomato-Fix

Simply spray tomato blossoms with Thompson Fix
and the flower bud will turn red. The flower buds
produce a large tomato, many of them seedless. Grow more
and nurture tomatoes that you ever believed
possible with Tomato Fix.

THOMPSON HORTICULTURAL CHEMICALS CORP.
300 WOOD STREET • GIBRALTAR, ILLINOIS

Reeveshire Enghsh Type Hurdle Fences. Send for booklet B.
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GLADIOUS Five GORGEOUS FLORAL BEAUTIES

Our gladiolus farm is famous for its glorious spikes of graceful blossoms annually cut as flowers to sell by the bucket, everywhere. Now we offer bulbs of these same gorgeous gladiolus for beautiful bloom in your own garden.

Maid of Orleans—fall white spikes of large flowers. Early flowering. $3.00 for 50. (Available in bulk only.)

White Perfection—white flowers, early. $2.50 for 50. (Available in bulk only.)

Peach Whispers—peachy pink. $2.50 for 50. (Available in bulk only.)

Our flowers grow faster! Plants are set 3" apart in rows 2½’ apart. The roots are ready for eating from frost until hard freezing imprisons them. For winter convenience, parsnips are pulled in November, topped off and left to form a 3" stub, and the roots stored in a nest of dry leaves outdoors. We have cooked such roots in March and found the flesh crisp and flavorful. Plants left in the rows are a first fruit of the new season.

The wood-like seed of salsify can be sown anytime until early June in rows 1½’ to 2’ apart, and thinned to 4" in the row. Like parsnip, salsify requires deep soil and can either be dug and stored for use during the winter or left in the ground for digging in early spring.

Swiss chard, spinach, dandelion, mustard, kale and chinese cabbage are fast growing crops that may be started in August for autumn, and, in the cases of kale and dandelion, early spring harvest. Spinach, too, if brought to the proper stage of development and mulched will winter ever in Connecticut.

About 2’ should be left between rows of chard. Plants are set 6” apart in the row, and, as they develop, every other one may be pulled to give more space. The nutritious leaves and mid-ribs may be served to the family from the thinning stage until freezing weather. In 1944 chard was last harvested in a Mount Carmel garden in mid-November. Mercury had dropped below 32 degrees with a low of 21 many times before that date.

Savoy spinach, started in August and watered as necessary during drought, will provide greens until the ground freezes. Seed is sown about ½’ deep in fertile soil. Seedlings stand 1” apart, and as they start to crowd, the outer plant is pulled and used in the kitchen.

Those who relish the bitter green flavor of young dandelions will find the cultivated plant more delicious than the wildling. Seed is started in August, about seventy days before freezing weather is expected. Seedlings are best given 6” each in rows standing 1’ apart. A mulch in late November will protect the plants from winter injury and they will start to grow as soon as the covering is removed in spring.

(Continued on page 159)
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Startling New DAHLIAS

ROYAL MINIATURES
Perfect for fall display of Formal Decorative type...3½" in. or less in d.e.; sun reminiscent petals. Beautiful colors—lovely for room decoration. White—Yellow—Blue—Bronze—Lavender

SPECIAL ROYAL COLLECTIONS
Catalog E—5 roots. 1 each of above colors. (Value $5.00) $4.50
Collection F—10 roots. 2 each of above colors. (Value $10.00) $8.50

Sensational Novelty
PINK REGALIA
Informal Decoratives Type
Offered last Spring for the first time. Blooms 7 to 9 in. across in lovely, intense pink. Hardy bushes, 4½ ft. to 5 ft. high. Wonderful for pot and cutting.

$3.50 each; 10 for $31.50

STIPEND WALTERS
132-136 Church St., Dept. H. New York 8
Englewood, N. J.
Newark, N. J.

FALL AND WINTER CROPS

Continued from page 163

Mustard is another weed that has a place in the green garden. Some people prefer the pungent tang after the foliage has been frosted. For late use, start seed in prepared soil in August. Rows stand 1 apart and plants should be given 6" or more. Plant the leaves while they are young, discard the stems, and serve mustard raw or cooked. Mustard lives through much drier weather and remains edible until Thanksgiving or later.

In dealing with any of the cultivated weeds, it is wise to remember that such plants permitted to go to seed may take possession of your plot. A short row of each of a number of leafy vegetables will yield a goodly supply of greens and salad materials.

Two kinds of kale are planted in northern gardens and both are improved by frost. The Scotch continues to yield until December here, while the Siberian remains green under winter snow. Seed may be planted in August. Like other late started vegetables, kale may need water to get up way. Seedlings are thinned to 6" apart in rows 1½" apart. Later every other plant may be pulled for salad or cooking.

Siberian kale was thriving under a deep snowfall in January of this year. At that time the mercury had dipped much below zero more than once.

Another easily grown vegetable with an interesting taste flavor is Chinese cabbage. This tall, heading plant of crisp leaves with broad midribs is excellent either cooked or in salad.

Seed is sown in fertile soil in August. Supplied with some moisture, the head will mature in from seven to eight days. Allow each 15" in rows at least 23" apart. For a fall variety, with long leaves resembling cos lettuce, lived in a garden in this neighborhood until December 5. Not only did the heads enjoy frosty weather but they endured temperatures as low as 15 degrees F.

Long after late lettuce has succumbed to frost, endive may be taken from the garden. Seed is started in July for the fall crop, and plants are thinned to stand 1 apart in rows 18" apart. When nearly full grown, the outer leaves are drawn together and tied in order to produce the blanched white heart. Protected by a mulch after freezing weather, endive will live in the garden until the beginning of December.

Frequently gardeners forget autumn crops in their spring planning. It is not too late to extend your fresh vegetable season.

Silver Moon COLUMBINE
Glistening White
Fragrant, too
The outstanding Columbine in our 1945 trials, garden visitors voted this fine variety. In garden or bouquet...its delicate distinction is charming. One Seeds now.

Hallawell's LONG SPIRURED BLUE HYBRIDS...Pkt. 35c
Hallawell's SELECT HYBRIDS MIXED—The finest strain in cultivation...Pkt. 3.00

Send for Catalog • Many color illustrations

California, Oregon, and Nurserymen
256M Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA

$1 IRIS FREE
With Your First Order
Write for Free Catalog of
IRISES & DAYLILIES
EDENWALD GARDENS
VINCENNES, INDIANA

Dress up your FlowerPots! Throw Away those Old Sticks
and Get these Decorative
PLANT SUPPORTS
Hand Painted Bells and Chiffonies
8" — $1.50
4" — $.75
4 Assorted Colors
Order from your dealer

IRIS
Send for free catalog listing 200 carefully selected varieties. Choose because of their beauty, garden value, good growing habits, and hardiness. Moderate prices. Send for your copy of our new catalog now.

CARL SALBACH
653 Woodmont Ave.
Berkeley 8 California

Kill Dandelions Easily
New Spray Treatment Kills Dandelions and Does Not Kill Grass. Proven, inexpensive, and easy to use. Quick Permanent Results. NON-POISON. Did your lawn of dandelions, Have numerous requests for illustrated booklet. It is FREE—no obligation.

AMERICAN HOMEGROUNDS INSTITUTE
Dept. 14, Columbus, Ohio

HYPONEX PLANT FOOD
Grows bigger & better vegetables, flowers, sprouts, plants, in any soil—even in sand, cinders or water.
Clean, odorless, soluble, doesn't burn. Results sure. Some stores, or send 10c for 1 oz. (makes 6 gallons) or $1 for lb. (makes 100 gallons) $8 for 10-lb. drum.

HYDROPONIC CO., INC., 20 West 3rd St., New York 12, N. Y.
FOUR SEASON GARDEN

Continued from page 94

SCHRUBS

Azalea calendulacea, Flame Azalea
Azalea boemneri, Torch Azalea (evergreen)
Azalea ledolitosa, Snow Azalea
Cyclonia japonica, Flowering Quince
Kalmia latifolia, Mountain Laurel
Kerria japonica, Japanese Kerria
Pyracantha coccinea, Scarlet Firethorn
Shrubs seen over wall—Hibiscus syriacus, Cornus mas.

VINES

Ampelopsis tricuspidata stout, Low Creeper
Clematis jackmanii, Purple Clematis
Euonymus radicans, Winter creeper
Hedera helix, English Ivy
Winter creeper
Wisteria multiuga, Longcluster Wisteria

GROUND COVER PLANTS

Ajuga reptans, Bugle-weed
Arctostaphylos uva-ursa, Bearberry
Cotoneaster adpressus, Creeping Cotoneaster
Mitchella repens, Partridgeberry
(Continued on page 166)

PICTURE STOVE and TRASH BURNER

Tree stump of durable hardwood with deeper golden body, Excel­ lent form and substance. Each $1.20; 3 for $3.50.

GENERAL MacARTHUR

Stately cream-white, self. Golden beard heavily circled with golden glow. Each $1.75; 3 for $4.15.

Send for NEW CATALOG illustrated in color. Listed in the Sears Iris for spring and fall plants.

NATIONAL IRIS GARDENS

BEAVERTON, OREGON

LUTZ SUPERB PEONIES

For over a generation we have been supplying the leading horticulturists of the world with the finest Peonies. Write for our list of plants suitable for your region. Partly shaded, and in full bloom in March.

PHIL LUTZ PEONY FARMS

PHIL LUTZ, PROP.

America's Largest Iris and Peony Collection
Also Grower of Hemerocallis, Poppy and Hardy Chrysanthemums.
Write for Illustrated Catalog No. 85.

LUTZ SUPERB PEONIES

CONTROLS INSECTS

Now relax in outdoor comfort on your beautiful, cedar-built "PREE-FABB" lawn chair and settee. Enjoy wonderful barbecue suppers and parties with your sturdy "PREE-FABB" picnic table. Ask your "PREE-FABB" dealer about these fine additions to your outdoor living room. Ask him, too, about "PREE-FABB" ready-made fences and how you can take 12-36 months to pay under FHA Home Improvement Plan. Constructed of sturdy, durable Northern Michigan White Cedar. Available in six designs—Picker, Split Rail, Round Rail, Flower Bed, Colonial and Stockade.

Now in outdoor comfort on your beautiful, cedar-built "PREE-FABB" lawn chair and settee. Enjoy wonderful barbecue suppers and parties with your sturdy "PREE-FABB" picnic table. Ask your "PREE-FABB" dealer about these fine additions to your outdoor living room. Ask him, too, about "PREE-FABB" ready-made fences and how you can take 12-36 months to pay under FHA Home Improvement Plan. Constructed of sturdy, durable Northern Michigan White Cedar. Available in six designs—Picker, Split Rail, Round Rail, Flower Bed, Colonial and Stockade.

THE BEAUTIFUL LAWNS OF FOG-BOUND ENGLAND

Famous for their beauty of color and texture, English lawns owe their luxuriant vigor to the fog-laden atmo­sphere of the English climate. BROOKS Underground System brings you the famous Brooks-Fog System which settles slowly, evenly over the entire lawn, carrying into soil and lawn the beneficial nitrates of the atmos­phere which contribute so definitely to the fame of English lawns. BROOKS—Rain's only Rival quickly and economically installed, brings rain to your lawn whenever needed. The mess and drudgery of hose sprinkling are forgotten—with BROOKS you simply turn a valve!
RARE LOVELINESS TO GIVE ... TO OWN

Four Season Garden
Continued from page 166

* Colchicum autumnale album. White Autumn Crocus
* Crocus imperati
* Crocus susianus
* Crocus zuotinus. Autumn Crocus
* Eranthis hyemalis. Winter Aconite
* Galanthus nivalis. Snowdrop
* Lilium canadense flavum. Yellow Canada Lily
* Lycoetis squamigera, Hardy Amaryllis
* Muscari botryoides. Grape-hyacinth
* Narcissus bicolor
* Narcissus jonquilla
* Narcissus incomparabili
* Narcissus leda
* Narcissus poeticus
* Scilla siberica. Siberian Squill
* Tulipa zonata. Autumn Crocus
* Eranthis hyemalis. Winter Aconite
* Galanthus nivalis. Snowdrop
* Lilium regale. "Rising Sun"
* Lycoris squamigera. Hardy Amaryllis
* Muscari botryoides. Grape-hyacinth
* Narcissus bicolor
* Narcissus jonquilla
* Narcissus incomparabili
* Narcissus leda
* Narcissus poeticus
* Scilla siberica. Siberian Squill
* Tulipa zonata. Autumn Crocus
* Eranthis hyemalis. Winter Aconite
* Galanthus nivalis. Snowdrop
* Lilium regale. "Rising Sun"

POTTED AND CUT PLANTS

Spring

Matas floribunda, Japanese Flowering Crabapple (in dish)

Summer

Potted Geraniums, Var. Brute Poiicenine
Roses in low dish

Fall

Chrysanthemum potted

Guards

Oak leaves in vase

Winter

Browallia speciosa (hanging from ceiling)

Cacti and Sedum, etc. (in pan)

Monstera deliciosa

Poinsettia var.

"Plants which appear at other times or in parts of the garden that do not show in the views pictured,

SORRY WE'RE LATE

The transportation facilities of the nation are overstrained to the limit. Deliveries, as you undoubtedly know, are very slow. Probably there will be other delays before your copy of House & Garden reaches you. We regret exceedingly any inconvenience this may cause.

Farm Square's

"WATERPROOF" stationery is brand new. If your stationery or department store has not received a supply as yet write us. If you enclose 10¢ with your letter we will send you a reprint suitable for framing of J. T. Morgan's famous Essay "Write A Letter". Address Dept. HG 546, Park Square Mfg. Co., Saint Paul 1, Minnesota.

CORRESPONDENCE SETS from 59¢ to $5.00

PARK SQUARE

Send for our folders. "PARK SQUARE" stationery is functional as well as decorative, for it can be readily opened for card-games. The Fredericksburg lady's chair reflects the stately charm of the old Virginian manor from whence it came.


Send for your free descriptive folder from your dealer or write

THE DIETZ PRESS, Inc.
Official Publishers Colonial Williamsburg
112 EAST CARY STREET
RICHMOND 19, VIRGINIA

MAY, 1946
Look at your record collection. There you are, your captivies and conveniences, your tastes and traditions, neatly engraved on shellac and plastic.

It's a fine thing to be pleased and educated by the great albums of "musts," the ara sacra of the music shelf. It's gratifying to see the rows of substantial selections. But there's no one without a streak of unreasonable-ness that individualizes him. So set aside one section of your record library for this part of you, a private cache dedicated to your very own personal possessions.

Be it a beat-up King Bolton, a rare rendition by Red Nichols and His Five Hot Pennies or a little known recording by the Dijon Cathedral Choir, if it belongs to your very special tastes, it will become your own collector's item. That's the fun of really advanced collecting. Here's an impetus list to start you adding new facets to your alter ego.

Elizabethan

Elizabethan Suite, variations on five Virginals including Earl of Salisbury's Pavan, the King's Hunting Jigge, arranged by Ethel Bartlett for two pianos and played by Bartlett and Robinson on Columbia's Set X-236, $2.50.

Love Songs, arranged and sung by Richard Dyer-Bennett: Two Maids Went Milking One Day, Brigg Fair, Blow the Candles Out, Going to Jail, etc., in Disc's album 609, $2.75.

Out-and-Out Modern

Air de Ballet, from the opera Céphale and Procris by André Grétry, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Désiré Defaw on Victor 13-8125, $1.00.

Prélude Suite No. 2—Darius Milhaud, played by the San Francisco Orchestra, Pierre Monteux conducting, Victor Set M-1027, $3.50.

Six Chansons (songs by Bilske)—Paul Hindemith, sung in English by a choir under the direction of Robert Shaw, Victor 11-8960, $1.00.

Appalachian Spring, Suite by Aaron Copland, played by the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky, Victor album 1046, $3.75.

Conditioned for the Classic

"I Attempt From Love's Sickness To Fly," by Purcell, aria from his opera, The Indian Queen, sung by Blanche Thebom with the Victor String Orchestra under Macklin Marrow on Victor 10-1178, $2.75.

Sonata in E—Johann Sebastian Bach, played by Wanda Landowska, harpsichordist and Yehudi Menuhin, violinist, Victor DM-1035, $1.50.


Overture and Allegro from "La Sultane" Suite by Couperin, (Arranged by Darius Milhaud), played by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos conducting, on Columbia's 12161-D, $1.00.

Puritans, the music of English and Dutch religious songs, recorded in English by the Victor Choir and Orchestra, conducted by Eugene Ormandy, Victor album 753, $5.00.

If You're Attached to Strings

Sea Chanty for Harp and Strings—Paul White, performed by Edna Phillips, harpist and string players under the direction of Eugene Ormandy. Columbia Set MM-229, $2.50.


If You Like Good Jazz

Ernie Simeon Trio Album with Ernie Simeon on clarinet, James P. (Bunk) Johnson piano, and Ed Perney string bass. Disc album 708, $1.75.

Black, Brown and Beige, by Duke Ellington and his band. Victor SP-294, $1.75.


Turntable says: COLLECT YOURSELF

Furnitue for the Classic home. Shaped for the modern man. For the machine age, designed to conform to your very own tastes and conveniences. Ficks Reed Co., Cincinnati and New York.
Magnifico!

Magnificent is the taste of this "mountain-distilled" rum!

Ron Merito brings you the tang of breeze-fresh uplands — a velvet-rich smoothness — a rare and distinctive flavor that gives rum drinks a new deliciousness.

This rum is produced in the mountains of Puerto Rico — in a little valley, high above the sea, where soil, air, water and tropic sun combine with expert distilling to create the perfect rum.

Try Ron Merito for your daiquiri, your rum collins, your cuba libre... Good? Ah, Señor, drinks made with this fine mountain rum are indeed magnifico!

Try Ron Merito for your daiquiri, your rum collins, your cuba libre... Good? Ah, Señor, drinks made with this fine mountain rum are indeed magnifico!

Send for free colorful 24-page recipe booklet.

Available in both gold and white label, 86 proof. Write National Distillers Products Corp., Dept. H30, P.O. Box 12, Wall Street Station, New York 5, N.Y.
Your soft bridal satin may yellow... your lacy veil may fray in its fragile folds. But two bridal beauties will live forever... the white fire of the diamond pledge on your finger... the frosty splendor of the Heirloom Sterling on your table. These beauties are untouched by time. They are real—they last through all tomorrows.

But words won't do. Seeing is still believing. Your own two eyes will decide the Heirloom Sterling pattern of your choice as your fingers sense its depth of design... and your hand weighs the watch-fine balance of every piece. See these patterns at your store. Then choose, serenely sure that this beauty is for all your tomorrows.

Diamond Jewels Courtesy Museum of the City of New York

from the Romance of the Past...

Rare diamonds, set in the frosty serenity of silver... such are the brooch and earrings Edward Sands Brooks, son of the founder of that great mercantile family, gave to his bride, Adeline Matilda Creamer Leveridge, as his bridal gift in 1844. Such priceless jewels, like fine sterling, are treasured through generations.